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NOMINATIONS OF JOSEPH H. GALE, DARCY E.
BRADBURY, JEFFREY IL SHAFER, DAVID
LIPTON, MELISSA T. SKOLFIELD, AND
DAVID C. WVILLIAMS

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1995

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in

room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William V.
Roth, Jr. (chairman of the committee) presiding.

Also present: Senators Chafee, Grassley, Simpson, Murkowski,
Moynihan, Baucus, Bradley, Pryor, Breaux, Graham, and Moseley-
Braun.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM V. ROTH, JR., A U.S.
SENATOR FROM DELAWARE, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON
FINANCE
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please be in order. I am

pleased to convene this nominations hearing and to welcome the
six nominees we have with us today. As has been the custom, I will
ask that all nominees keep their statements to 5 minutes.

We will do this hearing in three panels. The first panel will con-
sist of one individual, Joseph H. Gale, who is well known to our
committee, to be a Judge on the United States Tax Court for a
term of 15 years.

The second panel will consist of Darcy E. Bradbury, to be an As-
sistant Secretary of Treasury for Financial Markets; David Lipton,
to be Assistant Secretary of Treasury for International Affairs; and
Jeffrey R. Shafer, to be Under Secretary of the Treasury for Inter-
national Affairs.

The third panel will consist of Melissa T. Skolfield, to be an As-
sistant Secretary of HHS for Public Affairs, and David C. Williams,
to be Inspector General, Social Security Administration.

I am now happy to yield to my colleague and good friend, Pat
Moynihan.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I see that we
have the two distinguished Senators who were former Governors of
the State of Arkansas present, which leads me to believe that Ms.
Skolfield comes from Arkansas. [Laughter.]

(1)



Senator MOYNIHAN. I know you would want to hear them, first,
and then proceed as you have suggested.

The CJwARMAN. Well, I always admire how observant our distin-
gished standing member is as to what is taking place. We are de-
ghted to have both of the Senators from Arkansas here to intro-

duce Ms. Skolfield.
Senator Bumpers.

STATEMENT OF HON. DALE BUMPERS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
ARKANSAS

Senator BUMPERS. Mr. Chairman, for the first time in my life I
have to correct Senator Moynihan. Melissa Skolfield is not an Ar-
kansan. But, for the benefit of Senator Breaux, she grew up in New
Orleans and matriculated at Rice University and from there be-
came the Press Secretary for Mike Andrews, a Texas Congressman
with whom most of us are familiar. She stayed there 2 years and
came to our office as my Press Secretary in 1987. She stayed with
me for 6 years, until she joined HHS after I had highly rec-
ommended her.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That kind of qualifies her as a Razorback.
Senator BUMPERS. It is a rich honor, indeed, Mr. Chairman, to

commend and strongly recommend Melissa Skolfield for this high
position of Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs at HHS.

I will not belabor her talents, except to say that at a time when
a lot of good people are shunning public service, it is gratifying, in-
deed, to find somebody of Melissa's talents moving up the ladder
and willing to give herself to public service. She is bright, she is
articulate, she is professional in every way, demeanor and attire,
she is an outstanding writer, and she is constantly ethical. She not
only was a great assistant to me for those 6 years, she has become
a close personal friend, as has her husband, Frank.

So, without going any further, I just want to say that we will be
richly benefited by her speedy confirmation, which I hope will be
forthcoming.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you, Senator Bumpers, for being
here today.

We will now hear from Senator Pryor.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID PRYOR, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM ARKANSAS

Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Ranking Mem-
ber. I, too, am honored to be here today with Melissa to put in a
word for her. I have known her for a number of years. We have
worked very closely with Melissa in all of our joint endeavors with
Senator Bumpers' office and the entire Arkansas delegation.

Senator Moynihan made reference to two former Arkansas Gov-
ernors. There are three former Arkansas Governors now living in
Washington, and all of us are gainfully employed at the moment,
I might say. [Laughter.]

Senator PRYOR. But I always, Mr. Chairman, wondered over the
past years how Dale Bumpers got so many beautiful stories written
about him, and so forth. In delving into this matter, and being very
envious, I found that Melissa Skolfield had a lot to do with that.



I think, in retrospect, I look back, seriously, and she had the
trust of the media, the trust of the press. I think that she will carry
that trust with her, and that characteristic is one of her wonderful
characteristics, I think, that make her the person that she is.

We are just honored to be here. I am, and I want to thank Me-
lissa and Senator Bumpers for inviting me. I know that she is
going to do a great job for the Department of Health and Human

service.
Thank you.
The CHARMA. Well, I appreciate both of you being here today.

You are almost so persuasive that maybe we should not confirm
her, but hire her as our Press Secretary.

Senator PRYOR. We need someone like Melissa. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much. We will proceed with

your panel, Ms. Skolfield, at a later time.
Senator BUMPERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Louisiana.
Senator BREAUX. I thought I would just establish that she really

is from Louisiana. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Breaux, I apologize.
Senator BREAUX. I, as well, think she has been doing a terrific

job, for obvious reasons. Some people may say she made Dale
Bumpers look great. [Laughter.]

Senator BREAUX. But she is terrific, and I just wanted to add my
congratulations to the nomination.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Breaux.
I think our distinguished Ranking Member would like to intro-

duce our first panel, actually, an individual who really needs no in-
troduction. For that reason, I will delegate the responsibility to
Senator Moynihan. [Laughter.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, you are most generous to
allow me this very special moment in my time in the United States
Senate, more than half of which has been associated with this ex-
traordinary person, this exceptional attorney, and this rare and
special friend, Joe Gale.

He came to our office in 1985, just in time for the Tax Reform
Act of 1986, in which he was closely involved with Senator Chafee
and Senator Bradley, who had brought this subject to that point.
He has been part of every single moment, every piece of tax legisla-
tion through this committee and the Congress for the past 11
years.

He is a graduate of Princeton and of the Virginia Law School. He
has worked, in the first instance, as a member of our staff, and
then in the 103rd Congress he was Chief Tax Counsel to the Com-
mittee on Finance and crafted that extraordinary legislation, the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993.

It will come as no surprise to members of this Committee that
The American Bar Association has given Mr. Gale its highest rat-
ing for a judicial nominee: "Well qualified."



I, perhaps, can best tell you the judgment in which he is held by
persons who are concerned with such matters, the tax bar and the
business world. Several years ago, I was giving an address to a
group here in Washington of business men from around the coun-
try on tax reform. I set out to be informative, detailed, and judi-
cious, and all those things you would hope to see in a member of
this committee. And, having concluded my discourse, the chief exec-
utive officer of a major American corporation raised his hand and
asked hopefully, can you get me an appointment with Joe Gale?
[Laughter.]

Senator MOYNIHAN. With that, I successfully conclude the morn-
ing.

May I just say, finally, sir, that we have the honor to have in
the audience today Judge Lapsley Hamblen, who is the Chief
Judge of the Tax Court, and also a former associate of ours in the
Finance Committee, Judge John 0. Colvin, who was Chief Tax
Counsel to your predecessor as Chairman. I am sure you welcome
them, and I thank you for this privilege, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. It is, indeed, a great honor to have the two
judges here. I know this is a very proud moment, and should be,
for you, Mr. Gale. I suspect you may have members of the family
here, whom we would be happy to have you introduce at this time.

Mr. GALE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am fortunate to have sev-
eral members of my family here today. My father, Robert Gale.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you please stand? It is a pleasure to have
you here.

Mr. GALE. My mother, Charlotte Gale.
The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Gale.
Mr. GALE. My nephew, Brian Gale.
The CHAIRMAN. Brian.
Mr. GALE. Unfortunately, Brian's father, my brother, Hutter, was

unable to make it today, and his wife, Robin. But we hope to see
them in the future at the swearing in.

My sister-in-law, Nancy Gale.
The CHAiRMAN. Nancy, welcome.
Mr. GALE. And my brother, Chuck Gale.
The CHAIRMAN. Chuck.
Mr. GALE. At this time, unless there is some comment that some

other members of the panel we.t to make, we will call on you for
any statement you care to make.

Mr. GALE. Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN H. CHAFEE, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM RHODE ISLAND

Senator CHAFEE. All Mr. Gale can do is to go downhill, because
he has tremendous approval of everybody on this bench, I am sure.
We have worked with Joe Gale over the years, as Senator Moy-
nihan mentioned, for example during the 1986 Tax Reform Act.

I talked with my staff about their relationship with Mr. Gale and
they said he could not have been better in any respect, profes-
sionalism, courtesy and going out of his way to be helpful, and has



just been absolutely a superb person to work with, so I do not know
what he can say to improve his situation.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. I think I join you in those remarks.
Joe, would you please make any comments that you want to

make at this time? I might say, you may be leaving at the wrong
time because we may be having more tax reform in the near future.
[Laughter.]

Mr. GALE. Well, I think it is an organic process. It may never
stop.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH H. GALE, TO BE A JUDGE ON THE U.S.
TAX COURT FOR A TERM OF FIFTEEN YEARS

Mr. GALE. Mr. Chairman, Senator Moynihan, and members of
the committee, let me, first, take this opportunity to thank you for
scheduling this hearing, and the other members for being present.

In my current position on the committee staff, I understand only
too well the extraordinary demands on your time right now, and
I am very gratified and deeply appreciate your scheduling this
hearing in the midst of that.

I am deeply honored to have been nominated by the President to
serve as a Judge on the United States Tax Court. I want to take
this opportunity to thank the President, as well as Secretary for
the Treasury Rubin and members of the nominating committee at
the Treasury and the IRS.

I would also like to thank the Assistant Secretary of the Treas-
ury for Legislative Affairs, Linda Robertson, for her tireless efforts
in shepherding my nomination through the very lengthy process
that has led up to today's hearing.

I am also very honored to have in the audience today, as has al-
ready been mentioned, the Chief Judge of the United States Tax
Court, Lapsley W. Hamblen, Jr., who encouraged me some time ago
to think about the Court, and who has been very generous with me
with his time and advice over the past several months.

Also, Judge John Colvin, who, like me, served as Chief Counsel
for this committee under Senator Packwood, has been a great
source of inspiration and encouragement and I am happy he is here
today.

I am also delighted that the Clerk of the Tax Court, Mr. Charles
S. Cassazza, is also in the audience. Mr. Cassazza is well-known
to many members and staff of this committee and has already been
invaluable to me in offering suggestions and insights into how one
makes the transition to assuming a Judgeship at the Court.

I would also like to thank my parents, Bob and Charlotte Gale,
for their support over the years, both literal and spiritual, and the
other members of my family here today who have always been an
anchor for me.

Finally, I want to express my profound gratitude to Senator Moy-
nihan for his support of my nomination, but, more importantly, for
giving me the privilege and opportunity over the past 11 years to
serve on his staff and the staff of the Committee on Finance, which
is an experience that has been the highlight of my professional ca-
reer.



I am reminded of the day 11 years ago, also in November, when
I came to the Russell Senate Office Building for a job interview
with Senator Moynihan to be his Tax Legislative Counsel.

As luck would have it, this was also the very same day that the
Reagan Treasury Department released its long-awaited proposal
for fundamental tax reform, which was the starting point for what
ultimately became the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

I had scrambled that morning to get what information on the
proposal I could, and I made a valiant effort to absorb some of it
on the way over in the cab. In the interview, Senator Moynihan
asked the question that I had been worried about. 'Well, Joe, what
do you think about Treasury's tax reform proposal?" I thought for
a moment, trying to come up with something intelligent to say,
and, unfortunately, my faculties failed me.

I finally said, Senator, the truth is, I haven't actually had time
to read it yet. I was sure I had blown my chances of Congressional
staff employment, but, alas, I got the job. It turns out I gave the
right answer, which is to admit what you do not know and not try
to fake it.

What I have learned from Senator Moynihan over the last decade
is difficult to sum up, but I think, principally, it has been to learn
about government in its broadest sense, that government can, in-
deed, be a force for the good and can help solve real problems, but
that it is equally important to recognize the limitations of govern-
ment.

Government has only a limited capacity to affect the cultural fab-
ric of the society in which it finds itself, and so it must approach
its task with a certain humility, being careful to nurture what is
good in a society and mindful that government efforts to solve prob-
lems can sometimes do more harm than good.

Whether it is the tax system or any other facet of government,
you should, first, get the facts, find out what we really know about
a problem, and then try to approach it without ideological pre-
conceptions. It has been a rare privilege to work so closely with
Senator Moynihan, a genuine master who has been engaged in gov-
ernment since the Kennedy Administration.

Should I be confirmed, I will be proud to join the ranks of many
distinguished Moynihan alumni: Tim Russert, Mike McCurry, Rob
Shapiro, Robert Peck, and many others. My gratitude to Senator
Moynihan for the privilege of working for him is deep; I will always
cherish it.

I will also miss this committee. The Finance Committee is the
finest committee in the Senate, with the heaviest and most difficult
work load. I continue to be impressed with the degree of diligence
and good faith effort that goes into this committee's deliberations.
It also has the best staff, both the committee staff and the staff of
the individual members, and I have learned incalculable amounts
from them over the years.

Every staff person I have known who has left this committee
says, in retrospect, the years up here were among their best years,
and I am certain that I will agree with that.

Should this committee and the full Senate see fit to confirm my
appointment to the Tax Court, I will, of course, be shifting my per-
spective away from advising in policy decisions and undertaking,
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instead, to correctly interpreting the intent of Congress in the tax
statutes.

The United States Tax Court, which handles about 90% of tax
litigation that is brought in this country, is the principal means
through which we try to achieve uniform, consistent application of
the tax laws throughout the count ,.

To achieve that goal the Courthas nationwide jurisdiction, and
its 19 judges, in addition to hearing cases at the headquarters in
Washington, D.C., also ride circuit in the old sense of the phrase
and hear cases in over 70 cities around the country.

Although taxpayers who wish to litigate their tax liabilities may
also bring suit in a regular Federal District Court or the U.S. Court
of Claims, to do so they must, first, pay the disputed taxes and sue
for a refund. The Tax Court, by contrast, allows taxpayers to get
a judicial determination of their liabilities before paying. This fea-
ture no doubt steers the bulk of the litigation to that court.

Mr. Chairman, if I am confirmed I would hope to bring to the
Court a very solid understanding of the Congressional intent that
underlies our tax laws. The role of judges in our three-branch sys-
tem is to interpret and apply the law as Congress intended, not to
make policy.

It is my hope that my legislative experience will prove valuable
in the Court's deliberations and that I can make a contribution to
applying the tax laws in this country in a way that is fair, both
in perception and in reality.

I thank the committee for its consideration of my nomination.
The CHARmAN. Well, thank you, Joe, for a very thoughtful state-

ment. Just let me say that I can think of no position more impor-
tant than the one you will be taking over. The fact is, the American
people are not satisfied with our tax laws. There is a sense that
there is no fairness, or there is an inability to understand the com-
plexity of them. So, there is no question but that you can do a great
deal, I think, to help remove those concerns.

I have three standard questions which I would like to ask you,
and then we will turn it to Mr. Moynihan.

Is there anything you are aware of in your background which
might present a conflict of interest of the duties of the office to
which you have been nominated?

Mr. GALE. No, Mr. Chairman. As I mentioned in my question-
naire, there are, of course, theoretical possibilities that could arise
in the fact that I do own stock in certain corporations, but there
are rules, both judicial rules, generally, and Tax Court rules, spe-
cifically, which provide for those circumstances. I would certainly
take whatever steps are necessary and appropriate, including
recusal, to address any potential conflicts.

The CHmAR N . Do you know of any reason, personal or other-
wise, that would in any way prevent you from fully and honorably
discharging the responsibilities to the office to which you have beennominated?

Mr. GALE. No, sir.
The CHAMAN. Do you agree, without reservations, to respond to

any reasonable summons to appear and testify before any duly-con-
stituted committee of Congress, if you are confirmed?

Mr. GALE. Yes, I do.
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The CHAIRMAN. Those are all the questions I have.
Senator Moynihan?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank Mr.

Gale for his very moving comments. They are as important to me
as anything I have heard in this committee. I wish you great suc-
cess, sir.

Mr. GALE. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Breaux.
Senator BREAUX. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to add my

words of congratulations and strong support for Joe's new career.
I think it is certainly our committee's loss, but the Tax Court's
gain.

I think that at a time when anyone on this committee on the pro-
fessional staff could probably leave the committee and make sub-
stantially more money in the private sector. Please, don't everybody
leave. [Laughter.]

Senator BREAUX. I think it is very encouraging to see some of our
professionals who still believe in public service and want to con-
tinue serving the national interest through his service on the
Court. That is very admirable, and I congratulate him for it. Thank
you.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pryor.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Joe, I want to thank

Senator Moynihan for giving you that job because, had he not, per-
haps we would have not had the opportunity to have known this
splendid individual.

Every time I walk through that back room headed for this beau-
tiful hearing room I will always associate that back room somehow
or another with Joe Gale, because when I walk through there he
was usually giving one of us some kind of counsel, sharing his wis-
dom, giving of his time. He was on the telephone, always with a
sheath of papers and complicated material that he was trying to di-
gest in a short period of time to make available to us so that we
could understand it better.

But a word to Joe Gale's parents, if I might. Of all of the hun-
dreds of staff people, thousands perhaps, that we have known and
worked with over these years, I do not know of a one that has the
depth of admiration that your son has.

So, we thank you, Joe, and we look forward to your continued
service.

Mr. GALE. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I think those are all the questions we have.

[Laughter.]
Senator PRYOR. You had better leave now.
Mr. GALE. I think I will. [Laughter.]
The CHIRM . I think the only person that got through easier

was Lloyd Bentsen. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Joe, I want to congratulate you and wish you

every success and happiness. Thank you for being here today.
Mr. GALE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, members of

the committee.
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, I guess while the next panel is

being seated, as far as Lloyd Bentsen goes, as I recall we confirmed
him and then had the hearing, did we not? [Laughter.] -



The CHAIRMAN. Are you suggesting?
I would now ask the second panel to please take their places.
Our first nominee on the second panel is Darcy E. Bradbury, to

be an Assistant Secretary of Treasury for Financial Markets. Ms.
Bradbury's new role will include one of great interest to this com-
mittee, debt management.

I will have some questions for you on recent Treasury actions
concerning the debt limit. Let me say, however, that these actions
regarding the debt limit are of great concern to the members of this
committee.

While those responsible for those actions are the Treasury Sec-
retary and, of course, ultimately the President, I would hope that
you would take a moment to recognize that I will do my best to
protect the trust funds under the jurisdiction of this committee.

Should the Social Security Trust Funds, for example, ever be put
at risk of disinvestment, I will be there to use all the powers of the
committee to protect these funds for their intended uses which are,
of course, to make payments to the beneficiaries. I trust you share
this concern and will work with me, and I look forward to your
statement.

Senator Moynihan?
Senator MoYNrIHN. Just exactly that, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
At this time, we will proceed with your statement.

STATEMENT OF DARCY E. BRADBURY, TO BE AN ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF TREASURY FOR FINANCIAL MARKETS

Ms. BRADBURY. Tbank you, Chairman Roth and Senator Moy-
nihan, from my home State of New York, and members of the com-
mittee. I am pleased to appear before you today as you consider my
nomination to the position of Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
for Financial Markets.

I am honored to be nominated by President Clinton, and I want
to thank Secretary Rubin for supporting my nomination. My hus-
band, Eric Seiler, and my oldest son, Brad, are here from New
York today to watch.

The CHAIRMAN. Could I just interrupt and welcome both of them,
including your young son. It is a pleasure to have them here.
Mighty good looking young man.

Ms. BRADBURY. He is doing his best to hold still, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. We all are. [Laughter.]
Ms. BRADBURY. In the past 2 years, the heart of my job at the

Treasury has been management of the public debt. The focus of
Treasury debt management is, and must always be, what is in the
best long-term interests of the taxpayers.

The promotion of efficient liquid and fair capital markets is es-
sential to carrying out that mission. Direct participation in the fi-
nancial markets gives Treasury a unique perspective from which to
make public policy concerning those markets.

The broader scope of my new position to advise the Secretary on
matters concerning the financial markets will still have that foun-
dation, and I hope that will give my counsel a real-world perspec-
tive.



I also believe that Treasury has a special duty to highlight the
connections between Main Street and Wall Street. The savings of
average Americans invested in companies' stocks or in cities' bonds
has not only benefited those savers, but it has built our economy.

Treasury can and must support the vibrant financial markets
which are the foundation of our country's growth and prosperity.
Our financial markets are a source of competitive strength in the
global economy and they must continue to improve and innovate to
support us into the next century.F would be happy to answer any questions that the committee
might have.

[Mr. Bradbury's prepared statement appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Let me start out, if I may, Ms. Bradbury, by the

three standard questions that I will ask each of the people who ap-
pear today.

Is there anything you are aware of in your background which
might present a conflict of interest with the duties of the office to
which you have been nominated?

Ms. BRADBURY. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know of any reason, personal or other-

wise, that would in any way prevent you from fully and honorably
discharging the responsibilities to the office to which you have been
nominated.

Ms. BRADBURY. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And do you agree, without reservation, to re-

spond to any reasonable summons to appear and testify before any
duly-constituted committee of Congress, if you are confirmed?

Ms. BRADBURY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. In mid-November, the Treasury identified two

separate accounts that would be liquidated to avoid default. About
$21.5 billion of the Thrift Saving Fund had the option of being
cashed, along with about $39.8 billion of the Civil Service Retire-
ment Fund.

Wh did Treasury try to spook the markets with the specter of
default when it knew it had available the option all along? If next
month you really need Congressional authority, why should Con-
gress believe the Treasury?Ms. BRADBURY. Well, Mr. Chairman, the Secretary began writing
to Congress about the debt limit last July, indicating that we ex-
pected, based on our forecasts, to hit the debt limit around late Oc-
tober.

And, as we neared that date, we continued to communicate with
Congress, whether through letters or meetings with you, sir, and
staff of the relevant committees, to try to indicate the sort of ex-
traordinary actions that might be necessary if we were unable to
get a clean debt limit bill.

The two funds that you mentioned, the so called G-Fund of the
Federal Employees' Retirement System and the Civil Service Re-
tirement Fund both have special authorization that was delegated
to the Secretary of the Treasury by Congress almost 10 years ago,
signed into law by President Reagan. They were specifically de-
signed to provide debt management capacity to the Treasury when
we were really nearing default and nearing a very difficult situa-
tion.



The Secretary believed that it was possible, perhaps until the
last moment, that we, in fact, might get a debt limit extension and
the determination that he had to make in order to enable the dis-
investment in part of those funds, depended very much on the facts
that were available or that existed at the time of that determina-
tion. He, in fact, did not make that determination until the night
before the disinvestments were authorized.

The two funds in question are designed to protect the bene-
ficiaries. There is an automatic restoration of interest written into
the laws if this sort of action was ever deemed necessary.

The Secretary stated he felt the actions were necessary to avoid
default. We will try to continue to communicate with the committee
and other members of Congress about these issues as we move for-
ward.

I might just add that President Clinton, as well as Secretary
Bentsen and the Commissioner of the Social Security Administra-
tion, have really emphasized their commitment to not using the So-
cial Security fund, in particular, which you mentioned. sir, for any-
thing other than ensuring benefits of Social Security recipients.

The CHAiRMAN. Does Treasury have any plans for further dis-
investment to avoid default, and if so, what do they entail?

Ms. BRADBURY. To the best of my knowledge, the Secretary has
not made any additional decisions or decided on any final actions.
The actions that he took on November 15th, we believe, based on
our forecasts, should be sufficient to take us until late December.

If we get to that point without an increase in the debt limit, then
there are other measures that the Secretary has said that may be
available. We would be sure to consult with this committee and
other members of Congress before taking any such actions.

The CHAIMiAN. Now, I understand through newspaper reports
that the Department of Labor has recently been investigating the
integrity of 401(k) plans in the private sector. This investigation
has apparently exposed a number of instances where 401(k) plans
have been raided by employers for any number of reasons. Such a
practice is, of course, illegal and I think the administration is right
to find it out and stop it.

My question is, do you think that the Treasury Department's
raiding of Federal Employees' Retirement Trust Funds in order to
avoid signing the debt ceiling recently sent by Congress, is at all
inconsistent with this enforcement effort? It seems, in a way, that
it is another example where the government has one set of rules
for the private sector but another for itself. Would you comment?

Ms. BRADBURY. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I would agree that
protection of private pension savings is a pretty critical issue. Obvi-
ously, the Labor Department's efforts in that area are to be ap-
plauded.

I would draw a couple of distinctions, and important ones, I
think, between those sorts of nefarious activities and the statu-
torily-authorized actions that the Treasury took. The first, is that
in fact we are specifically authorized under these statutes to take
the sort of actions that we took in order to prevent the default if
there is a debt limit impasse.

The second, is that the beneficiaries of the funds are not threat-
ened in any way by the actions we took. The principal, the corpus,



if you will, of the funds is intact, a portion of it is currently not
invested.

But the third issue, is that that investment and the loss of inter-
est income which may be occurring now is automatically to be re-
stored when the debt limit impasse ends. We are required to do
that under the statute. We calculate that every day and we will ob-
viously do that as soon as we can.

So, f think those issues do distinguish the two situations.
The CHIRMAN. That does, in a sense, however, bring me back

to my earlier question as to, if you had that authority, why was
that not made clear to the Congress at an earlier date?

Senator MOYNIHAN. I think Senator Bradley was first.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bradley. I apologize.
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, mechanically speaking, I sim-

ply wanted to be here today to hear the testimony of these three
witnesses and strongly support their confirmation. I think the an-
swer to the last question indicates a level of competence and under-
standing, frankly, that is really quite helpful for us because we con-
stantly get our wires crossed. I think that is an excellent answer.

But I wanted to be here, especially, as well, to pay tribute to Joe
Gale, who I understand has already been confirmed and now has
a 15-year term, and here I am, and here you are, and all of us only
have 6-year terms. So maybe he knows something we do not. But
I simply wanted to salute his service to this committee and to the
people of New York and to the people of the country.

I think it has been an extraordinary run and he has performed,
I think, with great ability, great personal dedication, a good spirit,
trustworthiness, and he is a quality person that we will miss great-
ly. I just wanted to say that on the record to him. I know that Sen-
ator Moynihan has probably said it more eloquently than I, but at
least I wanted to have my voice right there behind his.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Bradley. We appreciate your
coming down for this reason.

Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I would share with Senator

Bradley the thought that we heard a good and clarifying answer
to your perfectly legitimate questions, and I will not take the com-
mittee's time at this point. But we probably ought to be thinking
a little more systematically than we have done. I believe the Fed-
eral Government has run out of funds eight times in the last 15
years, having never previously done. Debt management has been
politicized on both sides, in both parties, in four administrations,
having Treasury officials with lots of difficult duties they would

just as soon not have.
But, congratulations.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Moynihan.
Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAFE. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to digress for

one moment, if I might, to alert the committee to a problem that
I think has arisen. In this Lobbying Disclosure Act that has al-
ready passed the House, now passed the Senate, and is going to the
President and undoubtedly will be signed, there are certain provi-
sions dealing with the USTR. The provisions ban an individual
nominated to be USTR or Deputy USTR from ever having rep-



resented any foreign interest in dealing with the United States in
trade disputes, and also bans individuals, upon leaving the position
of USTR or Deputy USTR, from ever representing nations other
than the United States in a trade matter. I just think a provision
like that is going to cut off our ability to attract good people to
those positions. I have not gone into great detail on the exact spe-
cifics of the provisions, but I am just pointing out some of the prob-
lems that I envision are going to arise.

This has nothing to do with Ms. Bradbury; she is innocent in
that matter. But I think these provisions are draconian, and I
think it is going to come back to haunt us at some time. I would
Just like to plant the seed amongst members of this committee who
have always been thoughtful on these matters, and suggest that it
behooves us to look into this issue and give some thought to trying
to untangle this thing for the future.

The CHAIRMAN. I share that concern expressed by Senator
Chafee. I fear there are a number of things that we have done that
fall in that same category.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, there is a head of steam built up on this
one. I understand that yesterday in the House there was an
amendment that just barely failed that would have extended the
restrictions to the I.T.C. and the Secretary of Commerce. That
amendment failed 204 to 221. And I think it failed, not because of
its content, but because they did not want to adopt amemdments
that would delay the bill by sending it back to the Senate. Again,
this issue is extraneous to this hearing today, but the whole thing
disturbed me greatly.

Ms. Bradbury, back to you. I find the idea of default of our obli-
gations in this Nation absolutely unthinkable. So what the Sec-
retary did, I think, was what he had to do, and, indeed, it was not
the first time it has been done. We have borrowed from these funds
before, as I understand it; is that correct?

Ms. BRADBURY. Yes, sir.
Senator CHAFEE. I really have some question as to why we have

this statutory debt limit to start with. I mean, we go through this
perils of Pauline, certainly several times since I have been here,
particularly when you have the Congress being of a different Party
than the President, either way-we have seen it the other way
plenty of times-it is not one Party that has been guiltless in this
matter of sending loaded debt ceiling increases up with extraneous
matters on them, figuring they would put the President in a jam
and he has got to sign it.

So what do you think if we got rid of the debt limit ceiling?
Ms. BRADBURY. Well, boy; it sure would make my job easier, but

it is probably not your primary concern as you look at these kind
of critical issues. The CBO put out a very interesting report this
summer where they looked at the issues and they used the term,
calling it an anachronism, which was interesting.

The Secretary has tried to draw the distinction in the debate
that we have been having over the last several months, that the
debt limit really has nothing to do with the deficit or with bal-
ancing the budget, and that the debt limit is really almost a tech-
nical delegation of authority from the Congress to the Treasury,
and it enables us to do the financing that we need to do to pay for



programs that were authorized 20 years ago, 10 years ago, last
year.

It is not really very much about the future and the important is-
sues that you gentlemen are struggling with now about how to bal-
ance the budget and how to bring the deficit down.

So, I do not know that we have a clear proposal about what we
would suggest at this time in the administration, but I think it is
fair to make the point that the debt limit does complicate debt
management, it requires us and has required many of my prede-
cessors to veer from our orderly financing programs, and because
of that it obviously entails cost to the taxpayers. So anything that
you all could do to try to smooth our ability to manage the public
debt, I think, would be of a real great benefit.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I agree with everything you have said. I
mean, what the debt ceiling is, is a question of, are you going to
pay the bills that you have incurred, or are you not? It has nothing
to do with holding down expenditures because these are, as you
say, expenditures we have made or we have committed to.

So, Mr. Chairman, regrettably, I have to go. I want to thank you
for holding this hearing. I want to commend the young children I
see in the audience. This is not the most gripping experience they
have every had in their lives, and I think they have been very, very
patient, all of them, although I see your son yawning, and justifi-
ably so, probably. [Laughter.]

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNiHAN. Mr. Chairman, before Senator Chafee leaves,

could I just make the point that we may have had a useful ex-
change here about this subject. The CBO did, in fact, call this mat-
ter an anachronism this summer.

It made the point that, while the debt ceiling may have been an
effective devise for controlling spending when there were annual
appropriations, we are reaching the point where only about one-
quarter of Federal outlays are discretionary and the others are
mandatory. The debt ceiling, in that context, just does not help you
at all.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Just for purposes of clarification, it is my under-

standing that on previous occasions in the 1980's when they drew
these trust funds, they were disinvested only to pay benefits to its
beneficiaries. Is that correct?

Ms. BRADBURY. It is my impression that the G-fund, the one that
we mentioned, some people call it the Thrift Savings Plan, has
been disinvested in the past. Essentially, the securities in that fund
mature every single day and new securities are issued. So when
you are actually at the debt limit and you cannot sell securities,
in the past Treasury has not been able to sell the full amount of
securities that would have fully invested that fund.

The statutory authority that I referred to earlier was given to the
Treasury, I think in one case in 1986, and the other in 1987, so
prior to that time there would not have been any of this sort of dis-
investment that I have described this morning. Certainly this com-
mittee, and I know Senator Moynihan is aware, is aware of some
disinvestment related to the Social Security Fund that oc-
curred-



Senator MOYNIHAN. Don't brave that now.
Ms. BRADBURY. Please, really. I gather my predecessor received

death threats at the time, and his grandma was really upset, too.
So, it is not something that the Treasury Department is con-
templating at all. The trust funds are there for the purpose of pay-
ing benefits to the beneficiaries, except where Congress has specifi-
cally provided us with debt limit management authority.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you for being here today.
It is now my pleasure to turn to Mr. Jeffrey Shafer. Mr. Shafer

is being nominated for the Under Secretary of the Treasury for
International Affairs. It is a pleasure to welcome you, and I invite
you to introduce any members of your family if there are any here
today.

STATEMENT OF JEFFREY RL SHAFER, TO BE AN UNDER
SECRETARY OF TREASURY FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Mr. SHAFER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Senators. I would

like to introduce my wife, MaryLou, who is sitting over here.
The CHAIRMAN. Welcome.
Mr. SHAFER. I also have two daughters, of whom I am very

proud. Neither of them could be here today because one is engaged
in her studies as a first-year student at the Harvard Business
School, Lara, and my younger daughter, Karen, is in her last year
as an undergraduate chemistry major at Princeton. So they are
very busy with their own activities, but I am very proud of them.

Mr. Chairman, I am honored to be here today as President Clin-
ton's nominee to be Under Secretary of the Treasury for Inter-
national Affairs. If confirmed, I look forward to continuing a career
in public service which began with a military tour in Vietnam, and
subsequently included years of service with the Federal Reserve
system and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Devel-
opment.

For the past two and a half years, I have served as Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury for International Affairs and I have had
the privilege of working closely with former Secretary Bentsen,
your former Chairman, and Secretary Rubin, on a wide range of
international economic issues.

A few weeks ago at the annual meeting of the World Bank and
the International Monetary Fund, President Clinton commented
that interdependence among nations has grown so deep that, lit-
erally, it is now meaningless to speak of a sharp dividing line be-
tween foreign and domestic policy. That is why we put a strong em-
phasis both on strengthening our economy at home and on securing
economic opportunities abroad.

Over the past two and a half years we made great strides on
both fronts and, if confirmed as Under Secretary, I look forward to
working closely with this Congress and with Secretary Rubin to
continue our progress. The Under Secretary of the Treasury for
International Affairs is charged with managing a wide array of is-
sues that help promote the economic and financial well-being of the
Uniited States.

If confirmed, some of the areas that will be priorities for me in-
clude building on the progress we have made through cooperation
in the G-7 to strength global demand, implementing the reforms



agreed upon at the Halifax Summit last summer, to strengthen the
capacity of the international monetary system to cope with finan-
cial instability.

I would like to continue supporting the integration of transition
economies of Central Europe and the former Soviet Union into the
world economy, encouraging market-based sustainable development
through U.S. participation in the multi-lateral development banks,
and sustaining efforts to open foreign markets to U.S. goods and
services.

I would like, if I may, to take a minute to expand on this last
point because it is a high priority for Treasury. That is, the pro-
motion of open and integrated financial markets.

We have been working towards the goal of open financial mar-
kets on a number of tracks, including the Summit of the Americas,
APEC, bilateral negotiations with countries like Japan, and the
World Trade Organization. As you know, we joined in a multilat-
eral agreement on financial services under the auspices of the
World Trade Organization last July.

This agreement is a good one for American firms. It locks in our
access to the most important markets today and lays a base of com-
mitments from others. But too many countries maintained impor-
tant limitations on market access, and for this reason we reserved
the option of granting future access to our markets on a reciprocal
basis.

We will continue to press for liberalization and we will prepare
to engage in new negotiations scheduled for 1997 because our ob-
jective is to expand opportunities for our highly-competitive finan-
cial services firms.

Mr. Chairman, let me reiterate that I am deeply honored to have
been nominated for this position and that, if confirmed, I will work
conscientiously for the American people to achieve the goals that
I have set out here today. I want to stress that I am committed
to working closely with you in this endeavor.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Shafer. Let me start out by ask-
ing you the three standard questions.

Is there anything you are aware of in your background which
might present a conflict of interest with the duties of the office to
which you have been nominated?

Mr. SHAFER. No, Mr. Chairman, there is not.
The CHARMAN. Do you know of any reason, personal or other-

wise, that would in any way prevent you from fully and honorably
discharging the responsibilities of the office to which you have been
nominated?

Mr. SHAFER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you agree, without reservation, to respond to

any reasonable summons to appear and testify before any duly-con-
stituted committee of Congress, if you are confirmed?

Mr. SHAFER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you, Mr. Shafer. As a result of the

peso crisis, Mexico continues to face severe financial difficulties
that also have affected our trading relationship. Can you give us
an update on the situation in Mexico and your prognosis?



Mr. SHAFER. Mexico has made substantial progress in stabilizing
its financial situation since it went into deep crisis last December.
It has done so with the support of the U.S. and the international
community through the International Monetary Fund. It has re-
turned to the international financial markets.

Although Mexico has moved into a very deep recession and it has
been a very difficult adjustment, there are signs that its economy
is beginning to pick up. Employment has resumed growth in Mex-
ico over the last several months, industrial production has turned
up from its low, and, looked at on a seasonally-adjusted basis, out-
put in the third quarter is up over the second quarter. In fact, U.S.
exports to Mexico in our most recently monthly data have turned
up.

So, there are substantial improvements, but it is still a very dif-
ficult situation. They have a lot of difficult times still ahead. We
have certainly seen-it is not uncommon in stabilizations-some
shakiness in the financial markets in recent weeks. They have re-
sponded by staying with their tough policies and we see signs that
this is beginning to calm down the situation.

So there has been a lot of progress, but this is still certainly a
very difficult time for our near neighbor and third-largest trading
partner.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to turn to a different area, Argen-
tina. I am very much concerned by the Argentine government's fail-
ure to enact laws providing adequate and effective protection of
U.S. intellectual property rights, particularly in the area of pat-
ents.

In light of this failure, would you advocate within the adminis-
tration the use of the available trade remedies against Argentina,
including revocation of its eligibility for benefits under the General
Systems of Preferences?

Mr. SHAFER. This is a very important issue, Mr. Chairman. Intel-
lectual property is one of our most important assets in this country.

The CHAIRMAN. I agree.
Mr. SHAFER. Certainly Argentina has failed to meet commit-

ments that it has made to the United States on two occasions in
the past. It is a matter of deep concern and certainly something on
which an appropriate response from us, I think, is going to be nec-
essary.

The situation is in flux. In fact, the efforts of the government of
Argentina to, I think, deliver on their commitments have been
made more difficult by their Congress' refusal to pass the appro-
priate legislation. Even now, one House of their Congress has gone
back on the legislation it passed before. So the situation is in flux
and is a matter of great concern, and I certainly would advocate
an appropriate response.

The CHAIRMAN. But you are not willing to say what that would
be at the present time.

Mr. SHAFER. Well, the response is certainly being looked at very
closely at this time.

The CHAIRMAN. I have one more question. I understand that the
Japanese Ministry of Finance is in the process of preparing regula-
tions for the implementation of the new insurance law.



I am concerned about reports that the Finance Ministry has not
yet achieved deregulation in the primary areas, and yet is proceed-
ing with changes in the third sector, which are inconsistent with
the objectives of the U.S.-Japanese Insurance Agreement.

In light of the Treasury Department's close institutional relation-
ship with the Japanese Ministry of Finance, are you concerned
about these reports? What steps will Treasury take to help ensure
that the U.S. negotiating objectives are actually realized?

Mr. SHAFER. We are quite strong-in our conviction that Japan
must Jive up to the agreements that it has made to the U.S. in all
areas, and the financial services area is of particular interest to the
Treasury.

We are looking into the concerns that have been raised, working
very closely with the USTR, and will be fully supportive of the
USTR in our administration's efforts to ensure that Japan follows
through fully with the commitments that it has made in the insur-
ance agreement.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNiHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will address

these remarks, if I may, to Mr. Lipton as well as Mr. Shafer. On
the subject of Mexico, which you raised, nothing very specific in the
way of a question, but to say to you that, for my part, at least, I
have been increasingly troubled by the seeming incapacity in the
Treasury Department to understand that Mexico is not Canada
and that they are, as indeed Mr. Shafer said, our near neighbor
and our third-largest trading partner.

But they are also an authoritarian state, Marxist in its early ori-
entation, increasingly corrupted in a mode that seems to be a pat-
tern in the latter stages of the disintegration of a Marxist-Leninist
state. This was never completely a totalitarian state, but it was
very close.

When you try to discuss this matter with Treasury officials, their
view has been that that is no look-out of theirs, that we do not deal
in the nature of the regimes. We do not think- that way, we think
markets, and we think this, or we think that.

In consequence of which, we had fantastic ideas about Mr. Sali-
nas. He was going to be head of the World Trade Organization. I
mean, I think it is something to do with having gone to Harvard.
If any of those people went to Harvard, then everything else was
different in our view. How could they not be a good fellow if they
had gone to Harvard? Indeed, Mr. Salinas had gone, and did a dis-
sertation under a former colleague of mine.

But that did not make them any less an authoritarian regime.
It did not make them any less a regime in which Mr. Salinas'
brother would have $82 million in a Swiss bank account which his
wife would be trying to make withdrawals from, make it any less
a regime-which is partly our fault, in this case-in which I read
in the Times this morning that, "The entire Federal police detach-
ment in the State of Baja, California has been transferred after
failing to intercept, and possibly even helping, narcotics traffickers
who landed a passenger jet loaded with tons of cocaine on a dry
lake bed, the authorities said." I mean, they had the entire Federal
police force in lower California transferred. They are not under ar-
rest.



We ended up with a fiscal crisis in which we had to put up--how
much did we have to put up, Mr. Shafer?

Mr. SHAFER. We now have loans outstanding to Mexico of $11.8
billion.

Senator MOYNIHAN. $11.8 billion. In the aftermath of an elec-
tion-which was probably stolen, but it does not make any dif-
ference, they are always stolen-there has been one Party continu-
ously in power in Mexico since 1928. No other nation on earth can
say that. It has been venomous in much of its foreign policy to-
wards the United States. It is clearly in a state of crisis of some
kind. Treasury does not seem to know or care, as if it is none of
its business.

Can I ask, can we hope that you will take seriously some of the
questions that we have put to you in this matter? Obviously you
are going to have to say yes.

Mr. SHAFER. Senator, you raise, I think, very important points
about the relationship between politics, society, and economics, and
certainly we cannot, and I do not think we have, ignored or dis-
counted the context in which economic development of finance
takes place in Mexico.

It is a very difficult situation. We see a country that is seeking
to make a transition and a transformation, to put behind it-

Senator MOYNIHAN. I constantly hear that. Who says so? Do we
know it because they send us little messages from time to time?

Mr. SHAFER. Well, they have said so. It is a very difficult and
tough process and-

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, of course they say so. What do they do?
They allowed one state to elect a non-PRI Governor. That is the
third such state in 75 years.

Mr. SHAFER. There are other things that have happened, too. I
think economic difficulties have made it more difficult to put the
time and energy into political reform that is required and it is one
reason why I think the economic stabilization is so important.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, I will not press it, but I would just ask
you to start thinking a little harder. Economic difficulties have dis-
tracted energies that otherwise would go to political reform. Eco-
nomic difficulties are a consequence of the political system.

Mr. SHAFER. I think that is certainly correct, Senator. We cer-
tainly have, and will, seek to think hard about this issue. We
would be pleased to discuss these issues with you further. I have
read your ideas on this that you have put forth.

Senator MOYNIHAN. They are not very developed ideas, it is just
the first thoughts that would come to anyone's mind when you see
what kind of regime you have there. I mean, I made the point that
when Trotsky had to flee the Soviet Union he did not go to Paris,
where failed revolutionaries are supposed to go, he went to Mexico
City, where his home is still a shrine. I am just saying that that
is a mind set. Mexico City is not Ottawa. I will leave it there.

Mr. Chairman, could I raise a question which I have not had a
chance to talk with you about and would normally have done? It
does arise. In yesterday's Washington Times, there is a story. I am
going to have to ask you about it. "IMF Aide to Moscow Paid Ames,
CIA Says."



The opening paragraph says, "Russia's intelligence service used
International Monetary Fund cash and other Western aid money to
pay KGB mole Aldrige Hayes Ames for his last batch of secret doc-
uments, according to a classified CIA report." It goes on to describe
in great detail, "They're clean," Ames quoted KGB officer Yuri
Koretkin, as saying of the bills.

The KGB officer said the cash came from "aid flowing into Russia
from the International Monetary Fund and other official sources.
IMF gave Russia $1.5 billion in credits in 1993, and about $1 bil-
lion in 1992. The United States contributed about one-third of all
IMF funds."

This is something we cannot just say, oh, well, that is what hap-
pens with the IMF, the KGB gets their money. I mean, the United
States should not be providing the KGB money to corrupt Amer-
ican intelligence officers.

How are we going to find out about this? What do you do when
you pick up the paper and it says, "according to a classified CIA
report?" Could you tell us anything about this and could you give
us some guidance about what we might learn here?

Mr. SHAFER. At this stage, I cannot tell you very much more
than is in that article about that specific allegation, and certainly
we will try to find out what basis there is in it. Perhaps David
Lipton may be able to tell you a bit about what we do know at this
point.

Mr. LIPTON. Yes. First, as you mentioned, the IMF began to
make loans to Russia in 1992, which was towards the end, a year
and a half before Mr. Ames was apprehended. Money is fungible.
It is, of course, possible that, in a sense, by providing Russia with
a greater amount of funds it helped them finance activities that we
would not approve of.

There are controls over the use of IMF money. It goes to the
Central Bank. These accounts are monitored by the IMF. If you
look at it in a narrow sense, the international reserves of the
Central Bank of Russia are higher than all of the borrowings that
they have had from the IMF, so in a sense, all of the money that
they have ever borrowed from the IMF is still on hand there at the
Central Bank.

Senator MoyNiHAm. Well, I wonder if I could put it this way. The
validity of this story is not settled. We do not know that there was
such a report. You can find out.

Could I ask you to find out, ask Dr. Deutch?
Mr. SHAFER. Sure.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Give a report to the Senate Select Commit-

tee on Intelligence that would be available to members of this com-
mittee in the normal course of events.

Mr. SHAFER. We will undertake to do that.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Would you do that, sir? It is something we

ought to know about if we can.
Mr. SHAFER. I certainly agree that we need to know, on an ap-

propriately confidential basis, what has happened here.
Senator MoYNIRAN. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAmIRMAN. Senator Breaux.



Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank all of our
nominees.

Mr. Shafer, I would like to ask you a couple of questions. I know,
from your very impressive resume and your long history of public
service which has been outstanding, that part of your service is as
a member of the Board of Directors of OPIC, the Overseas Private
Investment Corporation.

Mr. SHAFER. That is correct.
Senator BREAUX. How long have you been there?
Mr. SHAFER. I have been in that position since I assumed my

current duties at Treasury in 1993.
Senator BREAUX. I take it you plan to continue in that capacity

in your new position.
Mr. SHAFER. Either I will continue in that capacity or it will be

passed to Mr. Lipton, if he is confirmed. That is unsettled at this
point.

Senator BREAUX. What I wanted to ask you about are particular
actions of OPIC which I find to be very disturbing. And, as a board
member that oversees OPIC, I hope that you will be able to re-
spond.

On October 10, 1995 of this year, OPIC sent a letter to Freeport-
McMoran, Copper & Gold, which is a Fortune 500 company and
one of the largest companies doing business in the State of Louisi-
ana canceling their OPIC insurance of $100 million, doing business
in the country of Indonesia.

OPIC cited they did it because of substantial adverse environ-
mental impacts and denied all further coverage. Towards the end
of the letter, OPIC said to Freeport-McMoran, Copper & Gold Com-
pany that if you would like to talk to us, you can come in and ex-
plain your side of the case, in essence.

I find that a very poor way for an organization like OPIC to do
business, in the sense that they notified the company they were
being terminated. That letter leaked out into the public, having ef-
fects on a public corporation that is publicly traded. Then OPIC
says, well, you can come in and tell us your side of the story if you
would like to.

Now, can you tell me what you know about that transaction?
Mr. SHAFER. The original loan insurance coverage was granted

before I was a member of the board. I do know, from cases that
I have seen and the policies of the board, they do reflect legislation
which requires OPIC to ensure that the projects it supports do not
do major environmental damage. The board has delegated to the
management of OPIC the administration of contracts once they are
approved. It was a management action that you referred to.

As a member of the board, I was notified that this had been done
once, as you said, the matter became public. I understand that the
issue is now in arbitration, that it is a contract dispute. It is a
question of the terms of the contract and whether they have been
complied with or not. I am not in a position to pass judgment about
that, but I hope that the arbitration process will lead to a satisfac-
tory outcome on that point.

As to the way it was handled, I would have to go back and re-
view that for myself and I would certainly be happy to work with



you further to ensure that this and future cases are dealt with in
an appropriate way.

Senator BREAUX. The Indonesian Ambassador to the United
States, Arasans Suregar, has raised a very strong letter of concern
about OPIC's actions. He essentially said, if the grounds behind the
cancellation were the environment, it would be a slap in the face
to Indonesia because they indirectly hint that the country of Indo-
nesia, which regulates these foreign companies doing business in
their country, tolerated or condoned activities.

In fact, the President of Indonesia, President Sohartu, personally
raised this exact point with President Clinton during a meeting
here in Washington on October the 27th. Are you aware of the
country of Indonesia since international commerce is under your
domain?

Mr. SHAFER. I am aware of the country, and I have visited it sev-
eral times.

Senator BREAUX. Not of the country, but are you aware of what
the Ambassador and what the President have said, and what would
our response be?

Mr. SHAFER. Well, as I say, at this point we need to establish the
facts, I think, of what has happened with respect to the terms of
the contract. That is happening in an arbitration process. I think
you have raised the other issue about the way it has been dealt
with, which I think I will have to explore.

Senator BREAUX. Of course, OPIC has taken the position, have
they not, that the insurance is canceled pending the arbitration?

Mr. SHAFER. They have canceled the insurance. I am not certain,
Senator, of its status now that they have entered the arbitration
process.

Senator BREAUX. I will tell you that OPIC's position is that it is
canceled.

Let me ask you another couple of questions. What contacts or
meetings, to your knowledge, took place between OPIC and non-
governmental officials prior to the October 27th letter citing this
particular issue?

Mr. SHAFER. I would not be in a position to know what contacts,
if any, have taken place between the OPIC management and other
groups.

Senator BREAUX. As a member of the board of directors which
oversees OPIC, are you in a position to find out if any third party
contacts were made to OPIC in support of or in argument against
the cancellation prior to the OPIC decision.

Mr. SHAFER. I certainly can inquire.
Senator BREAUX. Can you supply that information?
Mr. SHAFER. I can supply any information that I am able to get.

I can certainly come back to you with that.
Senator BREAUX. Is there a reason why you, as a board of direc-

tors member of OPIC, would not be able to find that information
from the group that you oversee as a board member?

Mr. SHAFER. I would think not, but all I can do is promise you
to make my best efforts and use all the authority that I have in
that effort.



Senator BREAUX. I think it is going to be important, because I
do not know that I am going to be able to cast an intelligent vote
on your confirmation until we have that information.

Mr. SHAFER. I take note of that, Senator.
Senator BREAUX. A final question. Does OPIC, when they provide

insurance to a company doing business in a foreign country, as a
policy, require that the laws of the country where the activity is oc-
curring be the laws regulating that activity or do they require that
the laws of the United States somehow be superimposed over the
resident country?

What I am asking is, does OPIC say that when an American
company gets insurance to do business in Indonesia, for example,
do the environmental laws of Indonesia apply or do the environ-
mental laws of the United States of America apply?

Mr. SHAFER. OPIC, of course, expects any project that it supports
to comply with local laws, but it also has a legislative requirement
to assure, by the terms of the contract, that the projects it supports
do not do substantial environmental damage. So, that is a contrac-
tual term in addition to the expectation that local laws would be
followed.

Senator BREAUX. All right. What I would like from you as a
board member of OPIC, so we will understand each other, is to find
out whether nongovernment officials, i.e., third parties, made con-
tacts prior to the OPIC letter of termination or cancellation of this
insurance and if so, who were they?

Mr. SHAFER. I will certainly undertake to do that, Senator.
Senator BREAUX. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Breaux.
I think that is all the questions for you, Mr. Shafer.
Now, Mr. Li pton, it is a pleasure to welcome you. You are a

nominee to be Assistant Secretary at Treasury for International Af-
fairs. We look forward to your comments.

STATEMENT OF DAVID LIPTON, TO BE ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF TREASURY FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Mr. LIPToN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Moynihan, Sen-
ator Breaux. I am honored to be here today in connection with my
nomination to be Assistant Secretary for International Affairs of
the Treasury. I appear before you today with Jeff Shafer, whose
high standard as Assistant Secretary i vill emulate if I am con-
firmed.

I am honored that President Clinton and Secretary Rubin have
expressed their confidence in me by nominating me for this impor-
tant position. I am especially pleased to have my wife, Susan Gal-
braith, and my daughters, Anna and Sasha, here with me today.
My son Gabriel, who is two, wanted very much to be here, but we
decided it was in everybody else's best interest that he sit this out
at home.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you have your family please stand?
Mr. LIPTON. Yes. My wife and children are here.
The CHAIRMAN. Two very pretty girls.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Those young ladies have been taking pic-

tures. We saw you.



The CHAIRMAN. Welcome. It is very M*ce to have you here.
Mr. LIPTON. Thank you.
For the past two and a half years, I have served at the Treasury

Department as Deputy Assistant Secretary for Eastern Europe and
the former Soviet Union. Dunn this time, I have worked to design
and implement a policy of U.S. leadership in supLrt of comprehen-
sive market-oriented reform in the economies in transition.

We have engaged the G-7 and the international financial institu-
tions in pursuit of multilateral backing for that historic trans-
formation. If confirmed, I will work to advance Treasury's five
major policy priorities: coordinating macroeconomic policy in the
G-7; implementing the reforms in the international financial insti-
tutions agreed upon at the Halifax Summit; supporting economic
transition in Central and Eastern Europe; encouraging sustainable
development, including through the multilateral development
banks; and continuing efforts to open markets to U.S. goods and
services around the world, including in the fast-growing Asian mar-
kets. Each of these goals is important to the United States because
growth and stability abroad means growth and stability at home.

I look forward to working with Congress and at the Treasury
with Secretary Rubin and Jeff Shafer to further these goals.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHmARMAN. Thank you, Mr. Lipton.
Our distinguished colleague from Illinois, please proceed.
Senator MOSELEY-BRAUN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As they say

at home, just outside of Chicago there is a place called Illinois.
The CHAIRMAN. Very good.
Senator MOSELEY-BRAUN. But I am here to express my strong

support for these nominees, and in particular for Mr. Shafer, who
is an Illinois native.

Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, as you are aware, but I would like
for him and the other nominees to be aware, I cannot stay. I am,
unfortunately, one of the two members of this committee who serve
on the Whitewater panel as well, and so we are across. the hall
doing that and I have to get back to that testimony.

But I did want to stop in to give my proxy and to say that I
strongly support these candidates. I think the President has done
very well by the country in nominating them.

The CHmRMAN. Well, thank you. We appreciate your taking the
time to be here.

Mr. Lipton, is there anything you are aware of in your back-
ground which might present a conflict of interest with the duties
of the office to which you have been nominated?

Mr. LIPTON. No, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know of any reason, personal or other-

wise, that would in any way prevent you from fully and honorably
discharging the responsibilities of the office to which you have been
nominated?

Mr. LIPTON. No, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you agree, without reservation, to respond to

any reasonable summons to appear and testify before any duly-con-
stituted committee of Congress, if you are confirmed?

Mr. LIPTON. Yes, sir.



The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lipton, the financial melt-down in Mexico
caught virtually everyone by surprise. What steps are the United
States and other countries taking to ensure that they are not
caught unaware by similar crises in the future?

Mr. LIPTON. Well, one of the things agreed upon at Halifax, and
one of the important steps that the United States has been working
towards and promoting, is to improve the international surveillance
of countries that might be slipping into difficulties.

There are several aspects of this. One, is that the IMF is develop-
ing new disclosure standards so that all countries can make public,
on a basis that everyone can understand, information about the
management of their macroeconomic policy and about financial de-
velopments. Of course, we hope that that will help stave off prob-
lems like what happened in Mexico, but there could be liquidity cri-
ses and other kinds of problems again.

An important initiative that we have been pursuing is to increase
the size of the General Arrangements To Borrow, a facility that the
IMF has had for some number of years, so that there is an ade-
quate amount of finance at the IMF to respond if another similar
crisis occurs. The United States cannot be the lender of last resort
for the world. The International Monetary Fund is supposed to
help overcome crises of the kind that happened in Mexico.

We are seeking to increase the size of the General Arrangements
To Borrow so that its real level, its size in comparison to the world
economy, is restored to what it once was, what it was in the early
198C's, and we are trying to broaden participation in that so that
more countries contribute to it and the burden is spread-around
the countries that do contribute.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Simpson, for being here.
Senator SIMPSON. Yes, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Earlier this year, the United States decided

against signing the WTO Agreement on Trade and Financial Serv-
ices. Is the United States currently undertaking any initiatives to
gain greater access to markets abroad for U.S. providers of finan-
cial services?

Mr. LIPTON. Yes. We remain very much engaged in discussing
the opening of markets around the world to U.S. companies that
engage in financial services. This effort is bringing benefits, and we
expect to go further.

I will say that I have not been directly involved in that. Jeff
Shafer has been our negotiator on that subject, and if you had
more specific questions about the progress that we expect in the
coming period, perhaps he would be better suited to answer that
than I am.

Mr. SHAFER. I would just add that it has been, and will continue
to be, a very high priority for us.

The CHAmRMAN. Well, I would hope so, because it is of critical im-
portance.

Senator Moynihan?
Senator MOYNIHAN. I just want to congratulate Mr. Lipton, and

all of our nominees, for the fine record of public service, and to note
with pleasure that you have been a Research Fellow at the Wood-
row Wilson International Center for Scholars, where you were



working on the political and economic consequences of the transi-
tion in Russia and in Poland, which qualifies you all the more.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Simpson, do you have any questions?
Senator SIMPSON. Mr. Chairman, I was advised that you were

working on a rolling quorum, and I thought I would come and get
rolled.

The CHAIRMAN. You are about to be.
Senator SIMPSON. I am now going to defer and thank these good

people. I have looked at this list of nominees, and the reason I did
not present myself earlier is I think they are a remarkable slate.
I thank you for helping me commit a rolling quorum.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you for being here, Senator Simpson.
I think that completes the questions. Mr. Shafer, as Senator

Breaux requested, we will delay action on your confirmation until
you have the opportunity to supply the information he requested.

Mr. SHAFER. I will get back to him.
The CHAIRMAN. Then we will take action very promptly there-

after.
Thank you very much. We appreciate your being here today.
We will now turn to the third panel. Our first nominee on this

panel is Melissa T. Skolfield, to be an Assistant Secretary of HHS
or Public Affairs. Let me welcome you once more, Ms. Skolfield.

MAS. SKOLFIELD. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. In fact, why do we not proceed and permit you

to make any comments you have at this time.

STATEMENT OF MELISSA T. SKOLFIELD, TO BE AN ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES FOR PUB-
LIC AFFAIRS
Ms. SKOLFIELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Before I begin, I would like to express my thanks to Senator

Bumpers, Senator Pryor, and Senator Breaux for their gracious re-
marks earlier this morning.

I would also like to take the opportunity to introduce the mem-
bers of my family who are here. My husband, Frank Curtis, my sis-
ter, Deirdre, and her husband, Tom Patterson.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you please stand? Yes. Thank you. It is
a pleasure to have you here today.

Ms. SKOLFIELD. Mr. Chairman, it is truly a privilege to be here
today. Having worked in the Senate for six years as Senator Bump-
ers' Press Secretary, I am honored to appear before this committee
as you consider my nomination to be the Assistant Secretary for
Public Affairs at the Department of Health and Human Services.

For the last 2 years, as Senator Bumpers mentioned, I have
served as Deputy Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs and cur-
rently serve as the Acting Assistant Secretary.

In that position, I have advised department officials on public af-
fairs matters, developed communications strategies for department
initiatives, and coordinated the activities of public affairs special-
ists throughout the department. I have also had the opportunity to
learn about the wide variety of departmental services and pro-
grams that help so many American families.



Prior to joining Senator Bumpers' staff I spent two years in the
House of Representatives as a Press Secretary to Congressman
Mike Andrews of Texas, while finishing a Master's degree in Public
Affairs at George Washington University.

Before moving to Washington, I worked for a public relations
firm in Houston, where I obtained my undergraduate degree from
Rice University. Altogether, I have more than 15 years of experi-
ence in communications and public affairs, most of it gained while
working for the U.S. Congress.

If confirmed by the Senate, my goal as Assistant Secretary for
Public Affairs is simple: to help inform the American people about
the scientific discoveries, preventive health practices, and depart-
mental programs that can help them lead longer and healthier
lives.

As you well know, Mr. Chairman, HHS and its many agencies
have an extraordinary impact on the lives of America's citizens.
While the position to which I have been nominated is not a policy
making position, I believe our work to provide women with up-to-
date information about breast cancer, to help senior citizens recog-
nize the importance of an annual flu vaccine, and to help young
parents understand the risk factors for infant mortality, can have
a tremendous impact.

Should this committee act favorably on my nomination, I look
forward to continuing to work on issues like these with you and
your staff.

Mr. Chairman, this is a serious and inspiring challenge and I am
grateful for the opportunity to continue my public service at HHS.

Thank you, andI' would be happy to answer any questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Skolfield, is there anything you are aware of

in your background which might present a conflict of interest with
the duties of the office to which you have been nominated?

Ms. SKOLFIELD. No, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know of any reason, personal or other-

wise, that would in any way prevent you from fully and honorably
discharging the responsibilities of the office to which you have been
nominated.

Ms. SKOLFIELD. No, sir.
The CHIRMAN. And do you agree, without reservation, to re-

spond to any reasonable summons to appear and testify before any
duly-constituted committee of Congress, if you are confirmed?

Ms. SKOLFIELD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Moynihan?
Senator MOYNIHAN. I just want to congratulate Ms. Skolfield,

and say that I thought your statement about some of your work in
this office is very impressive and need not consist solely of passing
out the Secretary's speeches. They are good speeches, but there are
other things as well. I wish you well in it.

Ms. SKOLFIELD. Thank you. I appreciate that.
The CHARMAN. I just hope that you will keep Congressionally-

oriented in your new capacity.
Ms. SKOLFIELD. Thank you. I certainly intend to.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Williams, you are our final nominee today.

You have been nominated to be the Inspector General of the Social
Security Administration. You have a solid background in fraud and
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abuse as a Secret Service Agent, and in many other agencies of the
Federal Government.

Do you have family members here?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I do not, Mr. Chairman. Some health concerns

have prevented my family from joining me from out in Illinois.
The CHAIRMAN. I regret that they cannot be here, but I know

they wish you well.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, sir. I am privileged to have a number

of friends and former co-workers with me today, and they are pro-
viding me with adequate support.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we look to you for help in not only elimi-
nating waste and fraud within Social Security, but alsb to evaluate
the many programs in order to promote efficiency in the bureauc-
racy.

Do you have any comments you care to make, Mr. Williams?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I have a statement, if time permits, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF DAVID C. WILLIAMS, TO BE INSPECTOR
GENERAL, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Senator Moy-
nihan. I appreciate the opportunity to come before you today as the
nominee to serve as the Inspector General for the Social Security
Administration. The role of the Inspector General for SSA is very
important and takes on significant challenges for me. I am both
willing and honored to assume this responsibility.

I believe that the 28 years that I have spent conducting and su-
ervising criminal investigations have provided useful preparation

or taking on such challenges. Those investigations often involved
financial crimes and other frauds perpetrated against the people of
the United States and were similar to the violations currently
being investigated at the Social Security Administration.

If confirmed for this position, Mr. Chairman, it will not be my
first involvement with Social Security or as an Inspector General.
In the late 1970's, as a Special Agent for the Secret Service, I
worked undercover for a year in Southeast Chicago gathering evi-
dence to arrest and prosecute criminal rings involved in the large-
scale theft and forgery of Treasury checks and other financial in-
struments.

Several of the investigations involved employees of government
welfare organizations and postal employees who perpetrated fraud
and insider theft schemes. A good deal of that work also involved
Social Security and Supplemental Security Income benefit checks.
There is special satisfaction for me in bringing to justice people
who have stolen from funds that were set aside for the Nation's
poor and disabled, and from trust funds of the Nation's elderly.

In related experience, I have served as both a Special Agent-in-
Charge in several cities, and as the Director of Operations for the
Office of Labor Racketeering at the U.S. Department of Labor.

In that capacity, I conducted and led hundreds of investigations
involving union health funds and pension funds that were being
raided by organized crime figures, the La Cosa Nostra, and Chi-
nese organized crime groups in New York City.
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I grew familiar with a host of criminal schemes for defrauding
large, vulnerable funds. I believe that the government's presence in
this arena came to serve as an effective deterrent for criminals and
for employees who considered stealing from those funds. I believe
that kind of tough enforcement program can also have a positive
effect in protecting Federal Disability and Pension funds.

If my nomination is confirmed by you, I intend to work hard to
institute a strong and effective enforcement program to protect the
Federal funds set aside for the disabled Americans and the money
that Americans have contributed into the Social Security program.

The other positions I have held include service as a Supervisor
and Staff Investigator for the President's Commission on Organized
Crime. In that capacity I personally conducted and supervised in-
vestigations into various criminal enterprises of La Cosa Nostra
and other groups involved in organized crime.

I have also served as the Director of the Office of Special Inves-
tigations for the General Accounting Office, during which time I su-
pervised and directed complex, and sometimes classified, assign-
ments for U.S. Senate and House committees.

Most recently, for the last 6 years, I have served as the Inspector
General for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. In that capacity
I gained valuable experience in leading the organization's audit ef-
forts to assure that the commission's programs were operated effi-
ciently and effectively, and were free from fraud.

I also worked actively to assist the commission in implementing
the Government Performance and Results Act, an initiative begun
by you, Chairman Roth, in your previous capacity as the Chairman
of the Senate Government Affairs Committee.

To reiterate, the position of Inspector General at SSA carries
with it imposing challenges. It is one of the Nation's largest public
institutions, with 1,300 offices across the country. As an agency
that distributes over $330 billion in benefits annually, there is a
substantial potential to defraud SSA benefit programs.

If confirmed, my job will be to ensure that the SSA manages its
programs efficiently and effectively, and to protect the Social Secu-
rity trust funds from fraud and abuse. This is a job to which I
bring all of my experience, my energy, and my commitment to up-
hold the public trust.

Thank you very much. I would be pleased to respond to any
questions that you might have.

The CHAIRmA. Well, thank you, Mr. Williams. You bring a
wealth of experience and background to this position. I do have the
three standard questions I want to ask of you.

Is there anything you are aware of in your background which
might present a conflict of interest with the duties of the office to
which you have been nominated?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Nothing, sir.
The CHmARMAN. Do you know of any reason, personal or other-

wise, that would in any way prevent you from fully and honorably
discharging the responsibilities of the office to which you have been
nominated?

Mr. WILLIAMS. No, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. Do you agree, without reservation, to respond to
any reasonable summons to appear and testify before any duly-con-
stituted committee of Congress, if you are confirmed?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir. I would be very pleased to do that.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Moynihan?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. If I can just take a few extra moments

here, Mr. Chairman, to say to Mr. Williams, whom I congratulate
on all of the public service you have done and will now do, that this
committee, for a good 15 years, has been trying to persuade the So-
cial Security Administration to produce a counterfeit-resistant So-
cial Security card. The culture of that organization will not do it.

It goes back-you would need an anthropologist to really figure
this out-to the 1930's, when the Social Security card was first is-
sued. The charge was made that President Roosevelt was issuing
an identity card in the manner of Nazi Germany.

That original little pasteboard card legend did say, on the bot-
tom, "Not To Be Used For Purposes of Identification." That hangs
on, although it is now used almost universally. Social Security
numbers are issued in maternity wards. You were in the Army, I
believe.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir; I was. I served in Vietnam.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. In Vietnam. I would not be surprised if

your dog tag number was your Social Security number.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I was too old for that, but it later was rehabili-

tated to include that, and within a few years that became the case.
Senator MoYNIHAN. Yes. I mean, it is our identification number

for all manner and purposes that have nothing to do with politics,
but is just the formal recording of who you are and, in particular,
what you pay in to the Social Security fund and what you are enti-
tled to have paid out.

Now, Senator Dole and I have introduced and passed an amend-
ment that was adopted just on the floor, once again, to do this.
Now, it is not law yet. It is a part of the welfare legislation that
is making its way around.

But you can do it on your own, and there is no law that says you
cannot produce a counterfeit-proof/resistant card. I hope you will.
I am not asking you to commit yourself, but you would volunteer,
perhaps, that this would not be the worst idea.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Having been in the Treasury and having raided
a number of counterfeiting operations and seen sheets of Social Se-
curity cards as well as currency, I know that anything that makes
counterfeiting more expensive and more difficult is a tremendous
aid-to enforcement. I know that it would help across a broad array
of things.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I got the statute passed, first, on an immi-
gration measure. If I can say to the Chairman, with the thought
that, particularly persons along the Mexican border, Americans of
Mexican descent, having a Social Security card that you have a
strip on that could be used by employers to say, yes, my name is
Sanchez, but I am an American citizen; I did not buy my Social Se-
curity card in Tijuana, and here it is. They are for sale across the
border, are they not?

Mr. WILLIAMS. It is my understanding, sir, that there is counter-
feiting going on there.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. It is your understanding. And you have seen
them counterfeited right here in the United States.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, I have.
Senator MOYNHAN. It would be a protection for American citi-

zens to be able to establish their identification, their identity, as
an American citizen, would it not?

Mr. WILLIAMS. It would, and it would help prevent and detect
crimes.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. Well, when you go back, when you are
confirmed, as you will very shortly be, and you go out to Balti-
more-will you be in Baltimore?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir. I will.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. Will you just pass the word that the

1930's is over and the people would not mind having a plastic So-
cial Security card that would identify who they are, and all those
things?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I will do so, sir. And I will also get abreast of all
the other issues. I am certainly aware of its value in prevention
and detection.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I appreciate that very much. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Williams, as you know, there is sequential reference made of

your nomination to Government Affairs. We will go ahead and re-
port you out today.

(Whereupon, at 11:54 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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Chairman Roth. Senator Moynihan from my home state of New York and members of
the committee, I am pleased to appear before you today as you consider my nomination for
the position of Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Financial Markets. I am honored to be
nominated by President Clinton, and I want to thank Secretary Rubin for supporting my
nomination.

In the past two years the heart of my job at the Treasury has been management of the
public debt. This is a function that has existed at Treasury, in one form or another, since the
founding of the Republic. In that position I have benefitted from the advice and perspective
of both the career staff as well as many who had the job before me over the past 3 decades.
The focus of Treasury debt management is. and must always be, what is in the best, long-
term interests of the taxpayers. The promouon of efficient, liquid and fair capital markets is
essential to carrying out that mission.

That direct participation in the financial markets gives Treasury a unique perspective
from which to make public policy concerning these markets. Unlike many other regulators or
policy makers, we are in the markets every day feeling the impact of economic conditions.
fiscal and monetary policy, and regulatory actions. The broader scope of my new position, to
advise the Secretary on matters concerning the financial markets, will still have that
foundation. I hope that will give my counsel a real world perspective.

-MORE-
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I also believe that Treasury has a special duty to highlight the connections between
Main Street and Wall Street. The savings of average Americans invested in companies'
stocks or cities' bonds has not only benefitted those savers, but it has built our economy.
Whether it's through promoting savings and investment, ensuring adequate information
exchange between investors and financial intermediaries, or working to reduce possible
sources of systemic risk, we can and must support the vibrant financial markets which are the
foundation of our country's growth and prosperity. Our financial markets are a source of
competitive strength in the global economy, and they must continue to improve and innovate
to support us into the next century,

Finally, I want to thank my family, some of whom are here today: my father for
starting my political education by having the whole family watch the political conventions
every 4 years gavel to gavel, my Welsh mother, who only recently retired at 73, for making
the idea of being a working mother seem like the greatest life, and my husband and 2 sons
who remind me every day what's really important.

I would be pleased to answer any questions the committee may have.

-30-
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SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
OUTLINE OF INFORMATION REQUESTED BY NOMINEES

Please provide three gpi of your typed responses to Kelly Cordes, Chief Clerk, 219 Dirksen
Senate Off-ce Building Washington, DC 205 10

A. BIOGRAPHICAL:

I. Nam: Incdude any

Darcy E~a Brdbr

2. Address: Lim cwrten

4101 Aspen Seet. Chen Chase. Maryland 20315

second home: I lrvinj Place. Apt G-9F New York. NY 10003

3. Dt and place of birh

Much 13.1957'. Suffern. New York

4 Manual statm. Mamed Inkude nldc
name: Erc Jonathan Seder

S. Names and ges of dldmn

Bead Alex Seiler. Age 7
Benjamin Bradbwy Seder - Agte 4

6. Education:

HKvard/Radcffe Cole - 1974-1978
A.B. 1973

Harvard Uaversity Graduse School of
Business 190-1982, MBA 1912

former names used

esidence and making address

Snamne owdefe or husbands

List uistitutos), dae attended deee received.
and data d n ru ed,

7. Employmet rcrd: Lst AD postons held Sme college, tcludn tde
or deKs m of job. n or employer, locam
of wouk. ad due of inclumve emplwyua.

793 to present -US. Treay Depaumm Tite. Deputy Assistant Secretay for Feda'r Finance
1500 Pennsylvania Ave. NW Wasuga D. C. 20020

1/90 to 7/93 . Comptroler. Cityof New York -Td: Depty Compeoer for Fiae
I Centre St - New York. New York 10007

I ofl
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9419 to 12419 - Fund rth City of New York - Titd Co unt(NYC Comptolle Transition)
121 Avaeouo eAmerica New Yok, New York 10013

3/6 to S/19. The First Boston Corporation - Tidle Vice PresidenAssoclate
Park Avenue Pla. New York. New York 10055

3/32 to 346 . Kidder Peabody & Co., Inc. - Title Assistant Vice Presidew/Assocw,:e
10 Hanover Square. New York. New York 10005

9/81 to 642. Harvard Business School. Title Partune Tutor for First Yew Students
Soldiers Fild Road l, Boon, MA 02163

6I to I/I1 - Boston Consultant Group . Title Sumimer Associate
Exchange Pliae, Boston, MA 02109

7/71 to I0 - Massachusett Dept. of Public Welfare. Tide: Budget Anah st
Boston MA

I Goveramm experience: List any experience u oc association wvAh
Federal. State or local governed includil any
advise sy, consultauv honorary or pant-nie
service or posItio .

7/93 - Present . U S. Treasury Department - Title Deputy Assistant Secretary
(Federa Fiuace)

1/90 to 7/93 - New York City Comptrollers Office - Tide: Dputy Comptroilr for Fnance

Govern Finan Ofces Association, member of Stadig Commitee on Debt
and Fiscal Policy. 1991.1993

New York City Indusmal Development Authority, Board Member. 1990-1993

New York City Banking Commission Board Member, 1990-1993

New York City Sanzu Funduig Corporain Board Member. 1992-1993

Mass chuses Departmecit of Public Welfam Budget Analyst 1971-1980

In addition frm 1932 through 1919, 1 was w investme banker working with State and
local govemrmvea This enailed advising states. counties res and ioc authovi acsosa
the county on how to finance infrmctumw edication and other govaueneal capital proijeeta

DtA cofes u pan of Audial my edacataca I had the privilege of ustertung vith dh
Massachusetts Commission on the Stus O Wome t Calornia Department or
Health and Welfare, and the US. Congress (LBJ Intn).

9. Memberships: List al membershps and offices held in
profe=ea frtram scholarly, ivic, chantb,
nd other oruzatiom.

Government Fincme Officer Associait n. P tStandn g Comittee on Debt ad Fiscal
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Pobcy

M1dim aL Fnm.mua. editoial ad, sor

New York S",z Govainmem Fitiae Officers Assocation

East End Tempie

The Vlae Temple

Harvard Club cf New York City

10, Poltica affila and ctiins: List al menberships and offices held in or
inancal wsbuions aM d sten,= rendcred to all
poitcal parties or election conwauiee during the
lta ten yam.

Federal L.evel Fb dC mxt :
1994-- Los Slauger R Commine -$100
1994- Women's Campain Fund. 5710
1993 - Clto for Preside Commiee . S00
1993. Demouc National Comminee. S250
1992- Conuttee to ElctM Nydia M. Velsquez • 5250
1992. Liz Holtman for Same . 1,000
1990. os Slauhter Re-Election Com, . $500
1990. Citizem for Family Plansing. i1 - S250
1918. Women's Camaip Fund Ine. $1,000
1917. Dukatis for Presien Conunitee, Inc.. SSO

For recors of fedal level nbutomu por to 1993.1[ relime oFEC records

SaendLcAlA Financal Conirtbutmona:
1994- Burstein 94 . 100
1993- Gen '93 -S 100
1993- U2 Holwmua for Compaolr. o100
1993. Kathleen Brown S150
1993. BeUamy for the 90's .S1000

My record of ste a d loca fna l comuons doe not eiced to before 1993. but my pattern
of contrkution was simar in tha I have podiwcay made sma conbutions to the campIN of
wome rmnmg for office ad to Iol New York rae.

I served for several yam (1a 9i0 to 1993) on the Board of the Women's
C amp Fwd. a bioasa PAC whic provides fiaca and tehi amism to
women caddte for local, Stae md Feda offices. In 1919, for a perod of I or 2
months, I served a reasurer to a campaip for New York City local offxe, Holitzan for
Co ,,wsooer.

11. Hoos and Awards: List all scholarships, fellowships. honorary
degrees hownry society membenshps, and any

3 of 0
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other spel recopitonms for Coustandosen wiCe
or aclievemnt-

1. MyindargaduaftA.B degre, ut a rded migna cur Iaude

2. My graduate MBA degrtt use awarded Mjihonors

3. I was the recipient of numerous schoarships 1 felloalups during college and pduae
school CEUa No Xagk oan= selected e in 1992 as one of "Forty Unde, Forty' *ho wer
making a difference in New York.

12. Published witings: List the titles, publislrs and dam of books,
aiicles. repons, or other published matials you
have *nTm

"Issuers' Risk Management Using Derivatives id Variable Rat De' with Frank Oh.
The HmdboA* of Mniaeipa Bonds- 1994.

Two pamphlets published by my then employer. Kidder, Peabody & Co: *Aalysts o'the Tax
Exemption for State ad Local Dtx*. 1984 madWater ad Wastewater Projct, 1914

13. Speeches: idmufy each speech wtich you have given during
the pa;n yer, the orgwuaation to which the

speech was give and supply two copies of each

As a Treasury official. I have periodcaly spoken before goups concerning Treas y policy. I did
not speak ftm prepared remarks and do not have copies of any speech The followig is ait of

ou l whomI spoke: Tbe nation Swaps& DesivavesAsocauiSDA).
The Public Securties Association Pnmary Dealers Comnittee. The Finmal Women's Asuciato
of New York. anl Center for Economic Policy Resemch

14 Qualifications: Ste whaL in your opinion. qualities you to serve
in the paiula position to which you have been
nommuata

Since 1993.1 have been phviled to serve in the Treasury as Deputy Assstmt Secretary for Federal

Finance Thecoreof that posins management of Treasurydeb oversight and regulamn of

the gov"ene Securiies market, And monitoin of the capital markets for the
Secretry In my tm hee I hav added tn those responsibilities to include managing the
President's Workmg Group on Finanicial Markets, overseein the developmnet of new ctarnecy
though the Advanced Counterfeit Deence Commu, and leading our efforts to p eas certain

goVent spo enterprise. In carrying out these rePa ies. I have drawn on my pnor

eprecsas an mvesemntt banker, a public sector issuer of debt and a student of fiscal policy
issues. I am honored to have bee nominated by the Presidet with the support of Secary Rubn
so be able to serve the Treasury Department i a broader capacity and to work to pmr t the
inumsts of t=ayers and the intety ad efficiency of the financial markets.
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C. FUTURE EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIPS:

. Will you sever all connections with )uur present employer, business firm, association or

organizaioa if you are 4onirmed by the Senate?

Not applicable. as I am currently einployed by the U.S. Treasury Depasunent.

2. Do you have any plans after tompleting Government service to resume employment ,
afliliatior or practice with your previous employer. business firm. association or
organization'

No

3. Has anyone made a commitment to employ your services in any capacity after you leave
governnert service?

No

4. If confirmed, will you serve your fil term of office?

I will serve at the pleasure of the President.

D. POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST:

I. Describe all finucial arrangements, deferred compensation agreements, and oher
continuing dealings with business asvoiates. clients. or customers.

None

2. Indicate any investments, obligations, liabilities, or other relationships which could
involve potemial conflicts of interest in the position to Ahich you have been nominated.

I do not believe I have any such potential conflict of interest.

3. Describe any busaesa relationship, dealing or financial transaction which you have had
during the last ten years, whether for yourself, on behalf of a client, or acting as an
agent, that could in any way constitute or result in a possible conflict of interest in the
position to which you have been nominated.

I do not believe there was any prior relationship, dealing or financial transaction that
could in any way constitute or result in , possible .ontli,. of interest in the position to
which I am being nominated.

4. Describe any activity during the past ten years in which you have engaged for the purpose
of directly or indirectly influencing or atfecting the administration and execution of law or
public policy.

Prior to joining the U.S. Treasury Department, as Deputy Comptoller of New York
City, I met with Congressional stal on several occasions to discuss issues regarding
municipal bonds.

7. of 8
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S. Explain how you wilt resolve any rntisl conflict of interest including any that may be
disclosed by )our responses to the shove items. (Please prokode a copy of any uast of
ot er agreements.)

I would consult with Treasury Department ethics trifi:tals to determine how to best
resolve any potential cuntli ts of ,nter et

6. Written opinions would he prvided dir,. -ly to the Cummittee uy the General Counsel of
the Agency wo which you have ben nominated ani by the Director. Office of
Government Ethics. Office o Peronnel Management concerning potential otflicts of
interest or any tiher legal barriers to your serving in this position.

E. TESTIFYING BEFORE CONGRESS:

I. Are you willing to appear and testify etore any duly institutedd committee of the

congress on such occasions as you may be reasonably requited to do so?

Yes

2. Are you willing to provide such normaton as is requested by such committee?

Yes

F. OTHER:

I. Provide the full details of any civil ur criminal proceedings in which you were a
defendant or any inquiry kor inv tiltion by the Frieal. State. or local agency in which
you were the subject of the inquiry or invtstigatiun?

None

2. Give the full details of any proceeding, inquiry or investigation in which you were the
subject of the proceeding. inquiry) or invetillatin.

.'4one

3. Have you ever bets convicted (including pleas uf guilty or nol contendere) of any
criminal violation other thin a minor ratik uffense?

None

4. Please &dvist the Committee of any additional information, favvrable or unfavorable.
which you feel should be considero in ainnetinn with your nomination.

I believe my answers to this questionnaire Ohould be suficient. but I would be happy to
answer any further qvestaons the Comminee might have.

a of a
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JOSEPH H. GALE
OMINEZ INFORMATION

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

A. BZOGRAPPICALt

1. Nauei

Joseph H. Gale

2. Address:

1848 Kalorama Road, NW
Washington, D.C. 20009

3. Date and place of birth:

August 26, 1953
Smithfield, Virginia

4. Marital status:

Single

5. Names and ages of children:

None

6. Education:

Smithfield High School
Smithfield, Virginia
Diploma, 1971

Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey
September 1971 - June 1976
A.B., Philosophy, 1976

University of Virginia School of Law
Charlottesville, Virginia
September 1977 - Hay 1980
J.D., 1980

no - - -



7. imployamet Records

Scheduler for Andrew P. Miller
Candidate for Democratic Nomination for Governor of Virginia
Miller for Governor Campaign Committee
E. Main Street, Richmond, VA
August 1976 - June 1977

Paralegal
Career Blazers Temporary Personnel
500 5th Avenue, New York, NY
June 1978 - August 1978

Legal Researcher
Abkco Music, Inc.
1700 Broadway, New York, NY
June 1978 - August 1978

Summer Associate Attorney
Brown & Wood
One World Trade Center, New York, NY
June 1979 - August 1979

Associate Attorney
Dewey Ballantine
1775 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington, DC
September 1980 - February 1983

Associate Attorney
Dickstein, Shapiro & Morin
2101 L Street, NW, Washington, DC
February 1983 - January 1985

Tax Legislative Counsel
Office of Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan (D-NY)
464 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, DC
January 1985 - January 1989

Administrative Assistant & Tax Legislative Counsel
Office of Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan (D-NY)
464 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, DC
January 1989 - December 1989

Chief Counsel
Office of Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan (D-NY)
464 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, DC
January 1990 - January 1993

Chief Tax Counsel
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
205 Dirkeen Senate Office Building, Washington, DC
January 1993 - January 1995
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Chief Tax Counsel - Minority
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
203 Hart Senate Office Building, Washington, DC
January 1995 - July 1995

Staff Director & Chief Counsel - Minority
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
203 Hart Senate Office Building, Washington, DC
July 1995 - present

8. Government Experience:

Continuous service as U.S. Sena-,e staff member since January
1985, detailed above.

9. Nembezsbipsu

District of Columbia Bar
American Bar Association - Taxation Sect.on
Princeton Club of Washington
Princeton Club of New York
Colonial Club of Princeton University
University of Virginia Law School Tax Study Group

10. Political affiliations and activLtLes:

Contributions

10/5/94 Charles S. Robb for U.S. Senate $i00

7/19/94 Oklahomans for Cody Graves $50
(Oklahoma Corporation Commission)

4/26/97 Clinton for President $250

2/19/92 Oklahomans for Cody Graves $100
(Oklahox3 Corporation Commission)

10/5/92 Jim Hunter for Arlington Board $50
(Arlington County, Va. Board of Supervisors)

10/22/91 Brock Adams Senate Committee $50

10/5/90 Harvey Gantt for U.S. Senate $15

9/30/90 Committee to Elect Mike Duffy $50
(Massachusetts legislature)

2/14/88 Barney Frank for Congress $25
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11. Honors & Awards:

Dillard Fellow, University of Virginia School of Law
Valedictorian, Smithfield High School, Smithfield, Virginia

12. Published writings.

'Passive Loss Limitation Rules," Federal Bar Association
Section of Taxation Report (Winter 1987).

13. Speeches

June 16, 1995

June 3, 1995

May 20, 1995

May 20, 1995

March 2, 1995

November 14, 1994

May 17, 1994

March 25, 1994

Commencement Address
Smithfield High School
Smithfield, Virginia

"Current Tax Legislative Developments"
Virginia State Bar - Continuing Legal
Education, Program in Federal Taxation
University of Virginia Law School
Charlottesville, Virginia

"Tax Legislative outlook"
American Bar Association
Section of Taxation
Plenary Session
Washington, D.C.

"Outlook for Fundamental Tax Reform'
American Bar Association
Section of Taxation
Committee on Value Added Tax
Washington, D.C.

"Tax Legislative Outlook"
Federal Bar Association
Tax Law Conference
Washigton, D.C.

"Current Legislative Developments in
International Tax"
American Tax Institute in Europe
Cannes, France

"Current Tax Legislative Developments'
American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants - Tax Division
Washington, D.C.

"Current rax Legislative Developments"
University of Virginia Law School
Tax Study Croup
Charlottesville, Virginia



March 8, 1994

October 8, 1993

October 1, 1993

September 23, 1993

September 13, 1993

April 26, 1993

December 3, 1992

November 20, 1992

"Tax Legislative Outlook"
Federal Bar Association
Tax Law Conference
Washington, D.C.

"Recap of -993 Insurance Tax Legislative
Developments"
Hartford institute on Insurance Taxation
Washington, D.C.

"Shape & EconomiLs of-the Omnibus Bu4et
Reconciliation Act of 1993"
Prentice Hall Law & Business and Fordham
University School of Law
Conference on Tax Planning after the
Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1993
New York, New York

"The 1993 Revenue Reconciliation Act
Teleconference" (taped remarks)
American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants

"Tax Legislative Outlook"
The Tax Coalition
Washington, D.C.

-Update on Tax Legislative issues
Affecting Charities"
Council of jewish Federations
Washington Update
Washington, D.C.

"Tax Legislative Outlook"
American League of Lobbyists
Washington, D.C.

"Current Tax Legislative Developments"
University of Virginia School of Law
Tax Study Group
Charlottesville, Virginia

With the exception of the June 15, 1995 commencement address
at Smithfield High School, all other speeches were from

notes rather than a prepared text, and thus no written
copies are available. Since the commencement speech did not

cover legislative or policy matters, but rather personal

reminiscences and inspirational matters, I have assumed that

a text of that speech would not be of interest to the

Committee.
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14. Qualificatioas:

I have had over 15 years of experience as an attorney
specializing in Federal income tax matters, over 10 of which have
involved substantial responsibility as a Congressional staff
member in the development and passage of Federal tax legislation.
As a tax legislative counsel to a senior member of the Committee
on Finance, ane later as the Committee's Chief Tax Counsel, I
have participated in the development and passage of all tax
legislation that has been considered by Congress in the last
decade, starting with che Tax Reform Act of 1986. I believe that
this legislative experience, in addition to experience in the
private practice of tax law, has given me a firm grasp of both
the technical issues and the Congressional policies and intent
that underlie the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code.
Accordingly, I believe I am well suited to interpret the tax laws
as a Tax Court judge in a manner that ensures that the intent of
Congress is effectuated.
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C. ?UTUR ZXPLOYNT RELATIONSHIP:

1. Will you sever all connections with your present
employer, business firm, association or organization if
you are confirmed by the Senate?

Yes.

2. Do you have any plans after completing Government
service to resume -mployment, affiliation or practice
with your previous employer, business firm, association
or organization?

No.

3. Has anyone make a commitment to employ your services in
any capacity after you leave Government service?

No.

4. If confirmed, will you serve your full term of office?

Yes.

D. POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST:

1. Describe all financial arrangements, deferred
compensation arrangements, and other continuing
dealings with business associates, clients, or
customers.

None.

2. Indicate any investments, obligations, Liabilities, or
other relationships which could involve potential
conflicts of interest in the position to which you have
been nominated.

Since I directly own common stock of certain U.S.
corporations, it is possible that a potential conflict
of interest could arise if one of these corporations
became involved in a proceeding before the Tax Court.
If this were to occur, I would take-whatever steps were
necessary or appropriate under the rules or practices
of the Court, the Code of Conduct for United States
Judges, or 28 U.S.C. Sec. 455, to resolve the conflict,
including recusal.
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3. Describe any business relationship, dealing or
financial transaction which you have had during the
last ten years, whether for yourself, on behalf of a
client, or acting as an agent, that could in any way
constitute or result in a possible conflict of interest
in the position to which you have been nominated.

None.

4. Describe any activity during the past ton years in
which you have engaged for the purpose of directly or
indirectly influencing or affecting the administration
and execution or law or public policy.

Since January 1985, r have worked on the tax
legislative staff of either a member of the U.S. Senate
Committee on Finance or the Committee itself. In those
capacities, -1 have routinely worked to influence
Federal tax policy, by providing professional advice to
members of the Commiittee and other Senators, and by
advocating the policy objectives of those Senators.

5. Explain how you will resolve any potential conflicts of
interest including any that may be disclosed by your
responses to the above items. (Please provide a copy
of a.y trust or other agreements.)

I will taKe whatever steps are necessary or appropriate
under the rules or practices of the U.S. Tax Court, the
Code of Conduct for United States Judges, or 28 U.S.C.
Sec. 455, to resolve any potential conflicts of
interest, including recusal.

6. Written opinions should be provided directly to the
Committee by the General Counsel of the Agency to which
you have been nominated and by the Director, Office of
Government Ethics, Office of Personnel Kanagement
concerning potential conflicts of interest or any other
legal barriers to your serving in this position.

Not applicable.

3. TESTIFyino aEPORt COWGRESSI

1. Are you willing to appear and testify before any duly
constituted committee of the Congress on such occasions
so you may be reasonably requested to do so?

Yes.
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2. Jre you willing to provide such information as is
requested by such committee?

Yea.

F. OTR;

1. Provide the full details of any civil or criminal
proceeding in which you were a defendant or any inquiry
or investigation by the Federal, state, or local agency
in which you were the subject of the inquiry or
investigation.

See F.3., below.

2. Give the full details of any proceeding, inquiry or
investigation in which you were the subject of the
proceeding, inquiry or investigation.

None.

3. Have you ever been convicted (including pleas of guilty
or nolo contenders) of any criminal violation other
than a minor traffic offense?

In November :971, at age :8, 1 was found guilty of
trespassing for having been on the grounds of
Smithfield (Va.) High Scnool after hours. The non-
serious nature of this offense is incicated by the fact
that the court did not impose a fine, but only court
costs of S6 (Ceneral District Court of Smithfield,
Virginia).

4. Please advise the Committee of any additional
information, favorable or unfavorable, which you feel
should be considered in connection with your
nomination.

None.

7 A . ,

Signaturq Datb
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TREASURY N E W S
ollct OU ftSUASIAJSS * tS4a NSAAAVM. KgW * WAnm4 GTOK D.C * MIS * I5I-f Idl6@

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 30, 1995

STATJI[IT Of DAVID A. UPTON
NoMI iu to ASlANts SIcc msI n FOR IvatA1Tr,&.L AITA]S Of Tug1 TIUSURY

Btromu m Suesa Ftcu Co mra

Mr. Chairman. I am honored to appear before this distinguished committee in
connection vAth my nomination to be Assistant Secfetay for International Affairs of the
Treasury. I appear before you with Jeffrey Shafer. whose high standard as Assistant
Secretry for International Affairs I will strive to match if Mr. Shafer is confirmed as
Under Secretary of the Treuury and I am confirmed as Assistant Secretuy. I am
honored that President Clinton and Secretary Rubin have expressed their confidence in
me by nominating me for this important position.

For the past two wd a half years I have served at the Treasury Department as
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Eastern Europe and the Former Soviet Union. During
this time, I have worked to design and implement a policy of U.S. leadership in support
of comprehensive, market oriented reform in the ecooomies in transition. We have
engaged the 0.7 and the international financial institutions in pursuit of multilateral
backing for that historic process.

In recent years, I have devoted much of my energy to the policy issues facing the
economies ia transition. Before joiing the Treuury Department. I spent a year as a
Fellow at the Woodrow Wilson Center of Scholars. For the previous four years I served
as an ecoric advisor to the governments of Russia. Poland. an Slovenia under the
auspices of the United Nations Development Program and the World Institute for
Development Economics Research. In these capacities. I studied the problems
surrour.ding; economic tramsition and advised central and eastern european leaders
working to create stable, private market economies. Earlier. I spent eight years on the
staff of the IMF covering a broad range of stabilization a"d reform issues in Latin
America. Africa. and Asia.

tw"py rri4ma. sperMn. pubhe sAod.l moi *#tl bivjiha. ca ow 24Aftriz li e at i202i 622.040
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If confirmed as Assistant Secretary for International Affairs of the Treasury, I will
work to make sure that the Treasury remains focused on the five major policy priorities
which Mr. Shafer has just laid out: coordinating macroeconomic policy in the G-7,
implementing the reforms agreed upon at the Halifax Summit in the international
financial institutions, supporting economic transition in central and eastern Europe,
encouraging sustainable development including through the multilateral development
banks, and continuing efforts to open markets to U.S. goods and services. Each of these
goals is important to the United States, because growth and stability abroad means
growth and stability at home.

Let me add a few thoughts on the economies in transition, which, as I mentioned
earlier, has been an area of special interest to me. When the Iron Curtain fell, 350
million people living in 23 countries were left with a failed economic system, a near.
worthless military industrial complex, and deep-seated financial imbalances. These
countries lacked the legal, fiscal, and financial institutions of modem states, as well as
the human and financial capital and technology of modem market economies.

The process bf casting off the old system has seen production declines and high
inflation, all in a political context colored by public anxiety about change and by
unmeetable expectations of quick prosperity. But, it has also seen the emergence of a
new economic orthodoxy. liberalization, stabilization, and privatization have become
buzz words, but they are each steps that must be taken by countries moving down the
transition path.

Experiences across the region show that the transition path is arduous and
politically challenging, but that there is a path to modernization and integration. Much
of central Europe is growing again and much of the former Soviet Union is restoring the
financial stability that is a precursor to growth. Our continued bilateral and multilateral
support for this transition is vital. To falter in this effort would be to forfeit for our
generation's chance at bringing these economies into the world economy. These
countries could become important new markets for U.S. exporters. In fact, integration of
these economies could provide an engine of growth for years to come.

In conclusion, let me say that, if I am confirmed as Assistant Secretary for
International Affairs, I will work to ensure that all of the policy issues I have outlined
above are addressed with professionalism and integrity. I believe this is the surest way to
meet the challenges which the United States will face in the international economy and
to help ensure our own economic growth and stability.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would be happy to answer any questions which you
or the Committee may have.
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SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
RESPONSES TO REQUEST FOR LNIFOR.MATION FROM NOMINEES

A. BIOGRAPHICAL:

I. Name:

David Aaron Liptnn

2. Address:

3806 Shepherd St.
Chevy Chase. Md. 20815

3. Date and place of birth:

Nov. I. 1953
Boston. Mass.

4. Marital status:

married, 6 15184

Mary Susan Galbraith

Include any former names used

List current residence and mailing

lnc~ude maiden name of wife or husband's
manual status:

5. Names and ages of children:

Anna Rose Lipton Galbraith, 9
Sasha Lipton Galbraith. 7
Gabriel Lipton Galbranh. 2

6. Education: List institution(s), dates attended, degree
received, and date degree granted.

Wayland High School, Wayland. Mass.. 1967-71, graduated 1971

Wesleyan Univerity, Middletown. Conn.. 1971-75. B.A. 1975

Harvard University, Cambridge. Mass.. 1975-80. M.A. 1979, Ph.d. 1981

-m i
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7. Employment record: List all positions held since college.
including title or description of job. name
of empliy-er. location of -ork. and dates
of inch sive emplo)men .

A. UNITED STATES TREASURY. OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EASTERN EUROPE AND THE
FORMER SOVIET UNION.(June 1993 - present)
--Formulate policy to%%ard Eastern Europe and former Soviet Union.
--Manage technical assistance program for the region.

B. FELLOW. WOODROW WILSON CENTER FOR SCHOLARS
RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP, (September 1992 - present)
--Conducting research on the economic and political consequences of the

transformation in Poland and Russia.

C. VICE PRESIDENT, JEFFREY D. SACHS AND ASSOCIATES, NC.

POLICY ADVICE AND RESEARCH IN EASTERN EUROPE. (1989-1992)
--Senior economic advisor to the governments of Russia. Poland. and

Slovenia.
--Conducted research on the economics of transformation in formerly

centrally planned economies.
--Managed advisory and research teams in Eastern Europe. Russia. and

Mongolia.

POLICY ADVICE IN LATIN AMERICA. (1989)
--Advised the Governments of Bolivia and Venezuela in the design and

implementation of their macroeconomic and debt management policies.

D. INTERNATIONAL MONETARY F1L

ASIAN DEPARTMENT. SENIOR ECONOMIST (1987-89)
--Analyzed economic policymaking in Japan as pan of IMF surveillance of

industrial counmen.

EXCHANGE AND TRADE RELATIONS DEPARTMENT AND WESTERN
HEMISPHERE DEPARTMENT. ECONOMIST (198 1-87)

--Worked on IMF policy toward the Pans Club and the official export credit
agencies.

--Drafted policy papers for the IMF Executive Board on issues relating to,-' .-i
IMF conditionality and IMF involvement in the reso!..ion of the -.

developing country debt cnsis.
--Participated in IMF negotiation in ten countries in Africa, Asia. and the

Western Hemisphere.
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8. Government experience; List any experience in. or association with.
Federal. State or local governments
including any advisory . consultative.
honorary or pan-time services or
positions

UNITED STATES TREASURY. OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EASTERN EUROPE AND THE
FORMER SOVIET UNION. (June 1993 - present)

9. Memberships: List all memberships and offices held in
professional, fraternal, scholarly. civic.
chantable. and other organizations.

None.

10. Political affiliations and acvities. List all memberships and offices held in or
financial contributions and services
rendered to all political panies or election
committee during the last ten )ears.

Registered Democrat since age 18
No other affiliations. memberships. or oifices.

11. Honors and Awards: List all scholarships. fellowships, honorary
degrees. honorary society memberships.
and any other special recognitions for
outstanding service or achievement.

a. Phi Beta Kappa. Wesleyan University. 1974

b. Member of the Brookings Panel of Economists. 1990-91

c. Fellowship, Woodrow Wilson Center for Scholars. 1000 Jefferson Dr. SW.
Washington. D.C.. 1992

12. Published writings: List the titles, publishers and dates of
books. amicles. reports, or other published
matenals you have written.

--"A New Opportunity for Helping Russia's Economic Reforms Succeed.' prepared
for the Fund for Democracy and Development project United States Assistance to
Russia: A Blueprint for Action. February 1993.

, 
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--"Russia: Reforms Endangered.' fortt'coming in Fore:gn Polic) Magazine. March.
1993.

--"The Prospects for Economic Reform ;n Russia." in Brookings Papers on Economic
Activity, Brookings Institution. 1992(l). with Jeffrey Sachs.

.- 'The Remaining Steps to a Market-Based Monetary S)stem in Russia.* presented at
Conference on the Transformation of Russia. Stockholm !nstitute for East European
Economics. Stockholm. June 15. 1992, %ith Jeffrey Sachs.

--'Poland's Budget and the Economic Transformation. forthcoming in Conference
Volume on Transistion in Eastern Europe. the National Bureau of Economic
Research. Cambndge. Massachusetts, with Alain deCrombrugghe.

--"Privatization in Eastern Europe," in Brookings Papers on Economic Activity.
Brookings Institution, 1990(2), with Jeffrey Sachs.

--'Poland's Economic Reform." in Foreign Affairs, Summer 1990. Council on
Foreign Relations, with Jeffrey Sachs.

-'Creating a Market Economy in Eastern Europe: The Case of Poland." in

Brookings Papers on Economic Actiity Brookings Institution, 1990 (1). with Jeffrey
Sachs.

--"External Debt and Economic Management: the Role of the International Monetary
Fund," in External Debt Management edited by H. Mehran. International Monetary
Fund. 1985. with K. Burke Dillon.

-"Multiple Shooting in Rational Expectations Models," Econometnca. September
1982. with J. Poterba. J. Sachs, and L. Summers.

--"The Supply Approach to Oil Shocks and the Slowdown in Japanese Economic
Growth," in Toyo Keizai Shimpo Sha. June 1981. with Jeffrey Sachs.

Accumulation and Growth in a Two-Country Model." in Journal of International
Economics. 1981. with Jeffrey Sachs.

Op-ed articles:

"Russia on the Ropes, How the IMF is lssing its Chance 'o Spur Recovery," co-
authored with Jeffrey Sachs. Op-ed article in the Washington Post. September 27.
1992.

'Shock Thtrapy and Real Incomes: Eastern European Reforms." co-authored with
Jeffrey Sachs. Op-ed article in the Financial Times. January 29. 1991.

"How Yugoslavia Can Save Itself ." co-authored with Jeffrey Sachs, Op-ed in the
Washington Post. December 31, 1989.
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13. Speeches: Identify each speech which you have given
during the rist three years. the
organizations to Ahich the speech was
gien., and supply two copies of each
speech.

a.) Speech (attached) on No%ember 8, IQ93. at Wesleyan Univeruty tan honorary
lecture series), on the economic transtoriation in Russia.

b.) Testimony (aaached) on Noiember 5. 1993, before the Subcommittee on
Commerce. Consumer and Monetary Arfairs of the Committee on Government
Relations of the House of Representati,,es, on the role of trade and investment in U.S.
relations with Russia and the Former Soviet Union. in my capacity as Deputy
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Eastern Europe and the Former Soviet Union.

c.) Speech (attached) on September 10. 1993. at Conference on the Challenges of
Transition for Ukraine's Economy. sponsored by the CIA. on the economic
challenges facing Ukraine.

d.) Remarks (not from a prepared text) on December 8, 1992 at a forum at the
Woodrow Wilson Center for Scholars, on the progress and prospects for reform in
Poland and the lessons for other economies in transition.

14. Qualifications: State what, in your opinion, qualifies you
to serve in the particular position to which
.oi hae been nominated.

My education, professional tperience. and p..rsonal strengths prepare me well for a
leadership role in the fontulation and execution of international economic policy. My
education centered on international trade and finance, both theoretical and policy
issues. My professional experience includes a wide range of activities, including
industrial country macroeconomic issues. developing country stabilization and debt
issues, and transitional economy issues. In those activities, I have been closely
involved. at the IMF. as an economic adviser, and in my present capacity at the US
Treas,,v. in aspects of policy making in a large number of foreign countries, and am
acquainted with the leadership and key issues in many countries. I am also well
acquainted with the process of policy formulation and execution here in the US
governmer t, because in my present capacity. I have been deeply involved in
administra ion policy formulation for the countries of Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Unah.
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C. FUTURE EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIPS:

1. Will you sever all connections %%ith your present employer, business firm.

association or organization if )ou are confirmed by the Senate?

Not applicable, as I am presently emplo)ed by the U.S. Treasury.

2. Do you have any plans after completing Government service to resume
employment, affiliation or practice with your previous employer, business firm,
association or organization?

No.

3. Has anyone made a commitment to employ your services in any capacity after

you leave government service?

No.

4. If confirmed. will you serve your full term of office?

Yes.

D. POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST:

i. Descnbe all financial arrangements, deferred compensation agreements, and other
continuing dealings with business associates. clients, or customers.

None.

2. Indicate any investments, obligations, liabilities, or other relationships which could
involve potent&l conflicts of ir.terest in the position to which you have been
nominated.

None.

3. Describe any business relationship, dealing or financial transacti,, which you
have had dunng the last then years. whether for yourself. on behalf of a client, or
acting as an agent, that could in any way constitute or result in a possible conflict
of interest in the position to which )ou have been nominated.

None.
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4. Describe any activity during the past ten years in which you have engaged for the
purpose of directly or indirectly influencing or affecting the administration and
execution of law or public policy.

During the period 1989-93, I authored or co-authored several articles and papers
(including those listed above) on the subject of the economic transition of the formerly
communist countries of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union that were
intended to inform and influence thinking about public policy. I also participated in
a small number of conferences Ahere my remarks on this subject were made with the

same r .ention.

5. Explain how you will resolve any potential conflict of interest including any that
may be disclosed by your responses to the above items. (Please provide a copy of

any trust or other agreements.)

Should any potential for a conflict of interest arise in the future, I will immediately
consult with the appropriate ethics counsel at the Department of Treasury.

6. Wntten opinions should be provided directly to the Committee by the General
Counsel of the Agency wo which you have been nominated and by the Director,
Office of Government Ethics. Office of Personnel Management concerning
potential conflicts of interest or any other legal barriers to your serving in this
position.

These opinions %kill be provided promptly by the Department.

E. TESTIFYING BEFORE CONGRESS:

I. Are you %killing to appear and testify before any duly constituted committee of the
congress on such occasions as .ou may be reasonably requested to do so?

Yes.

2. Are you willing to provide such information as is requested by such committee?

Yes.

F. OTHER:

1. Pro-,ide the full details of any citl or cnminal proceedings in which you were a

defendant or any inquiry or investigation by the Federal. State. or local agency in

which you %%ere the subject of the inquiry or investigation?

None.
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2. Give the full details of anY proceeding. inquiry or investigation in ,hich you %cre
the subject of the proceeding. inquir) or inestilgation.

None.
3. Have you ever been convicted (including pleas of guilty or nolo contendere) of

any criminal violation other than a minor traffic offense?

No.

4. Please ad%,ise the Committ" of any additional information. favorable or
unfavora.le, wAhich you feel should be considered in connection w ith %our
nomination.

None.

)~/ '1/ /
Signaiiur - -. Lille



STATEMENT BY SENATOR CAROL MOSELEY-

BRAUN IN SUPPORT OF THE NOMINATION OF

JEFFREY R. SHAFER FOR UNDER SECRETARY,

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS5 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF

TREASURY

MR. CHAIRMAN, I AM PLEASED TO INTRODUCE A

DISTINGUISHED CONSTITUENT OF MINE, MR. JEFFREY R. SHAFER,

THE PRESIDENT'S NOMINEE FOR THE POSITION OF UNDER

SECRETARY FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AT THE U.S.

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY TO TffIS COMMITTEE. JEFFERY SHAFER

WAS BORN IN LAKE FOREST ILLINOIS WHICH IS A SUBURB OF THE

CITY OF CHICAGO, AND GROW UP IN LAKE BLUFF, ILLINOIS. HIS

PARENTS RESIDED IN LAKE BLUFF, ILLINOIS. HIS FATHER WORKED

AS IN CHEMIST IN WAUKEGAN, ILLINOIS DURING THE WAR, AND HIS

MOTHER WAS A HOMEMAKER.
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MR. SHAFER'S FIRST JOB WAS WITH NORTHERN TRUST BANK IN

CHICAGO. SINCE THAT TIME HE HAS HELD A NUMBER OF IMPRESSIVE

POSITIONS IN ACADEMIA AND IN THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTOR.

THROUGHOUT HIS LONG AND DISTINGUISHED CAREER HE HAS

ALWAYS BEEN PROUD TO BE A SON FROM THE LAND OF LINCOLN,

AND HE STILL CONSIDERS ILLINOIS TO BE HIS HOME. I AM ALSO

HAPPY TO REPORT THAT HIS ELDEST DAUGHTER - LARA'S - FIRST JOB

WAS IN THE CHICAGO BRANCH OF ARTHUR ANDERSON, AND HER

FIRST VOTE WAS FOR MY CANDIDACY FOR PUBLIC OFFICE.

JEFFERY SHAFER HAS AN EXTENSIVE EDUCATIONAL AND

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND IN THE AREA OF INTERNATIONAL

ECONOMICS WHICH MAKES HIM A SOLID CANDIDATE FOR THE

POSITION OF UNDER SECRETARY FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS.

DURING THIS TIME OF REVOLUTIONARY CHANGE IN THE

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEM, AND THE INCREASING

INTEGRATION OF THE WORLD ECONOMY, IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT WE

HAVE A PERSON IN THIS KEY POSITION WITH A BLEND OF PRIVATE

AND PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE.

22-728 - 96 - 3
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HIS EXTENSIVE WRITINGS ON INTERNATIONAL BANKING,

ECONOMIC POLICY COORDINATION AND THE INTERNATIONAL DEBT

CRISIS ARE FURTHER EVIDENCE OF HIS TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE

IN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS AND PROBLEM SOLVING. AND HIS WORK

AT THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT AS AN ASSISTANT SECRETARY

DEMONSTRATES THAT HE CAN PROVIDE THE KIND OF LEADERSHIP

THAT IS NEEDED TO FORMULATE AND EXECUTE POLICIES DEALING

WITH INTERNATIONAL MONETARY AND TRADE POLICY,

MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENT BANKS AND NEGOTIATING ACCESS

TO U.S. SERVICES PROVIDERS DURING THIS CRITICAL PERIOD.

I BELIEVE THAT PRESIDENT CLINTON COULD FIND NO BETTER

CANDIDATE FOR THIS POSITION. I AM CONFIDENT THAT JEFFERY

SHAFER WILL DO A SUPERB JOB FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF

TREASURY AND THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. I AM DELIGHTED TO

SUPPORT HIS NOMINATION WITHOUT RESERVATION AND ASK THAT

HE BE CONFIRMED WITHOUT DELAY.
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STATEMENTI OF JEEFREI R. SHAFER
NOMINEE FOR UNDER SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
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o implementing the reforms agreed upon at the Halifax Summit to strengthen the
capacity of the international monetary system to cope with financial instability;

o continuing to support the integration of transition economies of Central Europe and the
Former Soviet Union into die world economy;

o encouraging marketbased, sustainable deelopnent through U.S. participation in the
multilateral development banks, to spread prosperity, and

o sustaining efforts to open foreign markets to U.S goods and services.

1 would like to take a minute to expand on this last point because a high priority for
Treasury is the promotion of open and integrated financial markets. I believe this emphasis
is well placed because financial market development is key to sustaining private sector-led
growth in emerging markets around the world. Moreover. it is this growth abroad that will
foster further growth here at home.

We have been working towards the goal of open financial markets on a number of
tracks, including the Summit of the Americas. APEC and the World Trade Organization. We
participated at Treasury concluded a multilateral agreement on financial services under the
auspices of the World Trade Organization last July. This agreement locks in our access to
serve key markets and lays a base of commitment from others We retained the option of not
providing additional access in our market to countries that do not provide adequate access and
national treatment to U.S. financial firms. Our financial services providers are among the
most competitive r, sophisticated in the world, and we need to do what we can to ensure
that they can compete on a level playing .,,'d in foreign markets, and we will continue to do
this.

In closing, let me reiterate that I am deeply honored to have been nominated for this
position and that, if confined. will work conscientiously and assiduously to achieve the goals
that I have set out here today. In so doing, I would also like to stress that I am committed to
keeping tho. of you who work on the issues I have responsibility for insoled and informed.



RESPONSE TO INFORMATION REQUESTEO OF NOMINEES
BY

UNITED STATES SENATE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

NOMINEE: Jeffrey R. Shafer

NOMINATED FOR: UNDER SECRETARY (INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS)
DEPA MH T OF THE TREASURY

A. szoolauzCALI

1. Name: Jeffrey R. Shafer

2. Address: 1026 16th Street, NH.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

3. Date and place of birth: September 10, 1944
Lake Forest, Ill.

4. Marital status:
Married to Mary Louise Terenzio Shafer

S. Names and ages of
Children: Lars Louise Shafer, 24

Karen Elizabeth Shafer, 21

6. Education:

Southmont School, Johnstown, PA 1949-1958
Weetmont Hilltop High School, Johnstown, PA
1959-1961
Crown Point High School, Crown Point, IN

1961-1962 (received high school diploma)
Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 1962-1964

(received A.. degree in economics with
honors)

Yale University, Nev Haven, CT in residence
1968-1972 (received H.Phil (1970) and
Ph.D (1976) in economics)

7. Employment record:

Since May 1993, Assistant Secretary for International
Affairs. Department of the Treasury. Supported by a
staff of about 190, 1 advise and &ssist the Secrotary,
the Deputy Secretary and Under Secretry for
International Affairs in the formulation and execution
of policies dealing with international monetary,
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financial, and trade affairs. In particular the
office of the Assistant Secretary for International
Affairs focuses on issues including: international
economic policy coordination; economic and financial
relations with both industrialized and developing
countries; foreign investment in the United States; and
U.S. policy with respect to the International Monetary
Fund and the multilateral development banks. I serve
as a member of the Board of the Overseas Private
investment Corporation (OPIC). I too the lead for the
Treasury in negotiating the establishment of the North
American Development Bank, in spearheading reforms of
the multilateral development banks and negotiating
access to markets abroad for U.S. providers of
financial services.

Dec. 1991-March 1993: DenDirv Director of the Country
Studies and Economic Prosoects Branch in the Economics
Department of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD).

Together with the Director. I planned, supervised and
contributed to the work of a team of sixty-five people.
The Branch is responsible for preparing drafts of
Economic Surveys of Member countries and of Central and
Eastern European countries that are OECD Partners in
Transition. Its assessments are also published in :he
OECD Economic Outlook. I was called upon to lead
country missions in the process of preparing Country

Survey drafts, where I meet with government officials,
members of the business community, representatives of
labour unions and private sector economies.

March, 1988 - December, 1991: Deputy Director of L±Af
Policy Studies Branch (formerly General Economica

ranchh. OECD.

I planned, supervised and contributed to the work of a
team of fifty people in collaboration with the Director
of the Branch and the Head of the Economics Department.
The Branch analyzes economic developments and the
policies of the 24 OECD countries on a cross-country
basis, interactions among Member countries, and
economic links with non-Member countries. Its analysis
is published in the OECD Econ-mic Outlook, Economic
studies and Working Papers. For several years I had
special responsibility for the developmet of the work
on Reform of Structural Policies -- covering the full
range of government policies affecting economic
performance. In the second half of 1990, 1 was the
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senior OECD representative on the task force that
prepared the Joint Study of the Soviet economy
commissioned by the Houston Economic Summit.

January, 1984 - March, 1988: Counsellor for
International Economic Policies, Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Develooment.

I advised the Secretary-General and the Head of the
Economics and Statistics Department on international
economic and financial issues and undertook work
requested by them. I drafted documents for high level
international meetings concerned with overall economic
policy strategies, with the international debt crisis,
and with structural adjustment in Member countries. I
also advised the Head of the Department on the
development of the program of work and budget and on
personnel administration, especially in the area of
recruitment and management of professional staff.

February, 1981 - January, 1984: Vice President,
Research and Statistics Function. Federal Reserve Bank
of New York (promoted from Assistant Vice President
December, 1981).

I supervised three departments, totalling about 40
people, responsible for international and financial
markets research. I carried out and supervised current
analysis, forecasting and research in preparation for
FOMC meetings, in support of the bank's operational and
policy responsibilities and for publication in the
Quarterly Review. Specific areas of work included
forecasting of exchange rates, economic activity in
major industrial countries, international financial
market innovations and country risk.

Spring, 1983 Visiting Lecturer. Department of
Economics, Yale University.

I conducted a seminar, Topics in International
Financefor advanced graduate students.
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August, 1978 - January, 1981 Deouty AsCociate Director.
Board of Governors of the Federal Reservj system (title
changed from Associate International Division Officer
in October, 1979).

I was responsible for oversight of the work of two
sections--the U.S. International Transactions Section
(Balance of Payments) and the Financial Markets Section
(exchange markets and Eurocurrency markets) within the
Board's Division of International Finance. During this
period. I was given responsibility for developing the
proposals for International Banking Facilities, which
were implemented by the Board.

April, 1977 - August, 1978 Senior International
Economist for the Council of Economic Advisers on
detail from the Federal Reserve Board.

I was the principal staff member dealing with
international issues and was closely involved with
preparation for the Bonn Economic Summit in 1978.

September, 1975 - April, 1977 Chief. U.S. International
Transactions Section. International Finance Division of
the Federal Reserve Board.

I headed the team that monitored, analysed, made
forecasts and reported to the Board of Governors on
U.S. international trade and capital flows.

July, 1972 - September, 1975 Economist. various
sections of the International Yinance Division of the
Federal Reserve Board.

I did research on various international financial
questions and served as assistant to the Vice Chairman
of the IMF Committee of Twenty on Reform of the
International Monetary System.

January - May, 1975 Visiting Assistant Professor
of Economics in the Graduate School of Industrial
Administration. Carneoie-Mellon University. (on
leave of absence from the Federal Reserve Board).

I lectured on economic principles and developed a
course for MBA candidates on international
finance.
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Half-tie Acting Instructor (1970-71 and 1971-72
academic year) in the Economics Department of Yale
University, New Haven, Connecticut

Teaching assistant Yale University (1969-70
academic year)

Lieutenant of artillery, U.S. Army, served in
Colorado and Vietnam, October 1966-July 1968

Junior investment analyst, Northern Trust Bank,
Chicago, IL June 1966-September 1966

8. Government Experience:

My government experience is fully covered by my employment
record presented under question 7. This comprises:

Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for International
Affairs (1993-present)

Officer of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (1981-1984)

Officer on the staff of the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System (1978-1980)

Senior economist on the staff of the Council of Economic
Advisers (1977-1978)

Economist and Head of Section on the staff of the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System (1972-1977)

9. Memberships:

Current: American Economics Association
Princeton Club of Washington, D.C.
Women's National Democratic Club

Past:

Princeton Alumni Schools Committee for France
(1986-1993)

Finance Committee of the American School of Paris (1991-1992)
National Bureau for Economic Research - Research Associate (1979-
1987)

PTA Board Member, George Washington Jr. High School, Ridgewoood,
N.J. (1982-1983)
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NAACP Arlington County Branch (1977-1981)
Board Member (1979-1981)

YMCA Indian Guides and Princesses Board Member and Chief (1980)
of Arlington County Program

10. Political affiliations and activities:

I am a registered Democrat.

11. Honors and Awards:

Bronze Star with "V" and oak leaf cluster awarded for
U.S. Army service in Vietnam 1968

Yale University fellowships for graduate study 1968-1972

12. Published Writings:

"Experience with Controls on International Capital Movements in
OECD Countries: Solution or Problem for Monetary Policy?",
presented to the Conference on Money and Finance in the Open
Economy at the Institute of Economic Research, Korea University,
Seoul, November 6-7, 1992.

"Issues of Economic Reform in the Former Soviet Union" (with
Peter Dittus): forthcoming in The Revue d'Economie Financiere.

"Saving Trends and Measurement Issues" (with Jorqen Elmeskov and
Warren Tease): Paper presented to a conference on Saving
Behaviour in Helsinki, Finland, May 1991, The Scandinavian
Economic Journal, Vol. 94, 1992, No.2.

Comment on "The Balance of Payments" by Warren Tease in
Australian Macro-Economy in the 1980s, Proceedings of a
Conference sponsored by the Reserve Bank of Australia on 20-21
June, 1990, pp.215-219.

"Ask Not What G-7 Summits Decide But What Direction -;ey Point
In", Toronto Globe and Mail, July 14, 1989.

"Past, Present and Future Agendas": Presentation to a Conference
on Macroeconomic Coordination and the Summit in Toronto, April,
1988. Canadian Public Policy, XV Supplement, February, 1989.
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"The Impact of the U.S. Current Account Deficit on Other OECD
Countries" in U.S. Trade Deficit. Causes. Consequences and
Cures, Albert E. Burger, ed., Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1969.

"What the U.S. Current Account Deficit of the 1980s Has Meant for
other OECD Countries". OECD Economic Studjig No.10, Spring 1988.

"The Theory of the Lender of Last Resort and the iurocurrency
Markets," in Robert Z. Aliber (ed.) The Reconstruction of
International Monetary Arranaements, Macmillan Press, Hampshire,
England, 1987.

"Managing Crises- in the Emerging Financial Landscape": Paper
presented to a Conference at Ditchley Park on Financial Market
Developments and Financial Stability, December, 1986. QLC
Economic Studies No.9, Fall 1987.

"Comment on Padoa Schioppa: Policy Cooperation and the EMS
Experience" in International Economic Policy Coordination.
William H. Butter and Richard C. Marston (ads.) Cambridge
University Press, 1985

"Covment on Terrell and Mills: International Banking Facilities
and the Eurodollar Market" in Paolo Savan& and George Sutija
(ads.), Eurodollars and International Banking, Macmillan
Publishers Ltd. U.K., 1985.

"Stabilization Policies in open Economies", AEA Papers and
Proceedings, May, 1984.

"Comment on Clarida and Friedman. Why Have Short-Term Interest
Rates Been so High?" Brookinos Papers on Economic Activity, 2:
1983.

"Floating Exchange Rates after Ten Years" (with Bonnie E.
Loopesko) Brookinas Paers on Economic Activity, 1:1983.

"Analysis of Short-Run Exchange Rate Behaviour: March, 1973 to
November, 1981 (with Michael P. Dooley), in The Exchange Rate and
Trade instability: Causes. Consequences and Policies, David
Bigman and Teizo Taya, ads.; Ballinger Publishing Company,
Boston, Ma.

"Comment on Exchange Rate Volatility" in Dreyer, Habrler, and
Willett (ads.) The international Monetary SysteM: A Tita of
Turbulence. American Enterprise Institute, Washington, D.C.
1982.
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international Portfolio Disturbances and Domestic Monetary
policy" (with Edwin M. Truman) in Cooper, et &I, Tb
International Monetary_5yJLt_ Uderflexible Exchange RAtes
(Essays in Honor of Robert Triffin), Ballinger Publishing
Company, Boston, Ka., 1982.

"Flexible Excnangs Rates, Capital Flows, and Current Account
Adjustment," Processed, March, 1900.

"Rules (or Intervention Without Fixed Parities: (with Michael P.
Dooley), International Finance Discussion Paper Humber 77, Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, February, 1976.

"Analysis of Short-Run Exchange Rate Behaviour: March, 1973 to
September, 197511 (with Michael P. Dooley), International Finance
Discussion Paper Number 75, February, 1976. Presented at the
winter meetings of the Econometrics society in Dallas, Texas, in
December, 1975 and at the American Enterprise Institute, U.S.
Treasury Conference on Exchange Markets in Washington, D.C. in
February, 1976.

"Monetary Policy in a Two-Country Model of Macroeconomic
Interaction under a Floating Exchange Rate," presented to the
Conference on the Monetary Mechanism in an Open Economy in
Helsinki, Finland in August, 1975.

"Intermediate Term Monetary and Fiscal Policy in a consistent
Dynamic Framework" (with Walter Dolde), presented at the Annual
Meeting of the Western Economics Association, 1974.

13. List of Speaking Engagement 1993-Present

May 4-6, 1993 Remarks before Asian Development Bank: Manila,
Philippines

May 13, 1993 Presentation before the Institutional Investor:
Economic Growth A Trade Policies

June 7, 1993 Institute of International Bankers: Waldorf
Astoria Hotel, N.Y.

August 4, 1993 Symposium on US-Japanese Financial and Trade
Relations: University of Chicago

October 7, 1993 House Banking Subcommittee on Int'l Development,
Finance, Trade A Monetary Policy: Sub-Saharan
Africa: The Debt Dimension

October 22, 1993 Presidency Leadership Conference: Indianapolis,
Indiana: NAFTA
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October 27, 1992 Senate Committee on Foreign Relations: US-Mexican
Agreement on Border Environment Cleanup

October 29, 1993 Wall Street Journal: Conference on the Americas,
N.Y.

.November 11, 1993 Environmental Financial Advisory Board: Int'l
Committee Keeting

November 17, 1993 Carter Center: NAFTA: National Hemispheric 6
Global Implications

January 12, 1994 Harvard Joint Center for Housing Studies Policy
AdvisoryBoard Business Mtg.

February 14, 1994 Remarks to European institute

February 11, 1994 Remarks Before the Banker's Association for
Foreign Trade

February 26, 1994 Global Legislators Organization for a Balanced
Environment

February 26, 1994 Remapping the Global Economy

March 24, 1994 Address before Asian Society Corpirate Luncheon:
Financing the Future: US, Asia 6 the new World
Order

April 4, 1994 Council on Foreign Relations: Economic Cooperation
in the Asia-Pacific

April 6, 1994 Remarks: Securities Industry Association Media
Seminar

April 19, 1994 House Committee on Banking, Finance & Urban
Affairs re ESAF

May 4, 1994 Association of American Chambers of Commerce in

Latin America

May 12 1994 African Development Bank in Kenya

June 13, 1994 Western Governors Association: The North American
Development Bank and the Border Enviroment
Cooperation Commission

June 21, 1994 Foreign Press Center

June 27, 1994 Working Group on Financial Services: US-Japan
Framework for a New Economic Partnership
Regulatory Reform S Competitiveness Basket

22-728 - 96 - 4
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July 1, 1994 Interview: the Nihon Zeizal Shiabun

July 199 Indonesian Economists Association

July S, 1994 Americen Chamber of Commerce in the PhilL*ines:
New International Economic Order

July 22, 1994 Remarks Bretton Woods Committee Pane): Do
Orthodox Adjustment Policy Prescript >ns Generate
Sustained Growth

August 2, 1994 Gaston SLgur Center for East Asian Studies

September 20, 1994 54th Chicago World Trade Conference

September 26, 1994 Border Trade Alliance

October 24, 1994 Conference on an Integrated Strategy for Transport
and Communications in China: Beijing, China

November 9, 1994 Currency Overlay Management Conference, New York

February 22, 1995 House Subcommittee on Western Hemisphere &
Subcommittee on International Economic Policy £
Trade of the Committee on Int'l Relations Re
Mexico

March 9, 1995 Institue for Infrastructure Finance in Miami,
Flordia re: Private Sector Financing of
Infrastructure projects in Latin America

April 6, 1995 House Banking Subcommittee on General Oversight &
Investigation Re Mexico

May 4, 1995 Asian Development Bank Annual Meeting in Auckland,
New Zealand

May 25, 1995 African Development Bank Annual Meeting in Abuja.

Nigeria

June 12. 1995 Asian Pacific Council of American Chambers of

July 24, 1995

Commerce

U.S./Korea Business Council

................ ... .. .... r- -.#9 ;, U%"
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14. Qualifications:

In my current position as the Assistant Secretary of
the Treasury for International Affairs I have
responsibilities that encompass macroeconomic policy
coordination, international monetary arrangements,
financial services, trade, direct investment, and the
multilateral development banks. In effect, I have been
understudy for the position of Under Secretary for the
past two years. I have had to assess policy options
accross this broad range of responsibilities, work with
the Secretary and the Under Secretary to develop a
consensus in the Administration and with the Congress,
and reach agreements with other governments that
further U.S. objectives. I will bring a solid training
in economic analysis and more than twenty years of
previous experience in applying this training to public
policy problems in the Federal Reserve System, the
staff of the President's Council of Economic Advisers
and the Secretariat of the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). I have learned a
lot about the practical aspects of policy making and
about working with others to reach agreement, both in
the U.S. policy community and in a multi-national
context (quite different challenges).

I have also taken on substantial management
responsibilities in the policy-oriented analytical
staff of the Treasury, the Federal Reserve System and
the OECD.
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C. TUTU" VULOY)ZWT ULATONSHIPS,

I. Will you sever all connections with your present
employer, business firm, association or organization if you
are confirmed by the Senate? Not applicable.

2. Do you have any plans after completing Government
service to resume employment, affiliation or practice with
your previous employer, business firm, association or
organization? No

3. Has anyone made a commitment to employ your services in
any capacity after you leave Government service? No

4. If confirmed, will you serve your full term of office?
Yes.

D. POTZWUIAL CONFLICT$ OF IflTRUST:

I. Describe all financial arrangements, deferred compensation
agreements. and other continuing dealings with business
associates, clients, or customers. None

2. Indicate any investments obligations, liabilities, or other
relationships which could involve potential conflicts of
interest in the position to which you have been nominated.
None

3. Describe any business relationship, dealing or financial
transaction which you have had during the last ten years,
Whether for yourself, on behalf of a clients, or acting as
an agent, that could in any way constitute or result in a
possible conflict of interest in the position to which you
have been nominated. None

4. Describe any activities during the past ten years in which
you have engaged for the purpose of directly or indirectly
influencing or affecting the administration and execution
of law or public policy.

None outside official duties as a Treasury official, as an
officer of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and as a
member of the Secretariat of the OECD.

5. Explain how you will resolve any potential conflict of
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interest including any that may be disclosed by your
responses to the above items. IP:ease provide a copy of any
trust or other agreements.) In the event that the potential
for a conflict of interest may arise in the future, I will
immediately seek the advice of the appropriate ethics
official at the Department of Treasury.

Written opinions should be provided directly to the
committee by the General Counsel of the Agency to which you
have been nominated and by the Director, Office of
Government Ethics, Office of Personnel Management
concerning potential conflicts of interest or any other
legal barriers to your rerving in this position. These
opinions will be furnished promptly.

E. TUSTZIrNO XZFORU COiGUIS.O

1. Are you willing to appear and testify before any duly
constituted committee of the Congress on such occasions as
you may be reasonably requested to do so? Yes.

2. Are you willing to provide such information as is requested
by such committee? Yes

F. OTNIR:

1. Provide the full details of any civil or criminal
proceeding in which you were a defendant or any inquiry or
investigation by the Federal, state, or local agency in
which you were the subject of the inquiry or investigation.
None

2. Given the full details of any proceeding, inquiry or
investigation in which you were the subject of the
proceedin;, inquiry or investigation. 4one

3. Have you ever been convicted (including pleas of guilty or
nolo contenders) of any criminal violation other than a
minor traffic offense? No

4. Please advise the Committee of any additional information,
favorable or unfavorable, which you feel should be
considered in connection with your nomination. None

Li Vturle
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4MOBom as

December 1. 1"5 M -'-a-"'
Honrblm efryR Sae

Assistan Secrtar of Treasury fo f~tuatocu Afftin
1300 Penw.yhw" Ave, NW.Wahington, D.C. 20220

Dear Mr. S19f9.

of its innrane onow with Fr MMoia Copper R.d Go1d Purwn to our
dear dw hai ti m p w anwr to abe Wowi qf

I. Were dre aay outsWe notgoverm oea parties that contacted OPIC reading the
Freepot McMoRan Copper and Gold Wsurance policy. and if so idea* tme parties.
and describe the contend and nan of their contacts?

2. Does an insured party have the right to be prest when OPIC meet with oumide
nongovernmental pies rprdin ism dat may direcy lead to cacelation of its
contract? Ifnot. at what point Is the tner able to addres and rtfut the ddtrd party
claims? Ls it before the comeP i c and if ot, why not?

3. Can a $100 million contact that requires OPIC board approval to be Issed be
canceled with board approval? Ifto. what are the policy reasons foe not requilg
sch board approval?

4. If OPIC makes a vwriten or oa repreuntaio to an insured tt , enti business
information submitted to OPIC wil not be released under a Freedo= oflnformation Act
request, will OPIC bonor its commitment to the Wate If not, wby no

S. If OPIC believes that an insured is in breach of its contract, does OPIC not"i the
insured and give the insured in oppoty to cure the alleged breach? Shouldn't OPIC
policy allow for an insured to ctre the alleged breach of contact prior to public release of
prtposals to cancel the insrace? If not, why ne?
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S. How prompty does OPIC otify an Wvurd of a brech of oomuact?

6. Does OPIC have established guidelines for determining whn a contact has been
breached? Please submit these guidelines and indicate how those guidelines were
followed in the FreeportCopper and Oold case?

7. As a member of the OPIC board, do you feel that OPIC management corect y handled
the procedures for cancellaion of the insurance and noification of that cancellation in
this case?

I thank you and look forward to your answers.

Sincena,

WNRFAUX

United States Senator

JB/mja



DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

A"ITA"TIKCRKTARY .ece-zer 3, 1995

The Honorable John B. Breaux
516 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-1803

Dear Senator Breaux:

I am writing in response to the questions concerning the
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC, which you raised
in a letter to me of December 1.

As you know, I am a member of the Board of Directors of OPIC. I
was designated to serve on the 15-member Board by the President
on November 30, 1993. The role of the Board (as set forth in the
Board resolution enclosed at Tab 1, Attachment C) is "to provide
overall policy guidance to the President, and review large
projects from a policy perspective. A change in the policy of
the corporation requires the action of the Board, a quorum of
which is set by statute at eight members voting and present. The
President of OPIC implements the corporation's programs.

Enclosed at Tab 1 are the written answers to questions one
through six that you posed to me in your letter of December i.
These answers were provided to me at my request by OPIC. 7hts
material includes (Attachment A) OPIC Contacts with Non-
governmental Organizations re Freeport/Indonesia" (which also
addresses your request in my confirmation hearing for infornacon
concerning contacts between OPIC and non-governmental
organizations and whether they influenced OPIC's decision to
cancel the Freeport insurance contract); (Attachment B)
"Chronology OPIC Monitoring of Freeport Indonesia Leading up t2
Termination of Insurance Coverage 1994-199S'; (Attachment C) CPIC
Board of Directors Resolution (94120; (Attachment D) OPIC's
Freedom of Information Act implementing regulations; (Attachment
E) OPIC's standard form of contract; and (Attachment F) OPIC's
October 10, 1995, letter notifying Freeport that OPIC will
terminate the insurance contract.

Your final question was specifically addressed to me:

,As a member of the OPIC board, do you feel that OPIC
management correctly handled the procedures for
cancellation of the insurance and notification of that
cancellation in this case?*

I do not feel that I have enough information at this time to
respond definitively to this question. With further information.
which may be supplied in the course of the arbitration, it may te
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possible to give a clear answer to this ques:Lon. These are
complex matters dependent on fact-finding, w:ch has not teen
completed at this point.

This material responds to the questions you zosed to me in 7our
letter. I am prepared to discuss this matter further with you.

Sincerely,

?Le yR. Shafer

Enclosures: an stated



I. Quesioa: Were any outside nongovernmental paties that contacted OPIC regardimg
cancellation of insurance contact v".h Freeport McMoRan Copper and Gold insuiace
policy, and if so, identiy these paries and describe the cont nt and naUre of their
conta s.

Answer: See attached chronology of OPICs contacts with nongovernmental
organizations regarding the Freeport conra (Atahment A)

2. Question: Does an insured party have the nght to be present when OPIC meets with
outside nongovenmatal partes regarding issues that may d ectly lead to cancellation of
iLS contract? If not, at what point is the insured able to address and refute the third pany
claims? Is it before the contuc is canceled and if not. why not?

Answer: An insured party does not have the right to be present if OPIC meets with
outside parties. OPIC consults with its insureds prior'o c4celltion of a oontrct. See
attached cronolo of OPIC contacts with Freeport McMoRUa prior to canc4ltioa of
its contract (Attacimurt B).

3. Qesion: Can a 1100 million contract tht requires OPIC board approval to be ispied
be canoed without bond approve? If so. tt am the policy re o so for not requia
such board approval?

Answer Yes, mch comta can be canceled without A.rd approval. OPIC Board of
Directors Resolution (94)20 deletes author to UPIC man to implem
OPIC's prolaams. kcluing the cawelation or an OPIC co t A copy of thda
resohtion is a-.ached (Anttaeot C). P-.ts all OPIC Board members have other All-
time responsiblisies, the OPIC Board caets only four tinm ayear. This delegation is
therefore both practc and nemesmy tc the efficiet hadlian ofOPIC's business OPIC
could ot fi tl s mand ae if all decisons rebddL-,q the imp tion of its pros
had to be made at the Board level The deletion oi.vAbtuy to mangement was
exi on of th Boards confidence in OPIC managemet's a to mag the da 4-
day *memtion of the agency's programs.

4. Quesdom If OPIC makes a written or oral representation to an inue that
consider" besnes information rebaued to OPIC will not be released under a Freedem
of Infomsauoa Act request, will OPIC hon its coFmmmas to the insur? If Wt wty
not?

Answer: OPIC comapies with tbe Freaio of lnratio Act including its own
implementing relations, a copy ofwtich is att a (AUWtacM D).
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5. Question IfOPIC l>erves tha an insured is in breach of is contract, does OPIC
no*fy dhe wmaed give the insured an opportunity to cure the alleged breach?
Shouldn't OPIC policy allow for a in ud to cure the alleged breach of contact prior to
public release of proposals to cancel the insurance? if not, why not?

Answer. A standard providson in OPICs political risk 4rmu-ance contracts provides thax
OPIC may permit an investor to cure a breach in a mann" aisfactory to OPIC, but has
no obligation to allow breaches to be cared. See section 9.04 in the attached copy of
OPICs sandud form of cooaa (Anachment E). Unless required by law or court order,
OPIC does ao release to the public proposals to cancel insunmce contracts prior to
reaching a fina determination to terminate.

5. (sic) Question! How promptly does OPIC notif an insured of a breach of contract)

Answer Owe OPIC has made a determtinaion that a breach has occurred, OPIC notifies
the inbred.

6. Question: Does OPIC have estabtlshed Vgidelines for determining whn a contract hs
beenw bre cb Ples submit these sidelines und indicate how those guidelines were
followed in the Freepon Copper vid Gold cam?

Answer OPIC does not have pzide s. &art from the lazigap of te conavt itself
and the carazzmoes ofeacb case, for detamatin when a contract has beew breached.
A copy of OPIC$ October 10, 1995 letter setting out the basis on which OPIC terminated
the Freeport conma is a-ached (Atchomw F).
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ATA2-.2TW A

OPIC Contacts with Non-Governmental Organizations re
Freeport/Indonesia

June 19, 1995: OPIC receives request from International
Rivers Network (IRN) to meet with a delegation of
representatives from Indonesian human rights organizatLons
regarding issues related to the Freeport project in
Indonesia. Schedules meeting on June 21, 1995

June 20, 1995: OPIC informs Freeport of its intent to meet
with IRR delegation and requests background information
regarding human rights issues associated with the project.
Freeport sends OPIC public information package regarding
incidents that took place at or near the mine in late 1994
and early 1995.

June 21: 1995: OPIC meets with IRN delegation. Discussion
focused on human rights violations against local Irianese by
the Government of Indonesia with alleged support of
Freeport. This discussion was =ot directly pertinent to and
did n= in any way influence OPIC's decision to terminate
its insurance contract with Freeport for breach of contract
on environmental grounds.

July 18, 1995: OPIC receives Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) request from IRN regarding environmental impact of
Freeport project.

July 21, 1995: OPIC notifies Freeport of FOIA request,
begins processing request.
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June 19-21: 1995: OPIC and Freeport discuss environmental
issues. Freeport sends OPIC public informa:on package on
recent developments at the site

August 18, 1995: OPIC notifies Freeport by telephone that
OPIC believes that the scope and environmental impacts of
the project are inconsistent with the project as described
in the application materials and contract. OPIC suggests
that Freeport consider voluntary cancellation of coverage.
Otherwise, OPIC would take steps to begin a process to
terminate the contract. OPIC tells Freeport that it would
have an opportunity to provide OPIC with additional
information before termination becomes effective.

August 21, 1995: Freeport telephones OPIC to express
objections to OPIC's findings and proposed action. Offers to
provide OPIC with additional information. OPIC repeats
request for PKL, RPL and other relevant documents.

August 22-September 11: OPIC and Freeport officials hold
several conversations to clarify respective positions.

September 12, 1935: Freeport delivers Rit, RPL and other
documents requested by OPIC. OPIC meets with Freeport to
discuss contents of documents.

October 10, 1993 OPIC completes review of RKL-RPL and other
documents provided by Freeport on September 12. Based on
this review, OPIC confirms that Freeport's implementation of
the project as well as the project's environmental impacts
are inconsistent with information provided by Freeport prior
to the issuance of the insurance contract. OPIC notifies
Freeport by letter of intent to terminate coverage on
October 31, 1995. Provides Freeport with an opportunity to
cancel coverage on its own and to meet with OPIC to discuss
the termination.

October 31, 19S: OPIC terminates coverage.

Il - I I ILIJ

11 r I



CHRONOLOGY
OPIC 04 ITORING OF FREEPORT INDONESIA LEADING UP TO

TERMINATION OF INSURANCE COVERAGE
1994-1995

May 11, 1994: OPIC notifies Freeport-HcMoran t"Freeport) by
letter of intent to monitor, pursuant to its contract and
statutory mandate, the environmental, U.S. and development
effects of it.% Indonesian mining project, insured by OPIC in
1990. OPIC requests cooperation in arranging site visit in
July 1994 and a copy of Freeport's official Environmental
Impact Assessmint (OSELV) as approved by Government of
Indonesia (GOI, in February 1994 '

June 1, 1994: Ereeport provides OPIC with copy of the SEL

June 22, 1994: Freeport sends OPIC copy of SEL Volume II
(Appendix)

July 11, 1994: oPIC notifies Freeport of environmental
issues to be reviewed during OPIC site visit

July 17-25, 1994: OPIC visits Freeport site in Irian Jaya,
Indonesia, and meets with Freeport environmental staff both
on-site and in Jakarta

August 3, 1994: OPIC sends letter to Freeport, citing
"difficult and sensitive issues identified during site
visit and requests copies of documents and data referenced
but not previously provided by Freeport.

August 23, 1994: Fr'eeport sends OPIC some of the items
requested in August 3 letter.

November 17, 1994: Freeport environmental management returns
from travel, meets with OPIC to provide briefing on issues
raised during and after site visit. OPIC requests copies of
the formal environmental management plan (PJKL) and the
environmental monitoring plan (RPL)

matzch 20, 1995: Freeport and OPIC meet to discuss
environmental issues. Freeport notifies OPIC that RKL and
RPL have been approved by GOI on February 17, 1995. OPIC
repeats request for copies of P.KL and RPL.

April 17, 1995: Freeport provides OPIC with copies of
various documents at OPIC request. RKL and RPL still
outstanding.



ArACHNtT C

BDR(94) 20

BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE OVERSEAS PRIVATE INVESTMENT
CORPORATION

BE IT RESOLVED, that the role of the Board of Directors of the
Overseas Private Investment Corporation is to provide overall
policy guidance to the President of the Corporation and to review
from a policy perspective projects nvolvinq OPIC insurance where
the lesser of OPIC's maximum insured amount or the amount of
insured investment exceeds $50 million and projects involving
OPIC f inancinq where the principal. amount financed by OPIC
exceeds $30 million. Therefore the Board hereby authorizes,
empowers, and directs the President of the Corporation to
iPpement the Corporation's programs in accordance with all
applLcable statutory and other authorities and requirements and
al1l policies adopted by the Board; provided, however, that any
project exceeding the li its set forth above shall require the
approval of the Board from a policy perspectLve.

Approved by the Board ot Directors
on March 22, 1994

Anne H. Saart
Corporate Secretary

' -
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dust of Ibsr attaine. s.les1 roes"a
of suck Ilarevatlas may Impertl tke
ositIUv beaslass Position sad wed.
It sdai f &&lppikceusI. IL Is tweo-
1W that appUeasts be assursd that
0081d4"Ual o"mNowsal~~ oW iinsuclal

tesrmslell whiak Is sabautLod lb lb.
Cj~a5 will ast b disclosed to lbs

pW&Ia t Is dealimud in put lb
glee kswousocs sad lkrsby to son-
Gsourayssplcals lb make completed
dississure of lofsrmaU.. bearing spo.
an s&pplksUs Sor OPEC assistance

"as -o@
Tble out sfdles IN all Ile dsiu

ow5o a &6 Sl".meU0e soi
Oil" ~ a d 4of61"a"esm

O"M d as ai~ aet"46 i s



LoNenow ivlcis Inw* l Corpocib

cow"3 of their official duo"e adder
saider such officer or einipes oo-
traI. Specific typos Of Mll.. doamsis
records am ijws of tfrMasile de.
seethed berlan sueon~w ifmet~sher
than ealale. s. put dean let per-
per 94 01eori Abe or eel forth eVery Wie
6ocmmma record or Keem of lisfervis.
Uss which may or may not be dOm-
clsed or to Inoorpoms every nmm
Uies from disclosure provided by law.
#701,11 Defl~les.

(a) EaCept ma msy be otherwise pro.
videdl Is paragraph (b) of this action
all terms nee In ibiS part which ire
deflned In the Freedem of Iafoeue.en
Act. 6 U.S.C. S53 shall have the iamine
ITI&S1114.

Ml Act means the "Freedomn ofIn-
femntlou Act." ae ansended. A U.S.C.
UL~

.(3) Bustmeaa Wnermioie means t~rads
sheets or comaldeatial or privileged
commercials or financial Inksoma
obtained frome ay pernen. including
hut met necesarly luitid to much Wn
forsnaml. aIm comtlil In individual
Case file@erlating to toch acUvtiem m
Inmsursmace. loma and lee.. BSuaMOLee.

(3) Almoloeas u b~lares, eus &MY Per-
sees or esUti ahich provides business
iloatos&lem to the Corporatism.

(4) Coe cialwrserequast refe to a
tequee" freom or on behalfI of cwe who
seek. information for a wee W course
that is related to the commerce. trade.
or profnt Intereets of the reuester or
the personi on whome behaf the request
Is amd. 71be termn cinuadl on Te-
qiuotr raise to ay person making a
comriaro use request. In deteornlm-
lng whether a requested Properly be-
coage to this ostelor. the Corporatism
will determine the wse to which a Me
queser will put the docameata re-
eseted. Where the Coryoras baa
regumae tos to doubt the wse to
whic a request Will Put reOrds
sought, or 9her that a" Is not 01ear
frem the reet itself. the corporation
may seek &mdiUonal olarificatiss be-
foees gastrulas the request to a opecifis
CatagerY.

is) 8WMr costs abees theme empesdi-.
teese whic the Ceipemilo mutually
saew%, tm eamablog Sea Mod d"Ople"asn
6"ed In, ase aim of CeWMmerla requuet
am reelesieI doceen to resgeed

to a request unDer the Freedom of in.
fornaUos Act
(4) Liephcale" refers to the proceme of

making a ecp of a de &uUt ealble
to the FOZA reqester. Ose" .W be
ordinr In the leSe ott ishotegopy,
9f the Originsl docuMent

Mt ScaUuml leetoauee refers to a
Preschool, a public or private sles.-
lay or seoedmry "bool, an teIWLu-
Use of gradeat" higher edsoai oa
lnattatl of wecatloes" edwatlm an
iattetle of iaiargradeate higher
eduatios. an intltetles ef prelee.
aloa eduatiaoned an lamoutution of
Voomileemi ednaose whic epOes a
program or program of uelsclarly to-

(3)11101A means the Act.
(9) Mneewca~uemw cl .halic iausUMMo

rokec to an Institution thet In met op
*rated vs a commercial heel. ad
which Is operated solely for Uhe pu-
poem of conrdUtng ecleel1a research.
the results of which are me Inetmmed to
promete any particular predeoot or In.
dustty.

(ll) XWOpreeanle *I the NMIm WSa
refers to say Pereon actively gathering
news for a ealy that In. ertaaMed
sad operated to pabiab or breaiceet
nse to the public. Ise Wn "seewe-
moine sforation that Mc about cur-
nost events or that would he of cw'reet
laterent #A the publie. Seemples of
news WAN&. 0sU14 time Icud telewlalen
or radio statione bioadcmatleg to the
piblc si large. and pullhes C4 per
sidicaimo, but only isas heme atnoem
when they cia quailt s dlsemimalcre
of "moes" Who mike their prodeole
suilabls for purchase or eecalptoo
hy the vesersi Public. These eamnples
ane not Intenid to be sJanclumdve.
Morover. aU liadltossi methods of
"s delIr eVolve (e-.. eleotreni
laseembuttion of mewspmere thre"Ih

teieommenklcats &aUleM), meek 43l
teaaatlee media would he Amoleded In
whe ategory. is the cam ef "hoee
laaoe" loermalloe. theY Mal be re10
girde am working for a "see orgm1sisa-
Ues U they mon demonstratoo a solid
haml e s aspect; puhllestlos thrOugh
that eugaslsatlem. evess thesab so 116,-
tuatly ompiled i byIt A publication
eMatine& Wead be She elemiet Proof.
bet the Corporution' may ala 10oe1 to
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the past publication record c( a re-
quesla In making tbo doterv nAUon.

(11) 8.4. refer. to lbs prr .s of ox-
amlalage 4ownento located In response
to a "oommorlil us t4ugat" Mder
the Act (" theM "cmmeral, use
requos& is defne In Pargrph (bX4)
Of Is &OMoA) to dotw no whother
aY Portion of any document located to
permItted to be willd. bo Lrm
"tMevw" Includes. Prcwwng ay docu.
monte for 415do*s5 Including going
al tha Is meosesary to ecis eempg
Pomtona ad otbM wUe prepee thm
for relese. Review does ac& Jnud"
tme $posl reeohv be geare legl or
policy Mom reading the pploeaonel esemnptlo

(II) Search Includue all lme spet
looking for materiel th" t reeponsve
to req et. LodutJg a p4eW-by-pWeg or
ine6--INe Identilca11c of material

Within douismeiL Lae-by-llon cesrob
will not be doon when dupiloIng Lu
sUre dolment would prove to be &U

lo expenuive and quicker method of
complylar With a request.

Subpad 5-Pi ocedwes and F*"
I""Wl I ta#nemle sad M& avoil-

Ole Io OM ,blIe
(A) Ofeerel. OporaLUo IItorlatlion

mid records I a exateceich aroe Dot
es0mp 6 S iosure by law are
SlabO tee Public InspecUon and

Spying In Mhe manner specifwed I
7WN of thle pet. A fee will be

Charged for the Corporatlon's expenses
erred In sereblog for. reviewing.

depaRln8. talibUmg and compiling
mob haormatlon aW records Is oc-
Cordie with the obarlia system and

heelo Of tees Se lrth Is IJOh
b) Material arailrblo ferm I" 01fice

of Pi Aflis. Ior the oavennoe ot
the public te following Corporation
Nmatals will be mawsaloed and read.
Ily &hllable from Lb. Ofice of Public

(I) Current 1sues of Lhe Corpora.
ua4ro "mom report, which report crA-

mily sets fortb
(I) Tbe Me ofr recipient of Cor

-u -s lea. gWSAteesad ether asitm deaa Ihe Basal

(Ill) Tho id A Aoust of e8944,
ascl pr*11det

22 CFR Ch. VII (4-1-9S Edlk)

(Ill) The purpose of the approved u-
sistace io geneoral1ms;

(iv) StaWlielal data on Corporalion
v)s andW 4 financial statements

of the Corporation.
(2) Pamphlets describing Corporation

program;
(3) Blank Corporatlon insurance

forms currency In us; and
(4) Press releases.
(a) MlWA44 available from Ike AulL-

am General Counsel for Clkoer. The As-
alsoi r Gal Counsel for Claims

moanlaim public informallon flies re-
lati to Lbe 4tarnmmtulon of claims
tiled under the Corporation' Political
risk IAlasraM cosuacts and a list Of
all claims reolved by cash aettlomenla
Ow guaratees. Public &cces to such
Pubic Isatorman files will be wanted
In acordsne with lbs procedmree de-
scribed Is 67UNkb) of this part.
(d) UoalJO1 araolable Irm the Cor-

peorm Sevelry. The CorporLte Sec-
Mary mainalna public infornmon

fies oontulnlg the Inute of the pub.
Ito Porons of lb Board of Dincor'
meelags. as, wall s the resolutions of
the Boord of Directoors. Public aeess to
suc laformatlon will be "ad In ac-
cordnce with the poceure dcrtbd
In I.INcO) of this part.

IMiS Information ad records nol
liserslly swallsble, s then public.

7he following kinds or flie, docu-
ments. cords, and Items of inform.-
Uoa. among others. are generally not
avalale to the public:

(a) RDusilss Informallon AS that term
Is defined In J?13(bX3) of this part:

(b orm lon provided tn applic.
Uon for political risk Insurance.
loans. loan guaranUea an otber Cor.
poration assIstancs.;

(a) insurance policies. loan agree-
ments ad loae guarantee agrsmenta
relatIng to specific recipients of Cor.
Potaion assiltlae;
(d) Iiformatlon oun dtilioed. with-

drawn or canceled applications for Cot-
poratlca aselalance;
(C) Istar.gency or ala-a agency com.

muajlmloss acL routiely available to
a psty Is UUtigae with the Corpora.lies. lidlag. aumoag other tUings.tilO.l~d 1 11 48.1 sose~l *Lor Won0.
sr, 0Poeas atlwsa eff laJ l or &o.

Wokes.MIO Coprtols f memoranda.
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ovenM Fda" dveder COeVpOOn

opinaons sad InterprettoUoS prepared
by Corporation atUornoys or ooeaultt-
ats, research stbd es psrfor d tn4r-
sedt or under contra" for IUnrnal
maagSemewt purposes. Lod Internal

aageineo t reports and
(r) Personnel flesh and related doou-

minat oontainilg private or personal
InformaUon.
IOp. Public so"ne to lahrosa.

(a) Acests ti loulSIRF a*ofchi IMlto-
mu1o. CorporatonU (acift &M vlU-
able to the pubUo betweeam IM L ad,
&M pm. (except for saturday. Sam.
days and Offal boliday) for obtal-
ag copies of materials of the kIdM d0-

scribed InD1 iW2(b). Persons wishing to
obtin Ope Of such 4ocmMns may
requeeL them by reporting i person to
lbe Corperme receptionist. by tot*-
phoning lb office of lbs Diretor of
Public Affairs at (SM) 67-O01 or by
writing the corporation to the "tea-
Uaw oft ch omcer.

(b) Access I ie publ InfoaucUmo A1.
en cklam. Accees by any member of the
publlo to the CorporaUo's publo Ic*
Iormlo fIlis on claim matters .-
sctibed i 17M.21(o) sh&l be realed by
appoitLmnt only. Peons deing
such access may request as appoint-
mnt by telephoning the Claims ASeSU1-
ant at (IM) 441-111 or by wriU the
Corporation to the alttatlon of s4c
omc~er. Altoulh b s COOrpoaIOn will
endeavor to grMt an polnMUtent &t
lbs Urne requseted. sro delay may be
required at Umas because of the email
&Ise of lbs Corporation's stff. Persons
desring aeses to the public iaorma-
Uo files should seek s appOlIDmeULt
at least twenty-four bours Is aaos.

(0) Accs to pulic Imrmlohom Ms O
baud mls.l. Accrn by aMy member of
lbs public to the Cor oraon' philo
Informnno files deoribed IsIlOIti(d)
shell be g ant by appointment oly.
Persons desiring such &ccee MAy re-

etL an appoltment by telephoning
the corporate secretary at (2o) 41-
1113 or by wilting the Corporation to
te atniom of such officer.
(d) Access to Gar feeed 01 OA ceIePo-

U" other.0ise moode smlel &Y the
aerpeelsis Ik be publl. Access to
meore o1 Lbs Corporation olhr tas
Ibee described In pararapbs (M). (c).

a (d) of ilo,.i. or the duplication of
**ah records, hll be pasted oly
wpon speiflo written request to the
Corporation addressed to lb. vice
Present. Office of Corporate Coamne
niulos. which shall be doewn not to
have beon received until actual receipt
thereof by much oMcet or his designee.
such requs shall, to the e n re-
quird under the Law. accurately do-
escrbe the records s to which aoes or
dailctiSon IS reMested Including, by
way of e UnplS owl, Ue subject mat-
te, Arma, dat. ad where pertinent.
the country. pol"j Person in.
wOlveS. A y requet, which doe sot 6-
scibe sach records In sumolost dtLl
to permit the staff of the Corporaon
PromPUYt to local them Shall be
deemed Ao to bave bon reoelved by
the Corporaton until such Ume u the
Isquse has clarified. the reuest to
meet tU standard. The Corporation

wUil make every reasonable effort by
t6lephone or by letter to ast the per-
on making the request to be more spe-

cific IIn4doerbia the document or In-
formstion soughL.

?LW54 Netillca of corporation se-

Persons making & reUqst for 4isclo-
sre normall wilt be notified of the
availability of the, material within ten
working days alter lhe dato of receipt
of thi request. The InformaUon or
records subject to release haI be
maade available promptly provided th
ri41ulreot of SIOIM regarding pay-
meat of Ie" are matised. Any denial of
a r"4st In whole or in part shell be
m" In Writing and such notification
sall et foCh te resons for t e de-
&a. Any person whose request fot in-
formaton has beon denied may appeal
"cm such determination in accordance

with lbs provisions of %IKS? of this
part.

IT"" Batoeoieollime.
Although the Corporation will make

every effort to respond to an Initial re-
q0eet for disclosure of Isformatlon
within tea Working day, there may be
deoays becua4 of the Corporslon's
m&d s&af. moreover. in cetin car-

cumIt&Anc the period of time within
which ls Corporation will respond to
an iniUial rMUes will be extoded by

6706.23
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an aIItiUnl ton working days. Cit-
ounsta6ee which would necesoitate
sech an extension Include the follow.

(a) The D to search for and collect
requested records for starse f(ciI-
tie located outside Corporation pram-
les;
(b) The need to e arcb for. collect.
ad appopr* tlr zamine a volumlt-

ose samout of eparte and dhlnot
reosmA which ane derided In a single
request

(o) The need for consultation with
another agency having a substaatal
later L the detarmlaUoa of the re
quest, or aong two or more oempo-

ats of the aaeny having substantial
subjeck.mttor lnteree" therln or

(4) The need to notify the submitter
of o n snttA& business InformaU"o of
the request and to allow a reson le
pld for objection to disclosure r
1708.5 of Wei parL
It i the pracuote of the Corporation to
Ineats a requested In wrIUng or by
telephone of asy amtlpated days.
570dM,. Fe

(a) Oe ueW p@eW'. A fee represening
direct osa dal be caruled for erv-
Ioes radwd by the Oorporation under
I U.11.C. Wal) Is Ituslelg $lorn&-
tion to members of the public. Io se.
*ordace witb the provialom of para.
graph (a) of this section and a required
or pemItt4 by law.
(b) Anldalct les. A letter request-

Ing a docomeet or Information should
podnelaly state that all 00c harge-

able nadar this a tion will be paid or.
altrn vel that tuy will be pald up
te a eolleimt. If ItUe letter ma"es
no reoftence to antmipad fees. a
the request Is epeoted to involve fees
1.8 atom of 80. or It Is eUmated by
the Cer ratlo that the fee will oz-
oeed the dollar limit specified in the
request, the Corporation will notIfy the
requetr of the estimated fee prompt-
I1 upon receipt of the request. The re-
quest will not be deemed to have been
received seul th Corporauon receives
a reply from tie requestr statung Its
willngne'sto pay the est mMd fee.

(a) UnUfnm a achd du. Fees will be
caed.in oacordoano with te c&t-
egory of the requester Mnd so specified

22 CFR Ch VII (4-1-95 EdiO

below. All ohotocopying coot& will be
a aseed l. the rate of 0.16 per page.

(i) CoMercio. usa requet'as. "Com-
morclal use requesters." " that term
lI defined In 1108.13 of thie part. will be
cbarged the dIret Cost of all time
spent serbching for ad reviewing for
release the recorded requeted. Search
costs as $13 per hour. Review costa are
W per hour. Sarch and review costs
will be amesseod even though no records
ay be found or. ster review. there Is

no disclosure of records. All pa s
pkotoooeod will be aaeeeeed at the rate
"S out Aove.

(2) SUuclmcml and no-Coft15act0J e-
sawle tMaittio requtaer$. Th Co-
porstos will provide records to "odu-
catiooal IastlluUoma" or "non-coo-

•rola esUfto InaUtuto.," s
the trms e defined I 10,111 (bXT)
and (bX) of this peat. for the oWL of
rnprodootlon alone. Nr A will 64
charted for the oosts 0 ." to opylng
the frt 100 pags of documents enoom-
paseed by a request. Th fee for Ill
poes pbotocopted will be eassesed at
the rate set out above. To be eligible
for Inclusion In this category. requete-

re rnust show that the request Is being
made under the auspices of a qu lng
"educational Insitutilon" or "non-
commrcil scentlN Istitution" and

. La the Lrecorde aen ought In further-
ance of osholarly (If the request Is from
an educational Institutin) or acl-
ontifa (If the request is from a non.
commercial sclentifio Institution) rs-
osarob

(3) RAkweUI4*IP of Ie news med.
T'he orporilon ball provide records
to "repreesotativee of the newe
medSa." as that term Is defined I
110.111(bXlOl of this part. for the cost
of reprolucUon alone. No toe will be
charged for the cosea of photocopying
the first 100 pages of documents encom-
passed by a request. The fee for al
pages photocopied will be aseiesed at
the rate at forth abovu To be eligible
for Inclusion In this category a re-
queer muat be a 6'reprosentive of
the news media" ad his or baa' request
must sot be made for a commercial
Use. L reference to this claos of re.
questr,. A request for recorded &upport-
In the news d4ienISlSlom functIon of
the requeteor shall not be considered to

11W mm .uimiiniu ... ir
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be a request that Is (or a commercial

(4) AU othe require . Te Corpora-
Uon will provide documents to Mues,-
ern who do not fit Into any Of the cat-
egores In pararaphs (cX). (2). Lad (2)
of this section for the cost of ay
search time In excess of two hoos nd
for photocopying any documented In sa-
ceen of 100 paes. The fe for search
Lime will be asseosed at the rate set
forth In paragraph (oXl) of this scUon.
Te feo for all pase pbotocooed will
be aseeed at the rate net forth above.
(4) No,-poiyu.I of fles. (I) The or.

portion will begin assessing Inter t
,artes on the 1Lst day following the
day on which the requested te advised
of the fe charged. such interest
charg"s to accrue as of the data of such
notificaUon. Interest will be at the
rate proescrbed In 81 U.B.C. Y17.
(2) Wwo a requester has preously

fueled to pay a fte charged in a timely
fashion (i.e. within 30 days of the bill-
in d"te). the Corporaton Will require
the requesLr to pe the fall asmout
owed plus any applicable isterent an
provided above. and to make an ad-
vame payment of the full amount of
the esmated fe before the Corpora-
Uon begns to process a now reuest or
a pending request from the requoestr.

(2) When the Oorporaso ma under
paragraph (oX) or (2) of thi "etion
the admlnitraUve ime lmits pre-
eclbed In subsection (aKS) of the Act
(i.e. 16 working days rcm recept of
Initial request and 20 wokn days
flom receipt of appeals from Initial do-
SW~ plus perMLselbl extenalces o1
thoe time lImits) will begin only &ae
the CorporaLon bas removed fe par-
meats described above.
(s) Adveace poeueuts. Where the Cor-

poration eUmates or d4etmnos taM4
allowable chare tht a requester may
he required to pay ar likely to exceed
W0 the CrporpUon will require a re-
queer to ake an advance payment
of the satire fee before continuing to
process the request.

() WalnIp or reducing Ire. (i) t ac-
cordame with section (XAXII) of the
Act the Corporaton will furn~sh doou-
Weau without charge or " reduced
charges ifdcc!oeuro of the lafoalalo
Is Is the i public itrest because It Is
,likely to Contflbute lnlflcanUtF to

public understanding of the operstiors
or soUvIltse of the government and Is
no& primarily In the cormnrcialJ Inter-
et of the requester.
() In determining whether disclosure

of the InformaIon to In the publilo In-
torlnt because It In likely to onlalrbuto
eigulficanaty to public understandIng
of the operation& or sctiviUe of the
government, the Corporation will con.
BMW the following factors:

(A) The subject of the request:
Whether the subject of the requested
rooords concerns the operaUons or ac-
iviUse of the government;
(a) The Into maUve value of the In-

for=Mion to be dilosed. Whether the
disclooe Is likely to conLrboo to an
understanding of government oper-
atlo m or cUwvlUes;

(C) The contrIbution to an under-
standlng of the subject by the general
publIc likely to result from disclosur:
Wbther diliosure of the requested In-
fonation will contribute to public un-

(D) 7U sif smcnce of the conllbu-
IUOn to public udorstandiir: Wb*lkw
h disellosure tI likely to costrilute

signlioantly to public undrstanding
of gvornent operaUons or actlvlUs.

(U) In determining whether diclo-
eunr of the Information te not In1-
mar1ly In the OOmmril Interest of
the requester, the Oorporalo will
consider the following factor:

(Al) Te s ence and magnitude of a
ccmnannal interest Whether the ro-
quoestr hta a commercial ltarset that
would be fartherd by the requested
disclosure; ad. IUso

(3) The primary Interest In dioclo-
sure: Whether the magnudde of the
ldentfied ooasmerclal laterset of the
requester i suml ceny larg In coM-
pasleo with tLe public interest In die-
closre, that dieclosuroe t primarily In
the commercial Interest of the re-
quester.
- (t) The requester In all casee han the
burden of praewesog sufficient evl-
dence or InformaUon to lustily the re-
quester waiver or reduction.

(g) Rei e del a on aaujmig leu. With
the exceptloo of requesters seklng
docuXment for a commercial use. s-
tion (4XAXIv) of the Act, as amended.
requires t4enceas to provide the first
I0 paes of duplication and the firL

1 706-26
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two hours of sercb time without
chuge. Moreover. this section pro-
bibits agencies trom chargng fees to
any requester. Including commercial
use requesters. t the cost of collecUng
the fee would be equal to or greater
than the bse itself. Thwe provisions
work together so that , eacept for oom-
merell use requesre., the (Jorporation
will sot begin to .ses toee untl after
providing the SCe search and reproduc-
UOU. For sample. for a request that
iavoivsd two hours and ton minutes of
search tie ad resulted to IS pes" of
documents. the agency wMl deteormin
the cost of only 10 minutes of search
time and only 'Ove pages of reproduo-
lion. Uthls ooc, is equal to or lee tln
the cost of procesil the fee collected.
there will be no char, to the ro-
quester.

(I Documxut made avalable free of
argeo. No fe will be charged to any

request for any brochure or annual
report readily available from the Office
of Public Affairs pursuant to 6101.21(b).

(f) lsrpecuon. Persons may Inspect
and copy In te Corporation's faclliUe
specilfloily requested documents other
than those which ae not generally
available under IIOL2 or exempt by
law without charge except for search.
dulpilcatou. tabulation. or compilation
os whloh may be otherwise payable.
U) Other p es iMon- (I) Chargs ior

vaascsua sarch. T1he corporation
Will Mee charges for Ume spent
searching, even If the Corporation falls
to loc-t the records or if records 1*-
Waled are deterned to be eyempt

kom disclosure.
(2) AgptdpUbg requastra. When the

CorportMon reasonably believes that a
rque4ter or group of requesters Is at-
tempting to break a request down Into
a sei" of requests for the purpose of
evadImn the asessmnt of fees, the
corporation will eggregate, any such
reqeenster d charge aooordingly.

(1) 80Tol of the Debl Collectio Act of
1W4 (PNb. L. 07-W). 7le Corporatlon
will use the authorities of the Debt
Collection Act. Including disclosure to
on0amer reporting agencies end use of
oletion agencies whee. ppropriz t.
to emoonuge repayment.

(4) AktJIanmt. (I) All payments
uadr this section shall be In the form
f a persons check, bank dra dr w
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on a banlc located In the United 8tstoo .
or casb. iemLtaen, &e shall be Me"
payable to the order of United Sttes
Treasury ad mail to the Director of
Public Affairs. Office of Corporate
Communications. Overseas Private In.
vestment Crporation. 1616 M Steet.
NW.. WslungtOn. DO 2017. The Onl.
poratiou will asume no reeponslblllty
for casb whioh Is loot In the mail.

(I1) A receipt fQ? fees paid will be
given only upon request.

(Ii) Wbore It to anticipated that the
tee chargeable under this eection will
amount to mor then as2. &ad the re-
quester has not Indicated In Advence a
willingnes to pay fee high as are
anticipated. the requester will be
promptly notified of the amount of the
anUCIpaW fee or such portion thereof
a cagn readily be estimated. In appr.
prate ass an advance deposit may be
required. The requester Is at any Ume
welcome to confer with the Dirtor of
Public Affairs in order to formulate the
request In a manner which will reduce
the fee and meet the needs of the re-
queLer. A request will noAt be deemed
to hve been received until the re-
quester has agreed to pay the antcl-
pated fee and has made an advance de-
posit if one is required.

§706M. Administrailve Nppsa of re-
towea to disslos&

(&) Who may appeal. Any person
whose request for Information or
records has been dtnled In whole or In
part shall be ontlled to submit A Writ-
ten appeal to the Corporation.

(b) t= for appeal. An appeal from a
denial may be filed with the Corpora-
Uon at any Ume within 20 days follow-
ing the date of receipt, of the Inltial do-
termination. In cases of denlls of an
entire request, or from tbe d"to of re-
osipt of &y records being made avail-
able under a Initial detormln&Uon In
casm of partal denials.

(a) Prt of appeal. An appea@ hall be
by letter addressed to the Vice Pre"-
dent a General Counsel. Overseas Pri-
vate Investment Corporation. 1616 M
Street. NW.. Washington. DO 2= 0. The
envelope and the letter settle forLh
the appeal hall be clearly Marked tn
Capital lettem VRE.OM OF I4IVOR-
MATION ACT APPEAL. 'he Iete
shIl re"anay describe the Informa-



ties or records requested and such
eru perineat fact and statement as

t 6"ollgat may deem appropriste.
Aspa submitted in &a envelope
,ch is not addressed to the Vice

rsdent a sereli Counsel will not
b=emed to have been r eIved until

U urns as the appeal Is forwarded to
,hOfficer.

(d) #Ina corporollon decion. lFnal
carpostion decisions on Appeals frosm
jgsls of request for information or
records s i be made In writing by the
VW, jrnsidont & Genrl Couenl or
MIwA1r desgnee within twenty working
dase after the date of receipt of the re-

sest, unless asn extension of up to ton
wedding days has been deemed neo-
eWsry In accordance with tho prone-
&uree st forth In 170l25 of this part.

e lo-dAy tensionn mY be pplUed to
g" twposse to the Initial request or to
gM appeal, or to both. but in no event
shis the extension ezeod a totl of i
go@ working das. Ut the decision up- i
bolds the denial of the request, the ap-
psklnt shall be notified In writing. *
wdch notice shal set forth the reasons
for upholding the previous denial. If U
Lhe Vice President & General Counsel
w" hla'ber designse acts favorably on s

the appeal, the informato or records c
requested shall be made available
Promptly provided the requlronen te of
Im regarding payment of fm art

satisfied.

Ini.l Notililon to submit of a
balses laformsAUile

(a) Except as provided in paragraph
Wc) of this section. the Diretor for n
Pebic Affairs will promptly notity a p
haslneee submitter" (as that term is

lefsed in $?0.13(bX3) of this part) that tA
a request for disclosure has been made al
lot anY "business Information" (as
UWat term ti defined In Section 706(bX2) (o
Of this part) provided by such submit,-
Lir. and shl describe the nature and it
MCope of the request and advise such U

hmntk~trr of Its right to submit writ, -e
le objectIons In response to the re-

StL 8uoh notice of Intent to disclose cm
6a be made to the submILter In writ- to
*sP ad shall sIae the Intent of the th
Cpora1ton to disclose the bueuss in- th

1 706.31

formAUon on the expiration of 10 work.
lug days from th receipt of the notice.

(b) The business submitter may.
withlo 10 workJnr days of the forward-
Ing of the Corporations notification
under pazrgrapb (a) of this secUon.
submnli to the attenUon of the Director
for Public Affairs, with copy to POLA
Counsel. written objection to the die-
Clceure of the information requested.
sPecfY1ng the grounds upon which It is
0ont4nded-Mhat the inforMaon should
Dot be diclose& In settng forth such
Rounds, the submitter shWll specify to
the maxinmm extent feasible the basis
of its bellf thbt the noodlclosure of
ay Item of information requested is
mandated or permitted by law. In the
ee of Information which the submit-

er believes to be exempt ftom d1solo-
ues under subsection (bX4) of the Act.

We submiter shall demonstrate why
he Information is considered & trade

oret or conmmecls or financial infor-
nation that Is privileged or confiden-
10.. informAtion provided by & busi.
ees submitter pursuant to this paa-
raob may Itself be subject to disclo-
Mrs undr the Act. The 10 working day
eriod (or providing the Corporation
rIth a state ment objecting to the dis-
Ineure of lnormation encompassed by
a FOIA request may be extended by
he Corporation upon receipt of a writ
an request for an extension. 8ch
mitten request hall set forth the date
hicb the statement Is expected to be
complete an shall provide reasonable
Justification for the extension. hse
WWr1oraWon's approval of a request for
a extension shall not bo unreasonably
Lthhold.
() The Corporation will not ordi-

arily notify the subndtt4r pursuant to
Lrgraph (a) of this section if:

(1) The Corporaton deLermines, prior
giving such noUce. that the request

ould be denied;
(2) The disclosure is required by law
thor than pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 662); or
(3) 'Me Information has been pub-
ad or otherwise made available to

me public, Including material de-
wribed In 106.1.
(d) The Corporation shall carefully
Welder the objections of the submit-
T mde pursUaLt to parag rp (b) of
Is section and shall promptly notify
a submitter of any final determina-

Best Available Copy
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Form 234 KGT 12-85 (Second Revised)
OPIC Contract of Insurance No.

OVERSEAS PRIVATE INVESTMENT CORPORATION

CONTRACT OF INSURANCE

Against

as defined below,

between the Oversees Private Investment Corporation ("OPIC") and

a corporation organized and existing under tbe
law. .f the State of

(the "Investor").
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Article VI - Pelitical Violence - Scope of Coveragee*

6.01 Lose Due to Political Violence Vl-l
6.02 Exclusions VI-I

Article VII - Political Violence - Amount of
Compensation*

7.01 Basis of CompInsatim- ... YlI-l
7.02 Limitations VII-1
7.03 Investor's Share VII-2
7.04 Book Value of Insured Investment VII-2

7.05 Appraisal VII-3

7.06 Estimated Compensation VII-3

Article VIII - Procedures

8.01 Application for Compensation VIII-l

8.02 Assignmet to OPIC VIII-l

8.03 Security VIII-2

8.04 Excess Salvage Value VIII-?

8.05 Arbitration VIII-2
8.06 Election of Amount of Coverage VIII-3
8.07 Termination VIII-3
8.08 Legal and Miscellaneous VIII-3

8.09 Notices VIlI-4

8.10 Refund of Premiumn VIII-4.

Article IX - Investor's Duties

9.01 Duties IX-1
9.02 Default rx-3
9.03 Non-Waiver IX-3
9.04 Cure X2-A

Article X - Amemd to

- il -
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1.02 Proises3..

OPIC Promises that if acts occur during the term of this contract
which satisfy the requirements for coverage in Article _, -, or
OPIC will pay the Investor the amount of compensation provided in
Article -, - or - , in accordance with the procedures in Article
VIII.

The Investor promises to comply with the duties in Article IX. If
the Investor violates any of those duties, the Investor may lose rights,
including the right to compensation.

Amendments to Articles I through IX may be contained in Article X.

t.03 Maeximt Amarmeate Compensation.

OPIC will not pay compensation under this contract in an aggregate
amount that exceeds t

1.04 Full Faith and Credt.

The full faith and credit of the United States of America is
pledged to secure the full payment by OPIC of its obligations under this
contract.

1.05 1m.

This contract shall enter into force on the date it has been signed
by OPIC and the Investor and shall terminate - years afterward unless
terminated earlier (8.07; 19.02).

1.06 Premitms And Cmmrase liaetess.

The Investor shall elect amounts of coverage (18.06) and pay
premiums on or before each annual anniversary of the effective date of
the contract.

The coverages and premiums for the first period shall be as
follows:
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Article I - Inconvertiility - Scope c Covere.

2.01 Inconvertibilitv of Local Currencv. Local currency shall be deemed

inconvertible and compensation shall be payable, subject to the

exclusions (12.02) and limitation (13.02), if neither the Investor nor

the foreign enterprise is able legally

(a) to convert earnings from or returns of the insured investment

into United States dollars through any channel during the _

days imediately prior to a claim to OIC, except at an exchange

rate that is less favorable tha, the then-prevailing exchange rate
described under 13.01.2, or

(b) to transfer such converted earnings to the United States during

such period.

2.02 z,£x sim. No compensation for inconvertibility shall

be payable if

(a) Pro-existing Rastrictions.

(1) An investor in comparable circumstances would have been

unable legally (a) to convert local currency into United States

dollars on the date of this contract or (b) to transfer such

dollars to the United States on the date of this contract; and

(2) The Investor knew or should have known about the
restriction; or

(b) Invamtar Dili&&ne. The Investor has not made all reasonable

efforts to convert the local currency into United States dollars or

to transfer such dollars to the United States through all direct

and indirect legal mechaisms reasonably available; or

(c) l ioYx,.una. The local currency represents funds which were
previously converted into another currency; or

(d) Provocation. The preponderant cause is unreasonable action
attributable to the Investor, including corrupt practices.

(e) Use Restricted by Exnronriation. The use of such local

currency is restricted by an expropriatory action (54.02).

[ _ -- .... m
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Article IV - Expropriation - Scope of CoverAg.

4.01 Total Exoropriation. Compensation is payable for total expro-
priation (55.01), subject to the exclusions (14.03) and limitations
(55.04), if an act or series of acts satisfies all of the following
requirements:

(a) the acts are attributable to a foreign governing authority
which is in d4 fart control of the part of the country in which
the project is located;

(b) the acts are violations of international law (without regard to
the availability of local remedies) or material breaches of local
law;

(c) the acts directly deprive the Investor of fundamental rights in
the insured investment (Rights are "fundamental" if without them
the Investor is substantially deprived of the benefits of the
investment.); and

(d) the violations of law are not remedied (19.01.9) and the
expropriotory effect continues for six months.

4.02 Exronriation of Funda. Compensation is payable for an
expropriation of funds that constitute a return of the insured investment
or earnings on the insured investment (55.02) if an act or series of acts

(a) satisfies the governmental action, illegality and duration
requirements (54.01(a), (b) and (d)); and

(b) directly resultor in preventing the Investor from

(1) repatriating the fade; and

(2) effectively controlling the funds in the country in which
the project is located.

4.03 Zulniona. No compensatio for expropriation shall be payable if

(a) Prtocation. The preponderant cause is unreasonable action
attributable to the Investor, including corrupt practices.

(b) Goverment Action. The action is taken by the foreign
governing authority in its capacity or through its powers as a
purchaser, supplier, creditor, shareholder, director or manager of
the foreign enterprise.
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of assets to realizable value. OPIC may adjust financial statements t

reflect the effect of events that occur before the expropriatory effect

commences, such as events of loss which are later confirmed.

4. Other Compensation and Retained Propert . OPIC may reduce
compensation by the amount of

(a) compensation received from other sources on account of the loss
(excluding compensation payable under other insurance policies,
except to the extent necessary to prevent the Investor from
recovering more than the amount of the loss as recognized under any
of the policies under which compensation is due, without regard to
policy limits); and

(b) the book value of commercially viable property which remains
subject to the Investor's effective disposition and control after
the expropriatory effect commences (unless OPIC requires the
Investor to assign the property (18.02)); and

(c) any obligation the Investor is relieved of by the expropriation.

The reduction shall be proportionate to the extent that these item@ are
attributable to the insured investment.

5. Start-un Exoenses. If the book value of the insured investmt

of a new foreign enterprise in the development stage is less than the
insured amount originally contributed, the accumulated loss will be
disregarded if

(a) the foreign enterprise is newly formed for the principal
purpose of undertaking the project,

(b) the foreign enterprise is a going concern as of the date the
expropristory effect commences,

(c) that date is within three years of the date this contract Is
issued, and

(d) it is clear that no adjustment to book value is necessary by
reason of obsolescence or permanent reduction in recoverable values
of productive facilities or assets.

5.04, LimAtiona. Compensation shall not exceed any of the following
limitations:

(a) Clurrent Insured Amount. The Current Insured Amount (S.06) as
the date the expropriatory effect commences;
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Artiele Vr - Political Vialence - Scooe of _oyerAa.

6.01 Loss Due to Political Violence. Compensation is payable, subject
to the exclusions (56.02) and limitations (57.02), if political violence
is the direct and immediate cause of the permanent loss (including loss
of value by damage or destruction) of tangible property of the foreign
enterprise used for the project.

"Political violence" means a violent act undertaken with the
primary intent of achieving a political objective, such as declared
or undeclared war, hostile action by national or international
armed forces, civil war, revolution, insurrection, civil strife,
terrorism or sabotage. However, acts undertaken primarily to
achieve labor or student objectives are not covered.

6.02 Exzlios. No compensation for political violence shall be payable

(a) Excluded Pronpert. For loss of precious metals, gems, works of
art, money or docents;

(b) UL mum .. . If the amount of compensation payable would be
less than $S,000;

(c) Reasonable Protective Measures. If the loss results from the
failure to take reasonable measures to protect or preserve the
property; or

(d) Provocation. If the preponderant cause of the loss is
unreasonable action attributable to the Investor, including corrupt
practices.
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7.03 Investors Share. "Investor's share' means the ratio that the
equity owned by the Investor bears to the total equity of the foreign
enterprise.

7.04 Book Value of Insured Investment.

(a) Book Value. Book value is based on financial statements
maintained by the Investor in accordance with 19.01.6 for the
foreign enterprise. However, OPIC may

(1) conform the financial statements to principles of

accounting generally accepted in the United States; and

(2) make adjustments (7.04(b)).

OPIC shall be bound by the Investor's choice among generally
accepted accounting principles, if the choice is consistent with
the Investor's own accounting, unless such choice results in a
substantial overstatement of the fair market value of the insured
investment or the foreign enterprise as an independent entity.

(b) Ad.jstmnts.

(1) Investments of Pronertv. Non-cash items contributed to the
investment shall be adjusted if necessary to reflect the fair
market value of the items furnished at the time of contributiom
to the project, plus freight, installation and other reasonable
direct costs incurred in furnishing the item to the project.

(2) Non-rnsured Contribution. Any direct or indirect
contribution (and retained earnings thereon) by the Investor
after the insured investment is made shall be deducted from
book value of the foreign enterprise.

(3) Seeieal Aeomtine Rules. Dealings among related parties
shall be adjusted if necessary to reflect transactions as they
would have occurred had they been at arm's length, and
forgiveness of obligations shall be disregarded. Each entity
shall be accounted for as if it were a separate person for
income tax purposes, and the effect of tax shifting
arrangements shall be disregarded. Obsolescence or permemt
reduction in recoverable values shall be recognized by
adjusting the book value of assets to realizable value. OFIC
may adjust financial statements to reflect the effect of *vests
that occur before the loss of property, such as events of loss
which are later confirmed.
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Article VIII - Procedures.

8.01 Application for Comoensation. An application for coma insation

shall demonstrate the Investor's right to compensation in the amount
claimed. The Investor shall provide such additional information as OPIC
may reasonably require to evaluate the application. The Investor may
amend or withdraw an application for compensation at any time, but the
right to recover compensation will be lost for any acts covered by a
withdrawn application.

(a) There is no time limit on application for inconvertibility
compensation (Article III); however, compensation shall not exceed
the Current Insured Amount applicable in accordance with 13.02.

(b) An application for expropriation compensation (Article V) must
be filed within six months after the Investor has reason to believe
that all requirements of Article IV have been satisfied.

(c) A notice demonstrating the Investor's entitlement to political
violence compensation for loss of assets (Article VI) must be filed
within six months of the loss. The notice together with proof of
the amount of compensation due will be considered a completed
application, which must be filed within three years of the lose.
The Investor may request adjusted cost compensation (57.01(a)) and
later amend the application within three -ears of the loss to elect
replacement cost compensation (57.01(b)).

(d) OPIC shall have a reasomble time in which to complete
processing of any application for compensation.

8.02 sanat to 0Pit. Within sixty days after OPC notifies the
Investor of the amount of compensation OPIC will pay under expropriation
or political violence coverage, and concurrent with payment, the Investor
shall transfer to OPIC (s) for expropriation, all interests attributable
to the insured investment (54.01) or funds (54.02) as of the date the
expropriatory effect commences, including claims arising out of the
expropriation, or (b) for political violence, claims arising out of the
loss due to political violence (56.01). The Investor shall transfer the

interests and claims free and clear of, and shall agree to indemnify OFC
against, claims, defenses, counterclaims, rights of setoff and other
encumbrances (except defenses relating to the expropriation).

22-728 - 96 - 5
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8.06 Election of Amount of Coverae. By prior notice to OFIC effective
as of the next due date for premiums (11.06), the Investor may increase
or decrease the Current Insured Amount or decrease the Maximum Insured
Amount for any coverage for the remainder of the contract term. subject
to the following limitations:

(a) Current Insured Amount shall not exceed Maximum Insured Amount;

(b) Maximum Insured Amount shall be reduced automatically by
compensation paid by OPIC; Current Insured Amount shall also be
reduced for the remainder of the annual election period to which
the claim relates (13.02, §5.0&(a.), or 17.02(a));

(c) For expropriation coverage, Current Insured Amount shall not be
less than the amount of compensation which would be due under 55.01
unless a lover Kaximum Insured Amount has been elected;

(d) For political violence coverage (17;01(a)), Current Insured

Amount shall not be less than the lowest of

(1) the Investor's share of original coat of the property; or

(2) the Investor's share of fair market value of the property;.
or

(3) book value of the insured investment (7.02(e), 57.0,)

unless a lower Maximum Insured Amount has been elected or OPIC and
the Investor have agreed to a lower amount to take into account
coverage under another OPIC contract.

8.07 TemlAotion. The Investor my termte this contract effective as
of any premium due date unless the premium is already paid. However,
termination shall not affect any rights or obligations of either party
relating to prior periods.

8.08 Legal and Mimellaneous. This contract shall be governed by the
law of the District of Columbia, its coofli-t of law rules excepted.
This contract constitutes the complete agreed t between the parties,
superseding any prior understandings. This contract may be modified, or
its terms waived, only in writing.
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Article IX - Investor's Duties.

9.01 D ie.

1. B presentations and Proleot EeArution. The Investor u-derstands
that OPIC has issued this contract based on statutory policy goals (22
U.S.C. 12191) as well as underwriting considerations. All statements
made by the Investor to O?!C in connection with this contract are true
and complete, and the investment and the project shall be carried out as
described.

2. Ownership and Eliuibility. The Investor shall at all times
remain the beneficial owner of the insured investment and shall remain
eligible for OPIC insurance as

(a) a citizen of the United States; or

(b) a corporation or other association created under the laws of
the United States, its states or territories, of which more than
5OZ cf both the total interest and of each class of shares is
beneficially owned by citizens of the United States; or

(c) an entity created under foreign law in which a 95% interest is
owned by entities eligible under (a) or (b).

3. s r.znauzanc. The Investor shall continue to bear the risk of
loss of at least 101 of the book value of its interest in the foreign
enterprise.

4. Asasinma. The Investor shall not assign this contract, or any
of Its. rights, without OPIC's written consent, which will not be withheld
unreasonably.

5. ftima. The Investor shall pay the premiums for this contract
in accordance with Article I. In the event that premiums are not paid
when due, the Investor shall be in default but may cure this default
within sixty days by paying the premiums plus interest at a rate of 122
per annum.

6. AeWtin Records.

(a) The Investor shall maintain in the United States true and
complete copies of the records, books of account and current
financial statements for the foreign enterprise necessary to
comte and substantiate comp station, including

(1) records documenting the investment

(2) anmal balance sheets;
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9. Preservation. Transfer and Contining Coperat1in. At OPIC's
request, the Investor shall promptly assign rights with respect to the
investment, as required by J8.02. Prior to the assignment of rights
required by 18.02, the Investor shall, in consultation with OPIC, take
all reasonable measures to preserve property, to pursue available
administrative and judicial remedies. and to negotiate in good faith with
the governing authority of the country in which the project is located
and other potential sources of compensation. After a transfer of rights
or delivery of local currency, in exchange for reimbursement of
reasonable out-of-pocket expenses, the Investor shall take all actions
reasonably requested by OPIC to assist OPIC in preserving the property
and rights transferred to OPIC and in prosecuting related claims.

10. Other Areements. The Investor shall not enter into any
agreement with any foreign governing authority with respect to
compensation for any acts within the scope of coverage (Article II, IV or
vr) without 0PIC's prior written consent.

9.02 Default. Material breach or misrepresentation by the Investor

shall constitute default, and OPIC may:

(a) refuse to make payments to the Investor;

(b) recover payments made; and

(c) terminate this contract effective as of the date of the breach
by giving notice to the Investor.

9.03 Non-Waiver. Neither OPIC's failure to invoke its rights, nor its
acceptance of premiums, shall constitute waiver of any of its rights,
even though OPIC knows of the Investor's breach.
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October 10, 1995

Henry A. Miller, Esq.
Vice President and General Counsel
Freeport-.McMoRan Copper & Gold Inc.
!615 Povaras Street
New Orleans. LA 70112

Re: OPIC Pohcv or Contractors and Exporters Insurance No C'

Dear Mr. Miller

Pursuant to Article 7.02(c) of Policy of Contractors and Exporters
Insurance No. C592 ("the Contract"), the Overseas Private Investment Corporation
i"OPIC '/hereby notifies Freeport-McMoRan Copper Company. Inc. ("FreeFort.
\lcMoRan" that OPIC will termunate the Contract and underlying pohcv etiective
October 31. 1995.1

As set torth below. OPIC will terminate the Contract in resoonse to
rreevorr-McMoRan s continuing matenai breacnes o its auties as set tormn
"0111 and other provisions of the Contract. Additionally, OPIC is termunarn;t ine
Contract as an exercise of its statutory charge under the Foreign Assistance Act ot 1%1:
to ensure that overseas investment protects do not pose unreasonable or maior
environmental hazards or cause the degradation ot tropical forests in developing
uuntries. OPIC has o1scovereo ab a result ut its montoring visit in July Or .4 c

review of the data subsequently provided by Freepon-McMoRan, conversatms with
Freepon-McMoRan pc.-sonne, and a consideration of the vanous studies oi the impact
or Freeport's activities on the ivers. forests and environment of Irian Iava. that Freeport

OPIC recognizes that Artcle 7.02(c) provides that termination or the Contract LS etecove -$ a m s ai
or the breach." which clearly predated this notiication. However. OPIC is extending the etvcuve 4am or
the i..mu'ation to P.7016z F.reeport with an op)ortunirv to discuss this matter, make aitemaen" e
insurance arrangements it necessary and/or vountariJv terminate the poic'.
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McMoRan's expansion or the P.T. Freeport/ Lndoresian project ("Proiect") has caused
substantial adverse environmental impacts which compel OPIC to cen% all rurtner
coverage oi this project.

Freeport-McMoRan's material breaches or the Contract include, but are
not lImited to, its failure to perform the Project as it was defined in the Contract and as
Freeport described it in the application matenals it submitted to OPIC. For example.
Freeport-McMoRan represented to OPIC prior to the effective date or the Contract that
the maximum ore throughput of the Project would be 52,000 dry metric tons per day.
However, OPIC's monitoring activities reveal that Freeport has increased its ore
production to over 100.000 dry metric tons per day (and plans to increase ore
throughput to as high as 160,000 tons per day). This change in the scope of work has
caused the discharge of tailings to increase significantly beyond the volumes anticpated
by OPIC. resulting in the massive deposition of talngs in the Ajkwa River and the
sheet flow oi tailings that has degraded a large area of lowland rauiorest between the
Ajkwa River and Minajen River. These and other effects of the ProTect have posed an
unreasonable or major environmental health, or saietv hazard in Irian lava.;

If OPIC had, prior to the issuance of the Contract, understood that the
Project's ore and tailings production rates would be at such high levels (and that such
unreasonable or major environmental, health, or safety hazards would result), the
agency clearly would not have issued the subject policy.

Finally, OPIC is terminating the Contract as an exercise of its statutory
duty under the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 to ensure that Freeport's implementation
or the Project does not pose unreasonable or major environmental hazards to, or cause
the de radation of the tropical foremts in, Lrian iava.

4 
. noted, OPIC has determined

through its monitorng activities that Freeport's implementation oi the Project. and
:..-ecailh' is tailnes management and disoosai cm-3cnces. have severeiv de-aroed the
rain.rests surrounding the Ajkwa and Minaler Rivers. Additionally, the Project has
created and continues to pose unreasonable or major environmental, health or safer.
hazards with respect to the rivers that are being impacted by the tailings, the
surrounding terrestrial ecosystem. and the iocal inabitants.3 

Accordingly, in addition

3 indeed. cwtteay to rnenwutabotme made by Fiupot m the I9M Envueimtal RIver Study. it appeal
tha tailings have bi diazarged to fluvud SvSm other than the Ajkw River mum (Lg. massive
sheoimg has occmnrd to the Minaipeir River astm. The River Study specifically indicated that the
Minaerwi River would not be impacted in this umner.

4 5 22 USC. S jS 2191(3) and 2191ni. OPIC notes that Freeponr-McMoRan wee specdalv apprsod da
OPIC& statuto, goel som aa aftundamuial basi ior the Contact and urdevrin policy. (5a
Conact § 701(l).)

OPIC's monitoring ecvties and the data supplied by Freeport indicate that numerous other
.ireaaonsole or mnator environmental. health, or sater hazards may etiit as a rmul of ft Pro'ct T heme
ricaude. out ar not lauiea to. proosem asoama witit acia auri orLinage trot overoueft arid

Ewa""
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to and consistent with the agency's contractual right to terminate the Contract on the
basis oi Freeport's defaults. OPIC's refusal to provide trirner coverage tor tne Proiect is
grounded on statutory environmental concers.

If, prior to October 31, 1995, Freeport-McMoRan wishes to volu.ntanlv
terminate the policy as provided in Article 6.08 of the Contract, that option still remains
open. Additionally, although OPIC is convinced that it has no alternative but to
terminate the Contract. OPIC is willing to provide Freeport with an opporruntv to meet
with the agency and its outside counsel pnor to the effective date to discuss the
termination.

OPIC currently is processing a pro rata refund of the policy premium for
1995-96 that Freeport-McMoRan submitted to the agency on September 29. 1995.

Please contact me at (2021336-8420 if you have any questions regarding
:hs matter.

Sincerely,

Robert C. O Sallvan
Associate General Counsel

for Insurance Claims

taLump, the concnwatmm mobiliznon and bwaviLabihi c4 toa nwtai m de tai: th depradation
ot sutace and groundwater qualY " a re*A of Ue Pruc ' opmaO : th u-eaed a1edsmeetaon.
sheewu and oder advemre efct that h.b .i ud by di adirwe a hiSher purcentaesu of coarn
V= uulip: the unpack of IM.0 log janm t " occurnd on tf Akwa River: and the mairuanmem'u of
soud and hawuudoi wase at the sate. OPIC expbaav mreeves the right to b tssthe o ti on th
addition ak e ironmnental base or anv ohe wied as provided in Fr epo -McMoRanis pol v

roucation or in Article 7.02 01 the Contract it suoeuenuv. obtam ne data or intontaton so urncatel
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STATEMENT OF MELISSA T. SKOLFIELD

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITrEE

NOVEMBER 30, 1995

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Before I begin, I would like to thank Senator Bumpers

for that gracious introduction. I would also like to introduce the members of my family who

are with me this morning: my husband, Frank Curtis; my sister, Deirdre; and her husband

Tom Patterson.

It is truly a privilege to be here today. Having worked in te Senate for six years as

Senator Bumperd press secretary, I am honored to appear before this committee as you

consider my nomination to be the Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs at the Department of

Health and Human Services.

For the last two years, I have served as Deputy Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs

Policy and Strategy at HHS, and currently serve as the Acting Assistant Secretary for Public

Affairs. In that position I have advised department officials on public affairs matters,

developeO communications strategies for departmental initiatives, and coordinated the

activities of public affairs specialists throughout the department and our many agencies. I

have also had the opportunity to learn about the wide variety of departmental services and

programs that help so many American families.

Prior to joining Senator Bumpers' staff, I spent two years in the House of

Representatives as a press secretary and legislative assistant to Congressman Mike Andrews

of Texas, while finishing a masters degree in public affairs at George Washington
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University. And before moving to Washington, D.C., I worked for a public relations firm-

in Houston, where I obtained my undergraduate degree from Rice University.

Altogether, I have more than fifteen years of experience in communications and

public affairs, most of it gained while working for the U.S. Congress. If confirmed by the

Senate, my goal as Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs is simple: to help inform the

American people about the scientific discoveries, preventive health practices, and HHS-

administered programs that can help them lead longer and healthier lives.

As you well know, the Department of Health and Human Services and its many

agencies have an extraordinary impact on the lives of America's citizens. While the position

to which I have been nominated is not a policy-making position, I believe our work to

provide women with op-to-date information about breast cancer, to help senior citizens

recognize the importance of an annual flu vaccine, and to help young parents understand the

risk factors for infant mortality can have a tremendous impact. Should this committee act

favorably on my nomination, I look forward to continuing to work on issues like these with

you and your staff. This is a serious and inspiring challenge, ail I am grateful for the

opportunity to continue my public service at HHS.

Thank you, and I would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
OUTLINE OF INFORMATION REQUESTED BY NOMINEES

Pleise'provide three copies of your typed responses to Kelly Cordes, Chief Clerk, 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington. D.C. 20510.

A. BIOGRAPHICAL

1. Name: Melissa T. Skolfield

2. Address: 2011 37th St. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007

3. Date and Place of Birth: June 25, 1958. New Orleans, La.

4. Marital Status: married

5. Names and Ages of Children: none

6. Education: Loyola University, 1975-1976
(part-time study while attending high school)

Rice University, 1976-1980
B.A., Economics and Behavioral Science, 1980

George Washington University, 1984-1987
M.A., Public Affairs, 1987

7. Employment Record:

Staff Assistant, Bank of Louisiana, New Orleans. Louisiana. May 1978 -

August 1978.

Teller. University State Bank, Houston, Texas. October 1978 - May 1980.

Assistant Bookkeeper. Harvard Cooperative Society Store, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, September 1980 - December 1980.
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Toiler. Harvard University Employees Credit UnioI, Cambridge,
Massachusetts. January 1981 - July 1981.

Account Executive, McDaniel & Tate Public Relations, Houston. Texas,
September 1981 - August 1984.

Press Secretary/Legislative Assistant. Representative Mike Andrews,
Washngton, D.C., July 1985 - August 1987.

Staff Assistant, J.J. Pickle Campaign. Austin, Texas, October 1986 -
November 1986.

Press Secretary, Senator Dale Bumpers, Washington, D.C., September 1987 -
July 1993.

Press Secretary, Dale Bumpers Campaign Committee, Little Rock, Arkansas,
October 1992- November 1992.

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs, Policy and Strategy, Department
of Health and Human Services, Washington, D.C. July 1993 - present.

8. Government Experience:

Press Secretary/Legislative Assistant. Representative Mike Andrews,
Washington, D.C. July 1985 - August 1987.

Press Secretary. Senator Dale Bumpers. Washington. D.C., September-1987 -
July 1993.

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs. Policy and Strategy. Department
of Health and Human Services, Washington, D.C. July 1993 - present.

9. Memberships

1988-1995 Senate Press Secretaries Association
Board of directors 1988-1994. President 1992-1993. Vice
President 1991-1992. Secretary 1990-1991. Treasurer 1989-
1990.

1985-1988 Association of House Democratic Press Assistants

1983-1985 Public Relations Society of America
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1982-1987 National Women's Political Caucus
1992-1994 National Women's Political Caucus

1982-1984 Houston Women's Lobby Alliance
Executive Committee Member/Public Relations Chair

10. Political Affiliations and Activities:

I am a registered voter in Washington, D.C. I have held no political office or
membership with any election committee during the last ten years. I have
worked on the reelection campaigns of Representative I.J. Pickle (1986) and
Senator Dale Bumpers (1992), and volunteered at the Democratic National
Conventions in 1988 and 1992.

I1. Honors and Awards: none

12. Published Writings: none

13. Speeches:

As pan of my official duties at the Department of Health and Human Services,
I made a speech to the Texas chapter of the Public Relations Student
Association of America on April 16, 1994.

14. Qualifications:

I have 15 years of experience in public affairs with an emphasis on health and
human services issues, as well as significant experience in media relations and
public communications. I have a B.A. in Economics, an M.A. in Public
Affairs, a working knowledge of federal legislative and regulatory processes,
and eight years of experience in the U.S. Congress.

For the last two years, I have served as Deputy Assistant Secretary for Public
Affairs Policy and Strategy at the Department of Health and Human Services.
In that position I have advised department officials on public affairs matters,
developed communications strategies for departmental initiatives, and
coordinated the activities of public affairs specialists throughout the
department. I believe this experience has given me a through understanding of
the department's mission and its programs.
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My experience in both the public and private sectors has included developing
comprehensive communications strategies; supervising public outreach
campaigns; writing news releases, statements and columns; supervising press
conferences: arranging television, radio and print interviews: producing
targeted mailings and public service announcements; and res-arching relevant
issues.

I believe my education, public affairs experience, and work for the United
States Senate and House of Representatives give me the necessary
qualifications for the position of Assistant Secretary for Public-Affairs in the
Department of Health and Human Services.

B. FINANCIAL DATA

The information supplied in this heading will not be published in the record of the
hearing on your nomination but it will be retained in the Committee's tiles.

Please separate your responses to this section from your responses to the other
sections of this questionnaire.

Please provide a complete, current financial net worth statement which
itemizes in detail all assets (including, but not limited to. bank accounts, real
estate, securities, trusts, investments, and other financial holdings) all
liabilities (including, but not limited to debts, mortgages, loans and other
financial obligations of yourself, your spouse, and other immediate members
of your household). All assets and liabilities should be separately itemized and
fully described.

Please see Attachment B-I.

2. List sources, amounts and dates of all anticipated receipts from deferred
income arrangements, stock options, executory contracts and other future
benefits which you expect to derive from current or previous business
relationships. professional services and firm memberships, employers, clients.
and customers.

Please see Attachment B-2.

3. Please provide the Committee with ane copy of your Federal income tax

returns for each of the last three years.

Please see Attachment B-3.
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C. FUTURE EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIPS:

1. Will you sever all connections with your present employer, business firm,
association or organization if you are confirmed by the Senate?

I am currently employed at the Department of Health and Human Services,
and serve as a Deputy Assistant Secretary and Acting Assistant Secretary for
Public Affairs. I will relinquish the position when confirmed.

2. Do you have any plans after completing Government service to resume
employment, affiliation or practice with your present employer, business firm,
association or organization?

Not applicable

3. Has anyone made a commitment to employ your services in any capacity
after you leave government service?

No

4. If confirmed. will you serve your full term of office?

Yes

D. POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

i. Describe all financial arrangements, deferred compensation agreements, and
other continuing dealings with business associates, clients, or customers.

I have no financial arrangements, deferred compensation agreements, or other
continuing dealings with business associates, clients, or customers that could
present a conflict of interest.

2. Indicate any investments, obligations, liabilities, or other relationships whKh
could involve potential conflicts of interest in the position to which you have
been nominated.

I have no investments, obligations, liabilities, or other relationships which
could involve potential conflicts of interest in the position to which I have bee
nominated.
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3. Describe any business relLtionship, dealing or financial transactions which you
have had during the last ten years, whether for yourself, on behalf of a client,
or acting as an agent, that could in any way constitute or result in a possible
conflict of interest in the position to which you have been nominated.

I have had no business relationship, dealing or financial transactions during the
last ten years that could constitute c.. result in a possible conflict of interest in
the position to which I have been nominated.

4. Describe any activity during the past ten years in which you have engaged for
the purpose of directly or indirectly influencing or affecting the administration
and execution of law or public policy.

During the last ten years, I have been employed by the Department of Health
and Human Services, the United States Senate, and the United States House of
Representatives. In those positions, I have endeavored to further the public
policy goals of those for whom I worked. I have not engaged in any outside
activity for the purpose of directly or indirectly influencing or affecting the
administration and execution of law or public policy.

5. Explain how you will resolve any potential conflict of interest including any
that may be disclosed by your responses to the above items. (Please provide a'
copy of any trust or other agreements.)

I will consult with the Department of Health and Human Services' Designated
Agency Ethics official about unforeseen conflicts of interest and recuse myself
from these matters if necessary.

6. Written opinions should be provided directly to the Committee by the General
Counsel of the Agency to which you have been nominated and by the Director,
Office of Government Ethics, Office of Personnel Management concerning
potential conflicts of interest or any other legal barriers to your serving in this
position.

The Department of Health and Human Services' Special Counsel for Ethics
and Designated Agency Ethics Official has submitted an opinion letter to the
Committee stating that no conflicts of interest exist.
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E. TESTIFYING BEFORE CONGRESS:

I. Are you willing to appear and testify beore any duly constituted committee
of the congress on such occasions as you may be reasonably requested to do
so?

Yes

2. Are you willing to provide such information as is requested by such
committee?

Yes

F. OTHER:

I. Provide the full details of any civil or criminal proceedings in which you were
a defendant or any inquiry or investigation by the Federal, State. or local
agency in which you were the subject of the inquiry or investigation.

I have not been involved in any civil or criminal proceeding in which I was a
defendant or any inquiry or investigation by the Federal, Stite. or local agency
in which I was the subject of the inquiry or investigation.

2. Give the full details of any proceeding, inquiry or investigation in which
you were the subject of the proceeding, inquiry or investigation.

Other than the routine background check required for my nomination, I have
not been the subject of any proceeding, inquiry or investigation.

3. Have you ever been convicted (including pleas of guilty or nolo contendeR) of
any criminal violation other than a minor traffic offense?

No

7
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4. Please advise the Committee of a.ny additional information, favorable or
unfavorable, which you feel should be considered in connection with your
nomination.

I believe I would bring highly relevant experience and education to the
position of Assistant Secretary for Publ:. Affairs of the Department of Health
and Human Services. In addition, I have a personal commitment to the
highest standards of integnty and public service.

DaeSignaturi
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Ow"ft November 30, 1995

The Honorable John Warner

Statement Supporting the Confirmation of
David C. Williams of Virginia

To Be Inspector General of
The Social Security Administration

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to express my support of
President Clinton's nomination of Mr. David C. Williams of

Alexandria, Virginia, to be the next Inspector General of the

Social Security Administration.

I believe you will find that Mr. Williams' impressive resume
speaks for itself. He is a decorated Vietnam Veteran having been

awarded the Bronze Star and the Vietnam Medal of Honor for his

service from 1967 to 1970 as a Special Agent of U.S. Military
Intelligence.

Following the war, he further added to his investigative
skills as a Special Agent of the U.S. Secret Service, performing

extensive undercover work, executive protection assignments, and
criminal financial investigations.

He has served under seven Presidents in the best tradition

of non-partisan career federal service, bringing his experience

and expertise to bear upon investigation in both organized crime
and labor racketeering.

Currently, and since 1989 under President George Bush, he

has served as Inspector General of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. President Clinton is fortunate indeed that Mr.
Williams has agreed to take on the enormous responsibility of

Inspector General for the Social Security Administration.

Mr. Chairman, from the information provided for my perusal,

I can only conclude that Mr. william is an outstanding nominee.

The vast public trusts of Social Security, Social Security

Disability and the Supplemental Security Income Program merit the

most skilled and careful manager we have in eliminating fraud and

safeguarding the income security of the Nation's aged and
disabled retirees.

I urge that my valued constituent David C. Williams be

expeditiously confirmed for this important post.
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Statement and Biographical Information
David Williams, nominee to serve as Inspector General for the Social

Security Administration
Confirmation Hearing before the Senate Finance Commiftee

November 30, 1995

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee:

My name is David Williams. I appreciate the opportunity to come before you

today as the nominee to serve as Inspector General for the Social Security

Administration.

The role of the Inspector General for SSA is very important and takes on

significant challenges. I am both willing and honored to assume this

responsibility. I believe that the 28 years that I have spent conducting and

supervising criminal investigations have provided useful preparation for

taking on such challenges. Those investigations often involved financial

crimes and other frauds perpetrated against the people of the United States

and were very similar to the violations currently being investigated at the

Social Security Administration.
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If confirmed for this position, Mr. Chairman, it will not be my first involvement

with Social Security or as an Inspector General. In the late 1970's, as a

Special Agent for the Secret Service, I worked undercover for a year in

southeast Chicago gathering evidence to arrest and prosecute criminal rings

involved in the large scale theft and forgery of Treasury checks and other

financial instruments. Several of the investigations involved employees of

government welfare organizations and postal employees who perpetrated

fraud and insider theft schemes. A good deal of that work also involved

Social Security and Supplemental Security Income benefit checks. There is

special satisfaction in bringing to justice people who have stolen from funds

set aside for the Nation's poor and disabled and from the trust funds of the

Nation's elderly.

In related experience, I have served as both Special Agent-in-Charge and

Director of Operations for the Office of Labor Racketeering at the U.S.

Department of L-buf. In that capacity, I conducted and led hundreds of

investigations involving union health funds and pension funds that were

being raided by organized crime figures in La Cosa Nostra and Chinese
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criminal groups. I grew familiar with a host of criminal schemes for

defrauding these large vulnerable trust funds.

I believe the Government's presence in this arena came to serve as an

effective deterrent for criminals and for employees who considered stealing

from those funds. I believe that kind of tough enforcement program can also

have a positive effect in protecting Federal disability and pension funds. If

my nomination is confirmed by you, I intend to work hard to institute a strong

and effective enforcement program to protect the Federal funds set aside for

disabled Americans and the money that Americans have contributed into the

Social Security program.

The other positions I have herd include service as supervisory staff

investigator for the President's Commission on Organized Crime. In that

capacity, I personally conducted and supervised investigations into various

criminal enterprises of La Cosa Nostra and other groups involved in

organized crime. I have served as Director of the Office of Special

Investigations for the General Accounting Office, during which time I
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supervised and directed complex and often classified assignments for U.S.

Senate and House committees.

Most recently, for the last six years, I have se,'ed as the Inspector General

of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. In that capacity, I gained valuable

experience In leading that organization's audit efforts to assure that the

Commission's programs were operated efficiently and effectively and were

free from fraud. I also worked actively to assist the Commission in

implementing the Government Performance and Results Act, an Initiative

begun by Chairman Roth in his previous capacity as Chairman of the

Senate Governmental Affairs Committee.

To reiterate, the position of Inspector General at SSA carried with it

imposing challenges. It is one of our Nation's largest public institutions, with

1,300 offices across the country. As an agency that distributes over $330

billion in benefits annually, there is substantial potential to defraud SSA

benefit programs. If confirmed, my job will be to ensure that the SSA

manages its programs efficiently and effectively, and to protect Social
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Security from fraud and abuse. This is a job to which I will bring all of my

experience, my energy and my commitment to uphold the public trust.

Thank you and I will be pleased to answer any questions you may have.
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RESUME

DAVID C. WILLIAMS

RESIDENCE

6214 Florence Lane
Alexandria, VA 22310

(703) 329-2342

PERSONAL

Born January 7,

WORK RECORD ANALYSIS

1989 to Present

1986 - 1989

1984 - 1986

1983 - 1984

.1984

1975 - 1979

1967 - 1970

PLACE OF WORK

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
O!fice of the Inspector General
11545 Rockville Pike
North Bethesda, Maryland 20852

(301) 415-5930

1947, resides in Alexandria, VA.

Inspector Ger.eral - Office of the
Inspector General, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Rockville, MD

Director - Office of Special
Investigations, General Accounting
Office; Washington, D.C.

Director of C-eraticns - Office of Labor
Racketeering, U.S. Department of Labor;
Washington, D.C.

Supervisory Staff Investigator -
President's Commission on Organized
Crime (De.3il)

Special Agent-in-Charge - Office of
Labor Racketeering, Department of Labor;
New York, Cleveland.

Supervisory Special Agent - Chicago

Special Agent - united States Secret
Service - Chicago

Special Agent - U.S. Military
Intelligence; Vietnam, St. Louis.
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PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

Former President - Association of Federal Investigators

OTHER

Teaching Experience

Loyola University, Chicago, Illinois
Canadian Police College, Ottawa, Canada
FBI Academy, Quantico, Vircinia
Belleville Area College, Belleville, Illinois
American University, Washington, D.C.
Council of Excellence in Government, Washington, D.C.
Chairman of the Investigative Standards and Training
Subcommittee, President's Council on Integrity and
Efficiency

EDUCATION

Advanced Certificate, Education, University of Illinois
Masters of Education, University of Illinois
BacheloK of Science, Social Science, Southern Illinois
University

TRAINING

U.S. Military Intelligence Academy, Ft. Holabird, Maryland
Federal Law Enforcement Academy, Glynco, Georgia
U.S. Secret Service Training Academy, Washington, D.C.

SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCE

Inspector General, office of the Inspector General, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC)

Corn-irmed by the U.S. Senate following nomination by
.the Peesident to become the first Inspector Ceneral of
the NRC. Directs staff of criminal investigators,
audltprs, and inspectors in detecting fraud, waste and
abuse and in assuring efficient and effective program
administration within the NRC. Formulates and executes
the budget providing annual budgetary testimony before
Congress. Oversees preparation of the Agency Financial
Statement Audit annually.
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Director, Office of Special Investigations, U.S. General
Accounting Office

Directed a staff of 48 investigators and auditors in
conducting complex investigative assignments for the
Committees of the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives.
Findings were presented in classified and unclassified
reports and in testimony Congressional hearings.

Director of Operations, Office of Labor Racketeering, U.S.
Department of Labor

Directed a staff of 100 federal agents who conducted U.S.
Department of Justice Organized Crime Strike Force
investigations of Labor Racketeering violations. Earlier
positions included a Supervisory Special Agent in the
Chicago field office and the Special Agent-in-Charge of the
field offices in Cleveland and later in New York City.

Supervisczy Staff Investigator, President's Commission on
Organized Crime

Personally conducted and supervised investigations and
inquiries into various criminal enterprises of the La Cosa
Nostra and other organized criminal groups. Specifically
conducted investigations involving money laundering, Asian
Organized Crime, and Labor Racketeering.

Special Agent, U-.ittd States Secret Service

Personally conducted Treasury investigations and executive
protection duties.for U.S. and foreign dignitaries. Duties
included financial criminal investigative skills and
extensive undercover work.

Special Agent, United States Military Intelligence

Conducted intelligence collection duties and
counterintelligence investigations in Vietnam and St. Louis.
Awarded U.S. Bronze Star and Vietnamese Medal of Honor.

REFERENCES

Eljay Bowron, Director, U.S. Secret Service, (202) 435-5700

Neil Eggleston, Associate Counsel, Office White House
Counsel, (202) 456-7901

Charles rowsher, Comptroller General of the General
Accounting Office, (202) 512-5500

3
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sman JPmnrx COSOGXmTU
OULINE OF XNIFOUlXON RQVUSTED BY NOMI0EES

A. BIOGUAPEICALs

1. Name: David Curtis Williams

2. Address: 6214 Florence Lane
Alexandria, Virginia 22310

3. Date and place of birth: 01/07/47
Granite City, IL

4. Marital Status: Single

S. Names and ages of children: None

6. Education: Southern Illinois University
Bachelor of Science
08/71

University of Illinois
Masters Degree of Education
06/73

University of Illinois
Advanced Certificate in

Education
10/75

7. Employment record: U.S. Secret Service
Chicago, IL
10/75 - 02/79

Office of Labor Racketeering
(U.S. Department of Labor)
Chicago, IL
Cleveland, OH
New York, NY
Washington, DC
02/79 - 10/86

President's Commission on
Organized Crime

Washington, DC
01/84 - 09/84

Office of Special
Investigations

General Accounting Office
Washington, DC
10/86 - 12/89
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7. Employment record:

8. Government Experience:

9. Memberships:

10. Political affiliations
and activities:

11. Honors and Awards:

12. Published writings:

13. Speeches:

Office of Inspector General
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Rockville, MD
12/89 - Present

Same as above

Federal Investigators
Association (Formerly
Association of Federal
Investigators

(President)

Association of Former U.S.
Secret Service Agents

(Member)

None

Five Medals
Two Written Citations in the
U.S. Army, including the

Vietnamese Medal of Honor and
the Bronze Star

None

I gave various speeches within
government agencies and
Federal Investigative
Organizations. I have no
copies of these speeches.

14. Qualifications:

I believe my professional background is well positioned to
make - useful contribution to the Social Security
Administration and to its Office of Inspector General.

My civilian federal career began as a Secret Service Agent
in Chicago. I conducted several hundred investigations
involving Social Security and SSI treasury checks. I did
the undercover work for a year long "sting" operation that
was the largest such operation ever conducted by the Secret
Service. Several thousand financial instruments were
recovered including Social Security and SSI checks, as well
as, stocks and bonds.
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At the U.S. Department of Labor's (DOL), Office of Inspector
General (010), 1 investigated fraud in un'on pension funds.
For several year I conducted investigations of the
Teamster's Central States Pension Fund in Chicago. Several
of my investigations were used by the Department of Justice
when they seized the International Brotherhood of Teamsters
in 1988. In a separate investigation I led the team of
federal investigators that indicted International Teamster
President Jackie Presser, and his vice President, Harold
Freidman along with several organized crime figures.

I also served as a senior investigator with the President's
Commission on Organized Crime, where among other things I
examined state-of-the-art money laundering techniques often
needed in large financial crime schemes.

When the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) created an
Office of Special Investigations, I was selected as its
Director. While there, our office investigated the Iran-
Contra Affair, the Marine Security Guard Espionage case, and
impeachment investigations of federal judges Nixon and
Hastings. Numerous conflict of interest and abuse of office
cases involving high level executive branch officials were
investigated as well.

I testified before Congress with some frequency at GAO and
in my current position. Also, in both positions I
established new offices. Establishing a new office requires
a unique set of qualifications that I believe I possess.
Lastly, within both positions I developed skills in
preventing improper conduct by high level officials that
often result in disastrous consequences for the individual
and for the agency.

In my current position as with all IGs, I have overseen an
audit section that examined the agency's financial systems
and programs. Building on my earlier knowledge of the audit
profession from the DCL/OIG and at the GAO, I have developed
a good level of confidence in overseeing audit programs.

My familiarity and experience in pension fund operations and
entitlement fraud provided me with the kind of specialized
skills that especially interested me in seeking this new
position. I also have a strong general understanding of the
IG position from having served as an Inspector General.
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C. PUTUN DWWT3IT Z.ILATXOITEXPS

1. Yes

2. No

3. No

4. Yen

D. POTITD AL CONYLXCTS OF XNTUSTs

1. None

2. None

3. None

4. None

S. I have none

6. 1 understand

4
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3. TWIFTZF 3I3 ORCOIMMZUSS

I. Yes

2. Yes

T. OTHIM

1. 1 was one of several defendants in a civil law suit filed by
a Mortgage Broker when I refinanced my residence in 1992.
The broker submitted additional bills to several borrowers
after we settled on our mortgage loan. We had all sworn to
HUD that we would not pay such fees and I believed that I
did not owe additional monies. The broker dropped charges
against everyone after our initial appearance in Fairfax
County Court.

I have been the subject of a number of complaints concerning
my work and the work of my office while serving as the
Inspector General of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
These complaints and their resolutions are maintained by the
President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency where thea
were submitted or referred by me.

2. Same as above

3. No

4. None

Signature Date

5

0


